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PREFACE

Research into the Kunjen dialects was begun by the author

and his wife in July 1964, under the auspices of the Summer

Institute of Linguistics and Wycliffe Bible Translators. It is

intended that this research be the first phase of a program which

will also embrace vernacular literacy and Bible Translation for

the Kunjen people. The over-all aim of the program is to offer

the moral strength and ethical values of Christianity to Aboriginal

people who are making the tortuous but inevitable transition from

their own culture to the way of life espoused by their white neigh

bors.

Because the research has been underway for a considerable

time in a remote area, there have been many contributors to its

progress. The tasks of establishing a field station, transporting

stores, arranging for access to informants and meeting their needs

have been lightened by many willing contributors, a few of whom it

is impossible to go further without mentioning.

The confidence and cooperation of the Director of the

Queensland Department of Aboriginal and Island Affairs,

Mr. P. J. Killoran, in permitting the researcher to live and work

on the Mitchell River Reserve has been greatly appreciated, as has

been the advice and assistance of the Department's Community

managers, especially Mr. E. C. Butler. We are grateful too to the

Anglican Bishop of Carpentaria for his willingness to allow us to
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begin and continue a project of this nature in the Mission Parish

of Mitchell River, among the Anglican communicants there.

Support for the bulk of the research, and in the many

practical matters associated with it, is gratefully recorded;

beside the numerous members and adherents of the Methodist Church

of Australasia, we have appreciated the consistent encouragement

of Mr. and Mrs. L. Boggiss, Mr. J. Chadwick, Mr. and Mrs. A. Coombe,

Mr. K. Craigie, Mr. and Mrs. S. Druce, Mr. and Mrs. G. Dryden,

Mr. and Mrs. M. Nicholls, Mr. and Mrs. G. Sommer, and Mrs. H. Sommer.

My sincere thanks go also to the Australian Institute of

Aboriginal Studies which provided a vehicle for the first field trip

(July 1964) and finances for a subsequent workshop at the Summer

Institute of Linguistics (1965). Funds were also made available for

a six-month field trip, November 1969 to April 1970, when most of

this study took its present form. A computerized concordance of

Kunjen materials, compiled on the IBM 1410 computer at the University

of Oklahoma by the Linguistic Information Retrieval Project of the

Summer Institute of Linguistics and the University of Oklahoma

Research Institute, was sponsored by National Science Foundation

Grant GS-1605, and contributed materially to this study.

Thanks are due also to the Kunjen people ~h2illselves, almost

all of whom have contributed in some way to the research to date.

Whether it was the contribution of new words, the explanation of

customs or idioms, or more formal informant work, their interest

was my encouragement. Willing and able helpers included
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Mr. F. Brumby, Mr. and Mrs. C. Rutland, and Mrs. V. Koolatah. The

cheerful and helpful assistance offered by Mrs. Elizabeth Henry in

the earlier phases of the project enabled the researcher to amass

considerable amounts of transcribed Kunjen text material on which

to base an analysis. Mrs. Henry's clarity of diction and patience

in this task were greatly appreciated. The imagination and insight

of Mrs. Kathleen Major is recognized at several points in the text

of the study itself. Mrs. Major's creative control of her language,

understanding of the researcher's purposes, and quick mind made the

researcher assured of insightful progress. Her contribution to this

study is recorded with much appreciation. The author recalls with

pleasure and gratitude the fishing and hunting trips, campfire dis

cussions, dances, and his inclusion in everyday affairs that must be

mentioned in any account of his total contact with the Kunjen people

and their language.

Finally, my heartfelt thanks go to my daughter Leanne and

wife Elaine, who bore without rancour the heat and burden of the day

among the discomforts of a far-northern allocation. I am most of all

deeply indebted to my wife, whose devotion to tape-recorder and type

writer was above and beyond the vows of matrimony, and who made this

study possible.

B.A.S.
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ABSTRACT

Kunjen is the 'popular pidgin name' for a group of Paman

dialects spoken by Australian Aborigines who earlier inhabited the

central Cape York Peninsular area of North Queensland. Two of these

dialects--Oykangand and Olgol--are accounted for in this study.

The theory of language which has been chosen for this

description of Kunjen syntax is that version of transformational-

generative grammar proposed by Fillmore in his 1968a article

'The Case for Case'. Fillmore's 'Case Grammar' proposals are only

minimally changed, in order that the validity claimed for them may

be empirically tested. Kunjen represents an interesting test-case,

being a typically ergative language of the suffixing type, with a

system of noun classes, and a developing incorporation of the per-

sonal pronouns in the verb. The Oykangand dialect is chosen for

exemplification of the rules in this conservative treatment of the

Transformational and Phonological (sub-)components.

Beside Fillmore's Agentive, Instrumental, Dative, Factitive,

Locative and Objective cases, a Purposive and a Causal are proposed.

Contrary to Fillmore's sentences embedded as complements of

the verb are not found under the Objective, but under the Purposive,

Causal and Locative cases. Strong justification for the traditional

generative view of relativization is offered by the facts of

Oykangand, in which relativization is a highly flexible and productive

process.
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The Dative is by far the most interesting case, appearing

in surface realizations as three possible forms. The surface dative

represents the indirect object, and some renditions of the genitive

and benefactive. The Dative is also the source of the genitive (via

both adnominal and sentential Datives), and of the subject in

'verbless' sentences. The Dative is capable of being 'promoted'

from adnominal status to the subject position. The possibility that

kin-terms are stative adjectives is examined and rejected on the

basis of evidence involving Dative expressions.

There is no 'primary topicalization' (subjectivalization) in

Kunjen. Rules of subject choice are simple, and there is no passive

construction. Brief mention is made of Hale's view of the passive

and ergative in Australian languages insofar as these relate to

Kunjen.

It is contended that a case grammar accounts for the facts

of Kunjen in a more simple, more principled fashion than either the

'standard' Chomskian theory on the one hand, or than tagmemics on

the other.

The noun classifiers of Kunjen are examined, and the syn

tactic relevance of their insertion is asserted. Earlier works on

noun classifiers are briefly reviewed, found deficient, and a rule

schema of a general nature is proposed to account for classifier

insertion in Australian languages generally.

The classifiers are inserted as (+pro) copies of nouns, and

the discussion of these leads on to a consideration of
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pronominalization in general. The pronominalization processes of

Kunjen are claimed to be accounted for in a sub-cycle of rules which

effect 'gapping' and the introduction of the pre-referential pronouns,

the reflexive pronoun, the personal pronouns, and the classifiers.

Reflexive/reciprocal constructions are found to depend--somewhat

unusua11y--on a reflexive/reciprocal 'auxiliary' verb, erbe- 2.

'Infrajections' account for the introduction of sentence

adverbs and other particles with sentential function from their

source in the Modality constituent. The theory at this point is

relatively undeveloped, and open to some question. Interrogative

sentences also depend in part on this type of transformation.

An analysis of 'auxiliary' verbs amba- 1 and ambe- 2 is

proposed and the analysis of erbe- 2 is defended in a further inves

tigation of reflexive/reciprocal expressions. Evidence is brought

forward to show that what have been termed 'Equi-NP' phenomena do

not depend in Kunjen solely upon the principle of co-referentia1ity

but also upon that of inclusion of the one NP within the other.

Redup1ication--both partial and comp1ete--is considered as a syn

tactic process applicable most frequently to verbs, but other

categories are not excluded from the reduplication rules.

Following a discussion of the Imperative and Questions, the

rules of Oykangand grammar are assembled by way of review, and a

sample text and lexicon is provided. The relationship between

Oykangand and 01g01 is the subject of the final Chapter.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

To attempt to describe in detail the syntax of some hitherto

unknown language is currently a perilous undertaking. This is espe

cially the case if that syntax presumes to be 'generative' in its

theoretical orientation. While grammarians may disTIliss without a

second thought some statement or other based on alternative theories,

or cast only a desultory eye over the data, feelings run high as to

the validity of various alternatives within the 'generative' school.

This study nevertheless presumes to present the basic syntax

of Oykangand and 01gol, Kunjen dialects of which the phonology has

already been investigated (Sommer 1969). Not only so, but it pre

sumes to be a 'generative' study, utilizing for its theoretical base

those proposals of Fillmore 1968a which have been called 'Case

Grammar'. That it will offend the psyche of some is taken for

granted. More important than the psychic disturbance of its critics

is the fact that the study represents (1) the only statement to date

of the grammar of Kunjen, and (2) a straight-forward attempt to eval

uate Fillmore's proposals by rigorously applying these to the above

task.

Theoretical issues are taken up once more in Chapter II.

The remainder of this chapter will provide a brief orientation to

the Kunjen people and their language.
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The Kunjen People

A review of the names applied to the Kunjen peop1e--both by

themselves and by others--has already appeared (Sommer 1969). In

that publication the geographical locations of Oykangand and 01gol

are shown (just a little west of the central Cape York Peninsular

area) and their relationship to some other Peninsular languages is

expressed in subgroupings.

Oykangand and Olgol families somewhat whimsically refer to

themselves as ofoyoR 'river', argl)al)and 'from the river ti-tree',

anbagand 'from the bank', ermball)and 'from the spear rod', or

arn9a11)and 'Alice River'. The dialect on which this study is based

is Oykangand; 01gol is accommodated in Chapter XIV. It was found

impractical to accommodate Okunjan and Kawarrangg without a more

detailed analysis of these two rather different dialects, which have

the appearance of being, in any case, dialects of a separate lan

guage (Sommer 1969:12).

Kunjen Grammar

A thumb-nail sketch of Oykangand, based on the universals

of grammar proposed by Greenberg 1963, will provide both an outline

of the language and a usable summary for scholars interested in

language universals.

Like most Australian languages (Capell 1956:46), Oykangand

is an SOV language with postpositions which take the form of suffixes

(universals 1, 4 and 27) in a clear case system (41). This implies
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possible preposing of relative expressions (24), which in fact can

also be alternatively postposed. The genitive and adjective both

follow the governing noun (2, 5, 19) and express its inflection (40);

but contrary to the expected, the common noun precedes an apposi

tional proper noun (23). Another unexpected feature is the absence

of productive derivational processes, despite case inflection (29).

Verb forms that are subordinate to the verb--as Causal (CSL),

Purposive (PRP) cases--usually precede the verb (13, 15) and in

flected auxiliaries follow it (15). Adverbial modifiers normally

precede the verb (7) and follow any adjective that is modified,

but--contrary to (2l)--the nominal object most frequently precedes

the verb.

In the case system of Oykangand the subject postposition

of an intransitive verb is spelled as zero (38). Beside the sin

gular, there are both dual and plural numbers expressed in the

pronominal system, and three persons (42), but there are no nominal

number morphemes (34, 35).

The details of this grammatical system are worked out in

Chapters IV to XII. A sample text and lexicon is given in Chapter

XIII, and the Olgol dialect is treated in Chapter XIV. The gram

matical study is introduced by a discussion of theoretical issues

(Chapter II) and an orientation to Oykangand phonology and some

notational conventions (Chapter III).



Chapter II

CASE GRAMMAR CONSIDERED

Introduction

In the past few years, many linguists have become
intrigued with Charles Fillmore's "case grammar",
particularly as exemplified in Fillmore 1968a. There
is something intuitively pleasing about this conception
of syntactic structure, and there is little doubt that
many of the insights that underlie it will have to be
incorporated in some form in any adequate linguistic
theory. We can expect case grammar to be used in a
flood of articles and monographs during the next few
years, as scholars "work out the details" for languages
other than English and test the empirical adequacy of
the framework.

With these comments Langacker 1970 summarizes the reaction of many

linguists to Fillmore's case grammar. Beginning with 'A proposal

concerning English prepositions' 1966a, and continuing in his

'Toward a modern theory of case' 1966b Fillmore developed a series

of proposals that are realized in 'The case for case' 1968a. It is

on the proposals of this latter article that this study of Kunjen

is based.

Fillmore revives the classicists' concept of ~, and in-

jects it with new relevance by insisting on the covert nature of

case categories. Case categories are made relevant at the deep

structure level of the transformationa1ists' grammar, and surface

structure realizations are made dependent on these. Fillmore sug-

gests a minimal inventory of six cases, each case being proposed as

a linguistic universal, found in some form in all natural languages.

4
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Fillmore supports his proposals by a lengthy account of

historical approaches to case, and critically reviews the contrib-

utors to case theory up to the current transformational-generative

grammarians. He expends considerable effort in establishing the

surface structure relevance of the subject of the sentence, and in

questioning its deep structure status.

The arguments he adduces lead Fillmore to reject the tradi-

tiona1 subject-predicate dichotomy as an unfortunate 'importation

into linguistics from formal logic', and to propose instead a

'Modality' and a 'Proposition' as the primes of a sentence. In the

Proposition, the case categories are developed--each one occurring

only once, but at least one being chosen in association with each

verb.

Operations on these structures follow the pattern of trans-

formations established by Chomsky 1957, 1965 but include an obligatory

subject choice rule, which promotes one of the case categories to

direct domination by S, and provides a structure more nearly parallel

to that of the 'standard' Chomskian theory, with its S + NP VP.

What Fillmore develops therefore is a somewhat more abstract deep

structure than that proposed by Chomsky. Fillmore's theory claims to

effect considerable economies in the semantic component (which inter-

prets the structures generated by the syntactic component) since the

cases are semantically defined.

The question that this 'deeper' deep structure raises is

this: Is Fillmore's deep structure deep enough? In other words, is
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the introduction of semantically defined case categories into the

syntactic component an unnatural restriction on the semantic infor

mation utilized in the syntax? G. Lakoff 1969 and other scholars

argue for a generative semantics, in which the 'deep structure' is

semantic, and Fillmore, in his 'Closing Words' 1968a acknowledges

the likelihood that their contentions reflect the truth. For his

article, however, which effectively demonstrates the success of

semantic information in the consideration of syntactic phenomena,

Fillmore argues from the 'centrality of syntax'.

The article--despite the many facets of language it exam

ines in a careful, scholarly fashion--is essentially programmatic.

It is a well-documented theoretical statement that invites the

investigation of language phenomena from its viewpoint. 'Kunjen

syntax: a generative view' is a response to that invitation.

The Aims of 'Kunjen Syntax'

The purpose of this study is threefold. By far the most

important motivation for this study is the need to provide an

adequate synchronic description of Kunjen. As noted elsewhere,

only one fact of Kunjen grammar can be found in the literature on

Australian Aboriginal languages. To remedy this lack, and to pro

vide an account of Kunjen syntax of use to comparative linguists

and scholars generally, two dialects of Kunjen are described.

The importance of a study of Kunjen has already been

asserted (Sommer 1969). Speakers of the Kunjen dialects ranged
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over a considerable area of Cape York Peninsula, and some account of

these dialects is essential to a satisfactory classification of Paman

languages. This research cannot wait: the number of Kunjen speakers

is dwindling rapidly.

The second purpose in this study is to attempt to evaluate

Fillmore's case grammar by applying it to the task outlined above.

To this end, Fillmore's proposals are only minimally changed in

accommodating Kunjen, so that the validity of them may be empirically

tested.

Lastly--and perhaps least importantly--it is the aim of this

study to add to the strength of Hale's argument that Australian lan

guages are not 'primitive in any limiting sense' (1965:32). Since

this topic will not be the subject of comment elsewhere, the evidence

Kunjen provides in favor of Hale's assertion requires mention at

this point.

Not only does Kunjen conform to the greater bulk of Greenberg's

implicational universals of human language (Chapter I), but it also

meets Hale's conditions (a-e) which suggest that Kunjen is no differ

ent in essence from all human languages. More important are observa

tions concerning the rules of the grammar. Kunjen requires rules

which are already well established as being necessary to English,

French, Czeckoslovakian, Sora and Maori. Among these rules are

operations which effect sentence conjunction, EQUI-NP DELETION,

REFLEXIVIZATION, PRONOMINALIZATION and EXTRAPOSITION--to name just a

few. These rules perform the same operations (formal universals) on
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the same categories (substantive universals) in Kunjen as in Mohawk

or Huicho1.

The rules and discussion of them in the chapters that follow

support Hale's contention: neither Kunjen nor any Australian 1an-

guage can be regarded as primitive in any non-trivial, meaningful

sense.

Why Case Grammar?

The primary requirement on any grammatical description is

that it characterize the linguistic competence of a speaker of a

given language.

At the lowest level of 'adequacy', or success in this en-

deavor, a grammar recognizes the we11-formedness of certain sen-

tences but rejects others as being deviant. Thus for English,

(i-iii) are acceptable, but (iv) is not.

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

John expected Harry to leave.
John persuaded Harry to leave.
It was expected by John that Harry would leave.

*It was persuaded by John that Harry would leave.

A grammar which notes such facts is 'observationally adequate'

(Chomsky 1964). In its reductio ad absurdum it consists of lists

of sentences like (i-iii) in a given language, without comment or

explication. And since the sentences of any natural language are

infinite in number (as pointed out frequently in the literature)

such lists would be infinitely long and utterly devoid of 1in-

guistica11y significant information--particu1ar1y generalizations--

about the language.
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At a higher level of adequacy, the acceptability of (i-iii)

is accounted for, and the relationship between (i) and (iii) made

explicit. This is Chomsky's 1964 'descriptive adequacy' at which

level structural descriptions are assigned to each sentence of the

language, and rules (of one sort or another) account for all the

regularities.

That (iv) cannot occur as an English sentence is not a matter

of an 'accidental gap' but of specific exclusion achieved by precise

formulations about the language. That is to say, the linguistic

competence of a native speaker has been characterized by the grammar

if it excludes such sentences.

If this characterization is correct, and if the grammar cap

tures significant generalizations in a concise way, some degree of

'explanatory adequacy' has been achieved. At this level, the intu

ition of the speaker can be explained by 'well motivated' rules on

a 'principled basis' set up to account for the language data. The

grammar boasting the greatest explanatory adequacy contains the most

germane, significant generalizations about a language, which lesser

grammars do not contain. That is to say that the ungrammaticality

of (iv) can be accounted for by reference to a 'principled basis'

which accounts for its exclusion from the data of English.

At this level of adequacy, the grammar is making statements

about the nature of language itself. If, of two grammars A and B of

a language L, A makes fewer valid generalizations than B, then it

must be assumed that B has not only achieved a greater explanatory
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adequacy than A, but it has also made claims (trivial or otherwise)

about language itself and/or about the form that a grammar of L

must take. Such claims are the source of the substantive and formal

universals of language.

An observationally adequate description of Kunjen would nec-

essari1y include an account of the following sentences:

(2.1) i1 uraQarlY uke1 oRyan a101. 1

(2.2)

[she wife-AG] peg chop go-RPAST

'(His) wife went and chopped pegs.'

il udal i,tom one1bmban .a,ta!. iQun.

[he dog-AG] that neck bite-RPAST him

'The dog bit that (animal's) neck.'

(2.3) arQgaQgunan~ iya1men amba,!!!!l aliQ.

[child young-AG] play cause-ReUST ours

'The young children were playing with our (opossum).'

(2.4) a1bmb i1imb asen udal a,ta!..

meat opossum then my [dog-AG] bite-RPAST

'Then the dog bit my opossum.'

These sentences might for convenience be referred to as 'transitive'.

The subject of these sentences is formally marked by a postposition

having a variety of spellings; the object is unmarked. Kunjen is

thus an 'ergative' type language as suggested by Hale (n.d.).
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A second type of construction is the 'middle' sentence,

examples of which follow:

(2.5)

(2.6)

ergel ay oRaQar asen unda~,•.

say-RPAST I [husband my E-DAT]

'I said to my husband, •• '

alkar il iQun uraQar~, ••

shout-RPAST he [to him wife-DAT]

'He shouted to his wife, •. '

(2. 7) agQaR,& ergel il, ..

[white-man-DAT] say-RPAST he

'He said to the white man, •• '

The 'object' of these sentences is marked by -~, but the 'subject'

remains unmarked, or is spelled zero. The 'object' here may be

considered the dative, or indirect object.

Yet another construction is that involving the 'intransi

tive' sentence, in which the subject is again unmarked.

(2.8)

(2.9)

in i~om odndol il.

meat that float-RPAST he

'That animal floated (to the top).'

osns amb elkel ul i yal.

just still return-RPAST they hungry

'They had to return home still hungry.'
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(2.10) igur il ey •••

go-RPAST he

'He went .•. '

These constructions are typical of their type; each may occur with

negatives, embedded sentences, locatives, interrogatives, wh- words,

etc. and in various transformational derivations. For the purposes

of our discussion, however, the above data will suffice; a descrip

tive grammar of Kunjen must account (at least) for all the above

examples in order to be descriptively adequate, and must do so in a

meaningful, principled fashion in order to achieve any explanatory

power.

On the other hand, it must not derive, or must mark as

deviant, sentences such as the following:

(2.11) *in i,tom agl)aR odndo.1 il.

[meat that] [w.man] float-RPAST he

(in which neither NP is marked and an intransitive

verb appears)

(2.12) *in i,tomiY odndo.1 il.

[meat that-AG] float-RPAST he

(in which the subj ect NP of an intransitive sentence

is marked)



(2.13) *1'1 . k 1uraQarlY u e ~ oRyan alol.

13

[she wife-AG] [peg-DAT] chop go-RPAST

(in which one NP is marked as subject and another

as dative-object, or indirect object).

Three descriptive models will be considered in turn. All

are, or can be made to be, descriptively adequate so far as the

above data are concerned. The problem at this level is to char-

acterize the intuition of the native speaker with respect to the

sentence types given. Not only must the relationship between the

verb and its appropriate sentence type be shown, but also the cor-

relation with noun phrase affixation must be established.

The Tagmemic Theory--Longacre 1964. In the tagmemic approach of

Longacre, or Pike 1967, three contrastive sentence (or clause) level

syntagmemes would be recognized. A tagmemic formulation would be

assigned to each, represented approximately by the following:

Clausetr = +S:NPsubj +O:NP +Pred:VPtr

Clause 'd = +S:NP +O:NPd t +Pred:VP 'dm1. a m1.

Clauseintr = +S:NP +Pred:VPintr

In the lexicon, verbs are marked for their membership in one of the

classes tr, mid or intr, according to their potential for occurrence

in VPtr' VPmid or VPintr respectively.

a!.a- 1

erge- 2

igu- 1
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On the next level down the grammatical hierarchy, further formu-

lations account for the phrases.

vp(z) = +Head:verb(z), where z is the class of verb

~s~j = +Head:nounAG ...
NPdat = +Head:nounDAT ...
NP = +Head:noun

This description aligns each verb with the correct sequence

of sentential complements, correctly marked as to sentential func-

tion. It claims to be descriptively adequate.

The Standard Theory--Chomsky 1965. The interesting claim made by

this model is that the difference in the sentences above can be

attributed to the strict subcategorization of the verb. That is

to say, the syntactic features associated with the verb in its

representation in the lexicon will only permit insertion of that

verb in syntactically well-formed sentences. In Chomsky's own

words,

••• every frame in which V appears, in the VP, is
relevant to the strict subcategorization of V, and
••• no frame which is not part of the VP is relevant
to the strict subcategorization of V. (1965:96)

Ignoring at this stage the problem of order, the expansion

of the VP constituent for Kunjen might be represented thus:

tns V NP PP

For the three verbs outlined above, the relevant strict subcatego-

rizations would be
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ata- 1 'bite' [+V, tns NP]

erge- 2 'speak' [+V, tns PP]

igu- 1 'go' [+V, tns ]

The base structure could be modified, no doubt, to accommodate a

DP (dative phrase) instead of a PP (postpositiona1 phrase, to in

clude locative, directional and dative), or alternatively the PP

could be assigned the feature [+Dative]. Either would ensure the

necessary -~ affixation.

The subject of ata- 1 could be assigned the appropriate

marker by a transformation either triggered by a feature attached

to the verb, or alternatively by one assigned to the NP subject by

the verb.

When this has been decided, descriptive adequacy has been

achieved, and the data satisfactorily accounted for.

'Case' Theory--Fi11more 1968a. Fillmore's case theory rejects the

traditional subject-predicate dichotomy preserved by Chomsky

(8 ~ NP~VP).as an unwarranted residue inherited by linguistics

from philosophy. Instead, the 'subject', 'object', dative,

locationa1 phrase and verb are subsumed under a single node, P

(for proposition) which comprises, with M (modality), the sentence

S.

More important is the assertion that P dominates a set of

cases, with respect to the verb, each having its own distinctive

case marker K associated with the respective NP. These cases are
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semantically defined and present to the semantic component consider

able simplification in its interpretive function.

The theory also gains from the subcategorization of verbs

now possible under the P node, since the grammatical subject of all

sentences will now be included in the 'case frame' specification of

each verb. The same three verbs are characterized by distinct case

frames.

a,ta- 1 'bite' [AO__]

erge- 2 'speak' [OD__]

igu- 1 'go' [0__]

The cases are easily specified by further rules.

K (A)

K (0)

K (D)

= AG

= ¢ (i.e. is spelled zero)

= DAT (= -.~y)

These 'deep structure' cases appear on the surface as the grammatical

'subject', 'object', 'indirect object', etc. according to the rules

of the grammar, including the subject choice hierarchy rules.

Hence a level of descriptive adequacy is claimed also for

case grammar.

Explanatory Adequacy. The above descriptions characterize--or

caricature--the intuitions of a native speaker about certain parts

of his language. Each description defines the basis of a well-formed

set of sentences in the language. For any to have achieved explana

tory adequacy, however, it must have discovered 'significant
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generalizations' that help to explain the speaker's intuition rather

than merely describing it.

The differences between the three models outlined above are

not very great, but are nevertheless sufficient to allow a reasoned

choice of one as being greater in explanatory power than the others.

Consider first the tagmemic model. There is no strict subcategori-

zation here, in the Chomskian sense, but if we read

ata- 1 =

to mean 'insert this verb in the VPtr which cooccurs with +S:NPsubj

and +o:NP' then in actuality the differences are merely notational.

The entire clause is thus 'relevant to the subcategorization of V' ,

and hence capable of differentiating the verbs ata- 1 and erge- 2

without difficulty, by reference to their S and a fillers.

But other difficulties arise. Under this theory, the dif-

ferences between NP, NP b" and NPd t are in the fillers of thesu J a

heads of the respective phrases. ud 'dog' appears in an NP as the

unmarked ud, in an NPsubj as udal, and in an NPdat as uday. If this

exhausted the necessary subclassification of word classes then the

theory would be not nearly so embarrassed. In fact, however, the

functional markers are postpositions to the phrase, so that the last

word of the phrase is usually fused with the functional marker

phonologically.

Not only does this fact render the above formulations inade-

quate, but implies that the difference in noun phrases is not always

due to the form of the head noun. ([5.7] exemplifies variations
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based on ud 'dog' in what tagmemics would recognize as an NP b'.)su J

The word-morphology noted above is not treated by tagmemics on the

clause level, where it is responsible for functional differences,

but on the word level. On the phrase level these morphological

differences become responsible for numerous phrase types that are

scarcely economical, and a vast multiplication of word classes or

phrases embedded within the phrase concerned, when these occur with

the function marker. To take the subject of a transitive verb alone,

adjectiveAG

comitative phraseAG

and genitive phraseAG

occur (in order) in (5.7) without exhausting all the possibilities.

An alternative would be to rewrite the offending phrases on

the clause level, e.g.

C1tr = +S:NP +K:AG +O:NP (+K:~) +Pred:VPtr •••

This is justifiable, since AG is a marker pertinent to the clause

level, and the NP and vp(z) phrases can be dealt with on the phrase

level.

'What you gain on the swings you lose on the roundabouts'

however. What the theory now lacks is a convenient notation for

indicating 'subject of', 'object of' etc. for the purposes of de-

scribing stylistic permutations of sentence constituents, where

these sentence constituents obviously operate as a unity. That is,

there is no way to denote 'subject' but by S + K, and so on. But
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this violates the 'functional' definition of the clause level

tagmemes 'subject' or 'object', and only causes other embarrassment

to the theory.

The 'standard' theory of Chomsky's Aspects of the theory of

syntax suffers from a defect of another nature. Because 'no frame

which is not part of the VP is relevant to the strict subcategori

zation of V' we must resort to some purely ad hoc device to ensure

that the subject NP of ata- 1 'bite' is assigned its 'agentive'

affix, while the subject of erge- 2 remains unmarked. The alternative

is to reject the Chomskian formulation of strict subcategorization.

The subjects of ata- 1 and of erge- 2 differ in only this one

respect. To account for it, a transformational triggering device is

necessary to either (1) derive a node A in the right place for.ata- 1,

or (2) delete an obligatory A postposition for verbs like erge- 2

where A is derived by base rules.

Not only so, but the 'dative object' of erge- 2 must be speci-

fied similarly. The strict subcategorization feature [+V, tns NP~dat]

would perhaps suffice, where NP dat is dominated by PP, provided

that no rule operates on such an NP within the verb phrase that does

not operate on a similar NP in a transitive sentence, or vice versa.

Neither of the two descriptions discussed this far have suc

ceeded in stating elegantly two important generalizations:

1. The verb alone is the sentence constituent which requires

both the form and occurrence of certain other sentence

constituents.
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2. The sentence constituents that complement the verbs

under discussion comprise in all cases an NP and--in

some instances--an affix or postposition.

The description achieved by case theory meets these require-

ments. That is, it effects the generalizations (1) and (2) above

without the awkwardness that attends the other two theories, by

combining the advantages of each. The subject choice hierarchy

rules choose the marked Agentive (A) case as subject for verbs like

ata- 1 'bite', and the Object (0) remains unmarked:

s

[tense]

A

~
NP K

I I
N al

(etc.)

P

o

NP~K
i I
N f/J a!;.a- I

For verbs like erge- 2 and igu- 1, the unmarked subject is

interpreted as the 0 case once again. Because there is no A,

subject choice rules select the 0 as grammatical subject. The

dative case, required as the complement of erge- 2, is specified

by the strict subcategorization feature of that verb. In effect,

the Chomskian definition of strict subcategorization has been

broadened to include all NP complements of the verb as case

categories.
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S

M P

0 D V

~ NP~NP K

I I I I
[tense] N r/J N -ay erge- 2

s

M

[tense]

P

~o V
~

NP K
I I

N f/J igu- 1

A Fillmorian case grammar claims therefore a higher level

of adequacy than both tagmemics and the 'standard' or 'Aspects'

version of transformational theory in accounting for the two impor-

tant generalizations noted earlier. It claims that cases are

substantive universals, introduced as 'sister' categories of the

verb. In the subject choice rules, it reflects the fact that

alternative cases are available to the grammars of some languages

when certain verbs are selected, and speakers have a creative

choice of subject in such instances.
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The above considerations are of a purely formal and

theoretical nature. There are, however, language-specific reasons

why a case grammar account of Oykangand is more satisfactory than

any alternative account. Consider the example

hit-RPAST he him

(2.14) in erndAY.

meat crocodile

ibmbuRll uyarnll

plain hand

arir il il)un.

where the only reasonable semantic reading is 'The crocodile hit

him with its paw out on the plain'. The Oykangand words glossed

'crocodile', 'plain' and 'hand' each have the fused postposition

-iY. This spelling is typical of agents, instruments and locations.

The problem is to account for the obvious semantic reading by

excluding any others on some sort of principled basis.

The 'standard' theory relies on the selectional feature

[+animate] to differentiate the subject NP in erfig; the verb ari- 1

'hit' requiring this feature of its subject. In this, it is an

improvement on tagmemics, but it offers no principled exclusion of

the interpretation of this sentence as '*The crocodile hit him with

a plain at his hand'. Both ibmbuRiy and uyamiy have the same post

position, and are each developed from a PP node in the verb phrase.

The alternative offered by case grammar causes no such

difficulty. Because the cases are semantically defined, there is

no deep structure ambiguity. Sentence (2.14) results from trans

formations effected on the deep structure in (2.15).
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(2.15) S

v

ari- 1

o
~

NP K
I

N

I
(abm) r/Jiy

P

L

~
NP K

I
N

ibJbUR

I

~
NP K

I
N

I
uyam iyiy

A

~
NP K
I

N

I
ernd

M

I
ft ensej
lRPAS'fj

Capell 1956 notes:

The term "operative" case, first suggested to me by
Dr. C. M. Churchward some ten years ago, is preferable to
"agentive" because it covers more neatly two different
usages of the suffix - the first to express the instrument
by which an act is performed, and the second the person
who performs it. Thus in Gobabwingu, julou-ji oara-na
gate-ji bu-nala, 'man me spear-with hit-did'. In this
example, both julnu, the agent, and gate, the instrument,
take the same suffix, -ii. It is difficult to call the
man the 'instrument' or the spear the 'agent' of the
action. The term "operative" covers both, since both
operate in their different ways. (63-4)

But in this instance the form of the two cases have simply fallen

together, as in most Australian languages. The suggestion here is

that rather than a new term, what is n~eded is merely a simple

semantic definition of each case, and this is offered by case

grammar.

The Notion of 'Subject'

Crucial to the understanding of case theory is Fillmore's

concept of the subject. This is the noun phrase brought into some
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kind of focus of attention in the surface structure of a sentence.

Languages which permit alternative choices to be made among the NP

components of a case frame--or specified array of cases defined by

a verb--are said to allow 'primary topicalization' or 'subjectivali-

zation' (Fillmore 1968a:57 et seq.). The focus or attention gained

by a subject NP is regarded here as being the result of the movement

of the case containing the NP from within the Proposition (p) to

direct domination by S. That is, subject choice effects a struc-

tural change.

This structural change is reflected by pronoun selection.

Example (2.16) represents the intermediate structure of a transitive

sentence (2.17) in which subject, object and genitive pronouns

appear. It is possible to predict the form of the pronoun from

structural considerations alone (the few exceptions are accounted

for later).

(2.16) S

A

~
NP K

I
N

I
ud al

M P

~e~s~ ~
LRPASTJ 0 V
~

NP K

/~ ~ a,ta- 1

pigipig D

~
NP K

I
N

I
(abm) ay



in pigipig a,l;}en(2.17) udal

[dog-AG] meat my

a~a£ il iQun.

bite-RPAST he it

25

I

'The dog bit my pig. '

Under A, the case transported by the subject choice rules from

domination by P to domination by S, the subject pronouns of

Table 8.1 are introduced. Middle sentences and Intransitive sen

tences introduce the same pronouns from their 'unmarked' 0 case

subjects, likewise dominated by S. Under the 0 of (2.16), and

under D, L and other cases dominated directly by P, the obj ect

pronouns of Table 8.2 are introduced, and under D,N (Dative

dominated by a noun) the GENITIVE rule introduces the genitive

pronouns of Table 8.3.

There are thus clear reasons for proposing that ud in

(2.16) is the surface subject of the sentence, but there is counter

evidence. By ignoring the pronouns, an alternative appears.

o case consistently appears without any case postposition,

whether in middle and intransitive sentences where it is clearly the

subject, or in transitive sentences. The claim has been made that

languages having the 'ergative' system described above possess in

fact verbs which are inherently passive, i.e. languages whose

Obj ective NPs are really always subj ects.

Hale (n.d.) argues this point very persuasively for

Australian languages. Its advantages are obvious--the subject NP

always has its source in the 0 case, which loses its case post

position when a verb appears.
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This view gains some support from 'equational' and

'possessive' sentences where no verb appears, and the subject is

presumed to be a Dative--which loses its case postposition in the

manner of all subjects. But the complement of the Dative is the

Objective. Here the 0 case occurs again without a case postposition

and unless it is claimed that the 0 case postposition is zero, and

that this is deleted in 'verbless' sentences, then this argument

gains only the charge that it is specious.

Hale develops some interesting conclusions on the passive

ergative hypothesis, and it may be that these are correct, without

necessarily validating the hypothesis. He also offers some remarks

on the pronominal evidence cited above for the view adopted in this

study; not all will find his remarks convincing.

With the sole exception then, of passive alternatives to

active constructions (in languages that have the two) subjectivali

zation depends on the cases realized as the sister categories of

any verb. Under the theory chosen for this study, Fillmore's

(1968:22) examples 18, 19 and 20 illustrate the case frame of the

verb break [(A) O (I)].

18. John broke the window.

19. A hammer broke the window.

20. John broke the window with a hammer.

It is also possible to say

The window broke.
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The four sentences each select a subject automatically according to

the cases realized in the respective frames

[A_O]

[1_0]

[A_O I] and

[0_].

This phenomenon gives rise to the idea of 'subject choice

rules' in which a hierarchy of cases is recognized; if A occurs, it

is the subject, and if no A occurs then the I and ° cases are chosen

in that order.

Strictly speaking, subject choice rules are only valid where

the case frame permits optionality in the cases that can become

subject, as in the instance of break. Oykangand offers no such

options in the specification of its verbs. The subject choice rules

therefore read the case frame of each verb, and select the subject,

but there is no alternative available for any of the verbs in the

lexicon (with two exceptions). ari- 1 'hit' and'a,ta- 1 'bite' are

always transitive; the Agentive is always selected as subject--no

other possibility, not even passivization, is acceptable. In this

sense Kunjen is an ergative language, which lacks subjectivalization

in Fillmore's terms.

Residual Problems

'Kunjen syntax' accounts for the entire corpus of the lan

guage available to the researcher through eliciting and tape record

ing. It is based on the norms of informal discussion, conversation
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and narrative. More formal speech, the language of the culture

myths, poetry, heated argument and of children is beyond the scope

of this study.

It is not to be assumed that because the entire corpus is

accounted for that each and every rule of the grammar is supported

by independent motivation, or that the whole of the grammar is

represented in neat, well formulated rules. For example, the facts

of aRemar and ilg ar are reported in Chapter VI, but no principled

explanation can yet be offered for the structures in which these

appear. Another example concerns the -~ which appears on verbs in

constructions involving amba- 1 (Chapter X). The facts are reported,

but their place in the rules of a complete grammar of Kunjen is some

times uncertain. Yet another difficulty is pointed out in Chapter

XII with respect to the rules themselves.

The choice of a case grammar theory of language has already

been justified, both with respect to theoretical considerations and

with regard to the facts of Oykangand. It must not be assumed that

the theory as currently conceived answers all the problems of a

grammatical description of Kunjen. There are points at which a more

deeply 'semantic' syntax appears to be worthy of investigation, and

where case grammar tends to hint at a semantic solution to the prob

lems that arise. These points include the derivation of Locatives

(Chapter V), the insertion of M constituents into P (Chapter IX),

and classifier insertion (Chapter VII).

The conditions and constraints on various structures and

rules also constitute an embarrassment. The only encouragement at
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this point comes from Dingwall 1969 who lists a whole series of

'filters' found necessary by various generative scholars to prevent

ungrammatical derivations.

The residual problems that defy satisfactory settlement are

nevertheless fewer in number and smaller in scope than are encoun

tered in alternative theories. They point in some cases to semantic

solutions, and in others to language-specific phenomena for which

even in the ultimate analysis an ad hoc solution may be necessary.

FOOTNOTE

1For an account of the conventions governing the underlining of

suffixes, the glossing of the literal translation, bracketing and

abbreviations see Chapter III.



Chapter III

NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS

No attempt is made in this study to exhaustively discuss

Kunjen phonology. For such a description see Sommer 1969. The

notational devices and conventions necessary to presenting a

readable account of the syntax of Kunjen follow.

A surface phonological analysis of Kunjen requires the

recognition of the following segments.

P

b

f

m

w

i

e

a

t

d

5

n

1

r

o

n

u

k

g

¥

8

The algol dialect has ~ rather than f; the stop orders are

differentiated by aspiration rather than voicing.

The Kunjen words cited in this study are transcribed in

terms of the above system. Some words require that a specific

30



'speak'

'sit' and

'stand'
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final vowel be appended to the citation form in order to spell the

form of the lexical entry. In other words, some lexical entries

appear in the exaulples as if the phonological rule which deletes a

final vowel had already operated. For example ud 'dog', .~ 'meat,

animal' and al 'fire' are cited rather than the fuller lexical

entries uda, ina and alu respectively. (The tables of Chapter V

which spell out the various case postpositional forms are predicted

on the underlying representations of the lexicon, but in most other

instances the final vowel deletion rule has been assumed.)

English words are transcribed according to traditional

English usage. No attempt has been made to integrate the English

interference phenomena observed in the speech of some Oykangand

informants into this study.

Some of the more frequent phonological processes deserve

mention. Certain verbs that appear with a -y suffix for the Realis

Present and Irrealis Imperative tenses lose that y and the preceding

vowel by a regular obligatory rule. This accounts for the reduction

of

ergey

inay

erney

to the forms

erg

in and

ern respectively.
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The verbs which undergo this rule are marked in the lexicon. Verbs

of this type are class 2 verbs which occur with a definitive series

of tense markers (Table 9.1). Membership in one of the two possible

classes of Oykangand verbs is indicated by a numeral whenever a verb

stem is cited.

a,ta- 1

erge- 2

'bite'

'speak'

igu- 1 'go' •

Class 1 verbs select n, class 2 verbs select n, as an 'empty' morph

inserted between the vowel of the verb stem and the vowel of certain

affixes, for example the Purposive (PRP) suffix -~, or the

Participle Past marker -am.

Other rules effect the change of stem final n to II before

~, or to £ before s. Final 1 becomes Rbefore Ba.
The form of the rules and illustrative trees in this study

is that traditionally associated with transformational-generative

grammars. In some of the tree diagrams, the author has simplified

the structure or labelling for the sake of clarity, or to more lucid

ly illustrate the point under discussion. In structures involving

pronominalization, the more traditional and readable notation in

volving person and number are substituted for more formal feature

matrices.

The literal gloss of Oykangand examples provided between the

language and the free English translation contains information also
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of a grammatical nature. Case postpositions--where overtly

realized--are underlined, as are tense or other verbal suffixes.

Except for the objective case, bracketing is employed to define

the scope of the case whose postposition normally appears before

the closing bracket, or whose function is otherwise identified by

an abbreviation.

Less obvious is the occurrence of pronominal forms.

Personal pronouns are permuted to a position following the verb by

a rule discussed in Chapter VIII. The reader is referred to

Tables 8.1 to 8.3 for the form of the personal pronouns of Oykangand.

Another optional rule, the SCRAMBLING rule, permutes sentence con

stituents for stylistic reasons, often affecting the basic SOV

order. The appearance of examples having an order of constituents

not permitted by the rules to that point should not unduly disturb

the reader for this reason.

Another possible source of confusion is the repeated appear

ance of words like abm 'person', ill. 'meat, animal' or~ 'food'.

These are classifiers, selected by and introduced from nouns of the

language. The classifiers also occur as full nouns for which there

is a potential for independent occurrence. Examples are as follows.

abm all)gen 'person young-woman'

in oyboy 'meat wallaby'

egl) antun 'food sweet-lily'.

Some of the above mechanical conventions are discarded in

the text samples of Chapters XIII and XIV in order to save space and

retain readability.



A
Adj
AG
c/p
CSL
D
DAT
E
I
INST
INT
IPOT
IPAST
IIMP
IFUT
K
L
M
N
NP
o
r/J
P
PNP
PPAST
PPOT
PR
PRP
r
R
RCUST
RFUT
RINT
RPAST
RPRES
SCR
subj
V
X

Table 3.1

Major Abbreviations

Agentive case
Adjective
Agentive case postposition
Comitative/Privative case
Causal case or its postposition
Dative case
Dative case postposition
Empty morph inserted by Spelling Rule
Instrume~ta1 case
Instrumental case postposition
partial reduplication introduced by [+INTENS]
Irrea1is potential tense marker
Irrea1is past tense marker
Irrea1is imperative tense marker
Irrea1is future tense marker
Case postposition
Locative case
Modality constituent
Noun
Noun phrase
Objective case
Zero
Proposition constituent
Participle non-past tense marker
Participle past tense marker
Participle potential tense marker
Prereferentia1 noun; amb etc.
Purposive case or its postposition
Reduplicative (complete) morpheme
Re1ativizer
Rea1is customary tense marker
Realis future tense marker
Rea1is intentive tense marker
Realis past tense marker
Realis present tense marker
Subject choice rules
Subj ect
Verb
Any case constituent

34
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FOOTNOTE

lIn the symbolization of the vibrants ! and ~ I depart here from the

orthography followed earlier (Sommer 1969) in favor of Hale's 1964

usage.



Chapter IV

CONJUNCTION

Introduction

Traditional grammars of English recognize two types of

sentence conjunction: subordinate and coordinate. The distinction

has been found useful in other languages also, and Hockett 1958

provides examples and discussion.

More recently the phenomenon of coordinate conjunction has

attracted the interest of generative grammarians. Chomsky 1957,

Car10ta Smith 1969, Leila G1eitman 1965 and Lakoff and Peters 1966

have made contributions to our understanding of English conjunction

and to the theory of conjunction in general. Few of the above

authors have been able to avoid the related matters of phrasal

conjunction and pronomina1ization--especia11y is this the case for

G1eitman and for Lakoff and Peters.

Ross's contributions to the theory of sentence conjunction

include the concept of gapping (1967a, b) that will be referred to

later in the discussion of Oykangand sentences. That gapping and

sentence conjunction are still a matter of scholarly debate is

evident from a recent article by Dingwall 1969, in which a lucid

resume of Ross (supra) and Schane 1966 may be found, along with

some additional evidence.

Following Schane, primary and secondary conjunction will be

distinguished in the following way: The structure (4.1b) (produced

36



by rules from [4.la)) is a case of primary conjunction; that of

(4.lc) (produced by an alternate rule schema) exemplifies

37

secondary conjunction. The examples are from Dingwall 1969:209:

(4.la) S

(4.lb)

s
~

NP VP

~
V NP

I I
Mary teach algebra

s

S

NP~
~

V NP
I I

John teach geometry

respectively

NP

~
NP C NP

Mary John

VP

~
V NP

~
NP C NP

I Iteach algebra geometry

(4.lc) s

s C

~
NP VP

~
V NP

I I
Mary teaches algebra

s
~

NP vr
I

John geometry
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Simple Coordinate Sentences

Oykangand has only coordinate conjunction. The function of

English subordinate constructions is effected either by coordinate

structures or by sentence embedding. Coordinate sentences may be

simply juxtaposed, with the requirement that all but the last sen

tence in such a coordinate sequence have non-final intonation.

(4.2) abm ay in elkoy i~a!., lalal)al uy igar.

person I meat turtle ate-RPAST [uncle-AG] fish ate-RPAST

'I ate the turtle (and) uncle ate the fish.'

(4.3) akal)ar aslen undamar in oyboy ;ul)gul awaR idur

[y.brother my E-AG] meat wallaby there east spear-RPAST

il, elken amba!!!!l an.!!al)an il.

he bring-home-RCUST for-us he

'My younger brother speared a wallaby away to the east,

(and) was bringing it home for us.'

The formulation of a base rule to account for sentence

conjunction nevertheless includes a sentence particle ~). Two

such particles, ilimb 'then, next' and amp uw 'as a consequence of,

since' occur in Oykangand syntax, but neither is regarded as a

conjunction. In the first place, later transformational rules may

permute the sentence constituents such that ~ occurs before the

verb, or in some other non-initial position. In the second, either

~ may occur in a single sentence, which cannot be regarded as being
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conjoined to any other sentence. Such a wide privilege of occur

rence is distinct from that enjoyed by conjunctives such as 'and'

or disjunctives such as 'but', 'or' etc., and hence ilimb and

amp uw are not accorded the status of conjunctions. l

(4.4) BR 1 8 -r (sp) 8 (8)*

The function of ilimb and amp uw in single, non-coordinate

sentences is evident from the following:

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

ilimb arir aYe

then hit-RPA8T I

'Then I fired.'

ilimb arir uw il :ioun.

then hit-RPA8T again he him

'Then he hit him again.'

abm ay in~ amp uw igu!..

person I [meat-PRP] since go-RPAST

'I had to go for the meat (and this excluded other

considerations). '

(4.8) :oogom amp uw aRtin ay!

this since work-RPRE8 I

'I am too busy (for anything else)!'
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i1imb and amp uw function in coordinate sentences in the

following examples.

(4.9) ilimb il lalao al)g olon adeQan, ilimb ay ukel

then he uncle thither come-IFUT then I bullets

uwaf)an il)un.

'If uncle comes this way, I'll give him the bullets.'

(4.10) awaR igunm ul, ilimb uball)g udnal ul.

east go-ReUST they-2 then half-way camp-RPAST they-2

'They were going east, and camped half-way.'

(4.11) abm ayal)anq igu.!:. ay ofoyoRay or13aR amay

person I NEG go-RPAST I [river-toll cloud big

aRtir amhul)an amp uw.

arise-RPAST to-us since

'I didn't go out to the river, because big clouds

blew up our way. '

(4.12) abm ay amp uw aRtin. ay, erk akarkanq amp uw

person I since work-RPRES I place dusty since

edn a~un.

I
r

leave-RPAST they me

'I am too busy working for anything else, since they

left the place so dusty for me.'
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Primary Conjunction

Primary conjunction has been recognized as a part of

transformational-generative theory ever since Chomsky's original

Syntactic structures (1957). Primary conjunction is there viewed

as phrasal conjunction that results from the application of

transformational rules to conjoined sentences. Lakoff and Peters

1966 comment that

The clearest suggestion that phrasal conjunction be
derived from sentence conjunction can be found in
G1eitman (1965). Many other transformational
grammarians have hoped that some scheme of derivation
such as presented by Gleitman would solve the problem
of phrasal conjunction. (113-4)

A special case of phrasal conjunction exists in English,

where two phrases in each of a series of coordinate sentences may

be conjoined if they are the same sentence constituents. This is

the case in (4.lb) above, where 'respectively' is introduced to

preserve the semantic reading. A further case is that in (4.l3a, b).

(4.13a) George hates Elvis Presley, and Teresa adores Elvis

Presley.

(4.13b) George and Teresa respectively hate and adore Elvis

Presley.

'Respectively' obviates the multiply ambiguous (4.1d) and the non-

sensica1 (4.l3c).

(4.1d) Mary and John teach algebra and geometry.
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(4.l3c) George and Teresa hate and adore Elvis Presley.

Oykangand lacks any syntactic device akin to 'respectively',

and hence phrasal conjunction is limited to that type of derivation

also seen in English without 'respectively'. The conjunction of a

(theoretically infinite) series of nominal phrases, each having the

same sentential function and each having otherWise identical sen

tence components in their underlying structures, results from a rule

schema operating on a series of such conjoined sentences. Example

(4.14) 1alal)al uy id;aBJ!l il, ninal)al uy

[uncle-AG] fish eat-RCUST he [aunty-AG] fish

ieJaBJ!l il.

eat-RCUST she

(4.14) reduces to (4.15) by the PHRASAL CONJUNCTION rule (4.16).

(4.15) 1alal)a1, ninal)al ul, uy id;anm ul.

[uncle-AG] [aunty-AG] they-2 fish eat-RCUST they-2

'Uncle and aunty were eating fish.'

PHRASAL CONJUNCTION

(4.16) (X) - y - (Z), (X) - yl - (Z) ... (X) - yn - (Z) =>

(X) - y # y1 # ... # yn - (Z)

This rule reduces the (simplified) structure of (4.17) to that of

(4.18).
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S S

~ ~
A PAP

NP~ OAV NPAK O~V
I I I I I I I I

1alar) a1 uy id;anm nina!) a1 uy iganm

(4.18) S

P

o~~
A A

~ ~
NP K NP K
I I I I

1alar) a1 ninar) a1 uy i~anm

The pronouns are copied in by later transformations.

The sentence (4.19) cannot undergo the PHRASAL CONJUNCTION

rule as formulated above; conjunction of both the A and 0 components

would result in the ambiguous (4.20).

(4.19) 1alar)a1 uy i1, ninar)at . in e1koy

[unc1e-AG] fish eat-ReUST he [aunty-AG] meat turtle

eat-RCUST
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(4.20) [lalal)a1] , ninal) (a1) u1, uy in e1koy

[unc1e-AG] [aunty-AG] those-2 fish meat turtle

idpnm ul.

eat-ReUST those-2

Unlike English, which disambiguates such sentences by either

'respectively' or words like 'both', 'each', 'together', etc.,

Oykangand must rely solely for disambiguation on idndamay

'together' or erbaniy 'together'. (The use of one or the other

is governed by feature [animate] on the nouns concerned.) Hence

(4.22) is regarded as being transformationa11y related to (4.21),

rather than to (4.19). (4.19/20) and (4.21/22) have quite distinct

semantic readings.

(4.21)

(4.22)

1alal)a1 uy i~nm i1, in e1koy erbaniy,

ninal)a1 uy ic9anm il, in e1koy erbaniy.

1alal)a1, ninal) u1, uy,.· in e1koy erbaniy iganm u1.

'Uncle and aunty were each eating fish and turtle

together.' (4.21/22)

Phrasal conjunction operates on nominal phrases only;

there is no equivalent to the English sentence (4.23).

(4.23) Uncle was preparing and eating fish.

There are also constraints on the variables, (X) and (Z) in the

above formulation. Neither may contain the sentence particles
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~) ilimb and amp uw. Both ~s indicate some sort of sequential

relation: ilimb usually of time, amp uw of purpose. The restric

tion would appear to be semantic in origin:

X, Z contains no Spa

Can all phrasal conjunction in Oykangand be transformation

ally derived from sentence conjunction? In English it apparently

cannot be exclusively so derived; Lakoff and Peters find that 'at

least in the case of noun phrases, conjunction must occur in the

base component' of a grammar of English. A similar conclusion is

indicated for Oykangand, but the evidence is less compelling.

Lakoff and Peters present rules of Preposition Adjunction

and Conjunct Movement which apply to the conjoined NP subjects of

English sentences, and derive such sentences as

John PAST confer with Bill.

John PAST rob a bank with Bill.

John PRES be similar to Bill.

from (l. conj oined NP

and John and Bill.

Either John or Bill can become the ultimate surface subject of

and John and Bill PRES be similar

and the entire sense of the sentence be retained. That is, a case

of entailment exists between the following derived sentences:

John PRES be similar to Bill.

Bill PRES be similar to John.

One cannot be true and the other false (Lakoff and Peters 1966).
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Similar sentences can be found in Oykangand.

(4.24) bebal) , wuwal) , ukal ilgay ul.

o.sister daughter name together they-2

'My older sister and my daughter have the same name. '

(4.25) James, Ian ul, ow-onbaR idndamay ul.

they-2 face-together they-2

'James and Ian look alike.'

There is also a sentence (4.26) having the same semantic

content as (4.25) and entailed by it. (A parallel sentence exists

for [4.24] also.)

(4.26) James il ow-onbaR idndamay 'il)un Ian-an.

he face-together [him -DAT]

'James looks like Ian.'

A highly tentative history of the derivation of (4.26) from

(4.25) is sketched below. It is highly tentative in that only

sentences such as (4.24) and (4.25), containing

( ilgay
N (

( idndamay

appear to undergo these transformations, and no independent moti-

vation for the rules can be found within the grammar. (For the

PS rules which give the structure of cases see BR 4 to BR 6 in

Chapter VI.)
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M

D

~
NP NP K

I I I
James Ian ay

(4.28) K Adjunction/X Copying

~
M P

o
~

NP S K

I I I
ow-onbaR idndamay ¢

D

D~
~ ~

NP K NP K

I I I I
James ay Ian ay

(4.29) Subject Choice

S

o

NP~K

ow-onbaR idndamay

D

I
NP

James

P

O~D
~ ~

NP S NP K

ow~onbaR idndamly IJn al
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(4.30) Pronoun Insertion

s

r
NP
~

N N

James il

Realized as:

M P

~.~
o D
~ /~

NP S NP K
~

N N
I I

ow-onbaR idndamay ilJun Ian ay

(4.26) James i1 ow-onbaR idndamay ilJun Ian-an.

It will be clear to the reader that the same sort of rules

are required in the above as are required by Lakoff and Peters.

While not desiring to lay hasty claim to language universals it

appears to be not unlikely that a derivation of the above nature

is available to the grammars of most, if not all, natural languages.

That is to say, certain sentences depend for their correct derivation

on phrasal conjunction in the base component. The evidence, such as

it is, indicates at least that Oykangand requires a base rule to

effect phrasal conjunction similar to that in English. It is pre-

sented here in a simplified form:

x + NP (NP)* K

where X represents any case constituent of a sentence.
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In any sentence in which a conjoined NP occurs, it creates

by copying a new node X and case marker K. Thus the structure of

D in example (4.27)

D

/~
NP NP K
I I I

James Ian ay

develops by the rule of K ADJUNCTION/X COPYING the following

structure.

D

D

N~
I I

James ay

D

./~
NP K

I I
Ian ay

Conjoined structures--either sentential or phrasa1--are

delimited by a potential pause in various tempos which is inserted

by the phonological component of the grammar. Sentences such as

(4.15), (4.22) and (4.24) indicate this pause by use of a comma (,).

A few Oykangand verbs require a n0n-singu1ar subject. This

subject may be a noun having the feature [+dua1] or [+p1ura1].

Alternatively, it may be a listing of participants, such as the

listing of proper nouns in (4.31).
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(4.31) Cecil, Jimmy, Arthur edn uQgul ogQon argQe~

they-pI there gather-RCUST

card-~ iya1men ambamban~.

[[ -INST] play INT-cause-PRP]

'Cecil, Jimmy and Arthur used to gather there to

play cards. '

At first sight, (4.31) would appear to give further evidence for

phrasal conjunction in the base, since (4.32) is ungrammatical

because of the singular subject.

(4.32) *Arthur il uQgu1 ogQon alQgen •••

he

The argument collapses if the subject is the (optionally) deleted

abm 'person' which is entered with [+plural] as a feature, and the

personal names derived by apposition (discussed in Chapter V, but

see also BR 4 and BR 5 Chapter VI).

(4.33)

S

Cecil

o

S S

Jimmy Arthur

K

Note that the subject of (4.34) presumably has its source in a

similar structure, (4.35).
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Maudie

(4.35)

they there east go-RPAST they [fish throw-PRP]

'Maudie and those with her went up the river fishing.'

o

~
NP S K
I
N

a~m
[
+Plurai!

etc. j

This is suggested by the semantic reading of (4.34) which does

not include 'the (plural) Maudies' as a possibility.

The analysis proposed so far introduces an unwelcome

problem. Phrasal conjunction is the outcome of two possible

schemata: the PHRASAL CONJUNCTION transformation (4.16) and the

base rule X + NP (NP)* K. The sentence (4.36) has a conjoined

subject which could be the product of either rule schema, each

of which requires a different deep structure.

(4.36) Cecil, Jimmy, Arthur edn 'uOgul inan edn, card-iy

iyalmen ambambanay.

'Cecil, Jimmy and Arthur used to sit there to play

cards. '

The different deep structures underlying (4.36) are each required

to have distinct semantic readings.
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So far as the writer can ascertain there are two readings

of (4.36):

(1) This reading equates Cecil, Jimmy and Arthur with edn 'they

pI', in the manner anticipated by speakers of English.

(2) This reading identifies Cecil, Jimmy and Arthur as members

of the set edn which could include one or more other persons,

after the pattern of (4.34). It appears to correspond to a

structure independent of either the PHRASAL CONJUNCTION rule

or the proposed X + NP (NP)* K base rule.

Intensive eliciting could not reveal a semantic reading of

(4.36) clearly tracable to the PHRASAL CONJUNCTION rule, unless the

structure of (4.33) (and hence [4.35]) can be related to it in a

manner which still defies analysis. The theoretical difficulties

which attend two schemata for phrasal conjunction cannot be resolved

any more by this study than by Lakoff and Peters. The transforma

tional schema (4.16) which reflects the 'classical' transformational

view is perhaps that which a grammar of Oykangand would function

without. The elimination of (4.16) would nevertheless be a drastic

measure in view of the impressive accummulation of scholarly evidence

in its favor with respect to other languages.

Secondary Conjunction

The rules of secondary conjunction for Oykangand optionally

delete any element common to the conjoined sentences. Gapping thus

operates 'forward' in a manner similar to English.
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(4.37) lalal)al uy idanm il, nirial)al il in elkoy.

[uncle-AG] fish eat-ReUST he [aunty-AG] she meat turtle

'Uncle was eating fish, and aunty (eating) turtle.'

Unlike instances of and-conjunction in English, the 'gapping' rule

also operates on the subject, as well as the object of a sentence.

(4.38) lalal)al uy arfi!. il, ar~, id;ar.

[uncle-AG] fish catch-RPAST he cook-RPAST eat-RPAST

'Uncle caught a fish, cooked (it) and ate (it).'

The rule schema to effect such deletion is extremely complex,

since an element deleted from successive conjoined sentences may

again reappear. Gapping rules operate subsequent to pronoun

insertion, and the reappearance of pronominal ~ in (4.39) must

be accounted for in the gapping rule.

(4.39) abm(&) ay uy urb afar, ilimb ar~e!.,

[person-AG I] fish barramundi catch-RPAST then cook-RPAST

idJl:r, .i,todam udnal ay.

eat-RPAST [from-there]L sleep-RPAST I

'I caught a barramundi, cooked it, ate it and then went

and slept.'

The GAPPING rule must also operate on a series of identical sen

tences, produced for stylistic reasons. Gapping then reduces the
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conjoined structures, leaving only that constituent.

(4.40) egl) antun afar ay, afar, afar, afar,

food sweet-lily get-RPAST I

aRtir ay.

come-out-RPAST I

'I got some sweet lily, more, and more, and more

I got, then I came out (of the swamp).'

(4.41) i,t;odami:Y. ay igigu,!. ey, igur awand,

[there-from]L I INT-go-RPAST go-RPAST [west]L

igu!'.. awand, igu!'.. awand, igu,!. awand, onalgl)g amb

creek PR

arkinm.

follow-ReUST

'From there I went, going westward, westward,

westward, ever westward following that creek.'

Note that from (4.40) the pronominal subject and nominal object

have been 'gapped' out of successive sentences. Sentence (4.41)

shows not only the deletion of.itodamiy ay and the reduplicative

1&-, but the introduction of awand in sentences successive to the

first, and like (4.40), a totally different final conjoined S,

from which pronominal ~ has in this instance been deleted.

awand, awaR and similar 'cardinal' directiona1s (under

the Locative case) frequently stand alone as the sole remnants of
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identical conjoined sentences after application of the gapping

rule.

(4.42) ifan alin uwand, ifan

[south]L go-RPAST we-2-ex [west]L [south]L go-RPAST

alin uwand, uwand, uwand, uwand, eg-alkal

we-2-ex [west]L [straight]L

igu~ alin ey, i~ uwand

go-RPAST we-2-ex [there west]L [meat [child

ilg odndolodndonam ewal iy anQan.

I
I
=r

with]C] r-float-PPAST see-RPAST before we-pI-ex

'On the south (side of the river) we went westward,

on the south side we went westward, westward,

westward, to that place westward where once before

we had seen a crocodile floating with its young. '

A satisfactory account of gapping as described above is

barely formulable, but further evidence makes it virtually

impossible. Gapping not only operates lforward', (as already

shown) but also 'backward' on conjoined sentences without a verb,

i.e. on 'stative' or 'equational' sentences.

The (dative) topic of (4.43) appears only in the final

conjoined sentence. Since Oykangand has no overt copula, it is

only the topic that has been deleted. The entire utterance is

recorded intact: it constitutes the informant's response to an

illustration.
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(4.43) abeR "ol)gom ayin ew il)un? elgl)g egaman.Q

woman this QUEST see-RPRES her coolamon [on-head]L

ernen amban, arl)g edoy, ayin uyami:Y., abm

stand-RPRES child on-hip yamstick in-hand person

il an.t ilg.

she grass-skirt-with

'Do you see this woman? She has a coolamon standing

on her head, a child on her hip, a yamstick in her

hand and she's wearing a grass skirt.'

Even more embarrassing cases, in which some 'gapping' rule is

clearly at work on sentences which are not dominated by any common

S node, have likewise been recorded in 'natural' text material.

(4.44) uRun,q elkel ay, arl)g edoy igu.!!!!! aYe

[downh return-RPAST I child on-hip go-RCUST I

arl)g edoy iguE:!!! ay, Vera algl)a.!!!!! ay"il)un.

child on-hip go-RCUST I carry-RCUST I her

egl) egamall-.d, a"rl)g edoy.

food [on-head]L child on-hip

'I came back again, with a child on my hip. With a

child on my hip I went, carrying Vera. Fod on my

head, and child on my hip.
,

Stylistically the speaker was conveying by repetition some degree

of weariness at both carrying her child and hunting too, since the
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younger teenage girls are normally assigned to child minding. This

does not however explain the last, independent pair of conjoined

sentences: ego egamanS, argg edoy. At least the pronominal

(abm) ay has been deleted, and perhaps the verb algganm.

(4.45) oQnQ amb elkel ul. iyal.

vainly PR return-RPAST they-2 hungry

'They just came back--(and they were) hungry.'

Both sentences in (4.45) have final intonation, and there is no

evidence to suggest that they are conjoined. But at least the

pronominal ul and probably the verb elkel have been deleted from

the second sentence; native speakers will accept either ver?ion

when either or both of these constituents are placed in the

sentence.

Transformational-generative theory does not yet provide

any device for stating all these facts. Because 'gapping' is

clearly a language-specific phenomenon (Dingwall 1969) some rule

of gapping should, and perhaps could, be set up for Oykangand, but

it would not be statable within the formal theory currently

available. It must refer to sequences such as (4.46) and correctly

delete sentence constituents.



(4.46)

S

~o P

~ ~
N PR SA V

I I .1 I
ul amb o.!!n.!! elkel

S

~o P

~ I
V N V

I I I
iyal ul elkel
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FOOTNOTE

lSome speakers prefer ibund to amp uw, others use both forms.

The two are apparently alternatives without any difference in

semantic or syntactic characteristics.



Chapter V

THE CASE SYSTEM

The case categories of Oykangand are introduced under the

Proposition (p) node, which results from application of the rule

(5.1) .

(5.1) BR 2 S + M P

Fillmore comments: 'The P constituent is "expanded" as a verb and

one or more case categories' (1968:24). Such a view needs modifi-

cation for this study; not every Oykangand sentence requires the

introduction of a V constituent. Fully acceptable sentences of the

language exist without an overt verb; sentences for which no dele-

tion of an underlying or unrealized V can reasonably be proposed.

Such a sentence is (5.2), where there is no V constituent in the

matrix sentence.

(5.2) a1yal amay ay inun.

love great I you

[+N] [+pronoun] [+pronoun]

. 'I love you dearly (I have great love for you).'

Acceptable Oykangand sentences do require that a minimum of

I
r

two categories be chosen from those available by expansion of the P

constituent. (minor modification of this generalization, together

with a discussion of which of the two minimal constituents may be

59
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selected, is found later in this chapter.) There are strict

restrictions of cooccurrence that apply to these 'daughter' cate-

gories of P. Generally speaking these restrictions can be most

adequately stated by the strict subcategorization ('case frame')

feature of the verb, as discussed in Chapter II. Where there is

~ verb, however, rules are required to specify the acceptable

series of case frames. Otherwise such ungrammatical (syntactically

ill-formed) strings as the following would result.

(5.3) *ulgQgu~ oOgol

[fighting-stick-on]L for us

(5.4) *ud olbongand uy aR ar~enam

[dog black-off]L fish not cook-PPAST

What case categories must be recognized?

Fillmore 1968a makes sweeping claims as to the case constit-

uents required by a grammar:

The case notions comprise a set of universal, presumably
innate, concepts which identify certain types of judgments
human beings are capable of making about the events that are
going on around them, judgments about such matters as who did
it, who it happened to, and what got changed. The cases that
appear to be needed include:

Agentive (A), the case of the typically animate perceived
instigator of the action identified by the verb.

Instrumental (I), the case of the inanimate force or
object causally involved in the action or state
identified by the verb.

Dative (D), the case of the animate being affected by
the state or action identified by the verb.
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Factitive (F), the case of the object or being result
ing from the action or state identified by the verb,
or understood as a part of the meaning of the verb.

Locative (L), the case which identifies the location
or spatial orientation of the state or action
identified by the verb.

Objective (0), the semantically most neutral case,
the case of anything representable by a noun whose
role in the action or state identified by the verb
is identified by the semantic interpretation of
the verb itself; conceivably the concept should
be limited to things which are affected by the
action or state identified by the verb. The
term is not to be confused with the notion of
direct object, nor with the name of the surface
case synonymous with accusative.

Additional cases will surely be needed. (24-5)

The list of cases includes L, but nothing corresponding
to what might be called directional. There is a certain
amount of eVidence, as was mentioned above, that locational
and directional elements do not contrast but are superficial
differences determined either by the constituent structure
or by the character of the associated verb. (25)

Fillmore's inventory of case categories will provide a basis

for the following discussion, but a need for Purposive (PRP), Causal

(CSL), Comitative/Privative (C/p) and Genitive (G) cases will appear

also.

The inventory of cases in Oykangand, arranged according to

the spelling of their postpositions, is as follows.

Agentive

Instrumental

Locative 'at'

:)r see Table 5.1
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Dative

:~} seePurposive Table 5.2

Locative 'to'

Genitive G see Table 5.3

Locative 'from' L see Table 5.4

Causal CSL postposition spelled -ayal

Objective o postposition spelled zero (¢)

The Genitive (G) and Comitative/Privative (C/P) are

'secondary' cases, introduced under NPs dominated by 'primary'

cases. The 'primary' cases--for want of a better term--are those

cases developed directly by expansion of the P constituent. The

Locative (L) and Dative (D) may be either primary or secondary.

In a footnote to page twenty-eight of his article 'The case

for case' Fillmore 1968a adds:

It should be pointed out that descriptions of embedded
sentences as it + S realizations of the category NP in
'subject/object' grammars must somehow guarantee that
this particular expansion of NP is limited to the subjects
of intransitive sentences and the objects (direct or
oblique) of transitive sentences. All such restrictions
are rendered unnecessary by the decision to limit
complement S to the case element o.

Whatever the facts for English are, the limitation of complement S

to the case category 0 is too severe a constraint for Oykangand.

S is introduced as a sister category to the verb, for reasons

explored later under Chapter X.

A rule for expanding P in accordance with the requirements of

Oykangand syntax will have the following form:
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(5.5) BR 3 P -7- IO,DI (A,I,L,PRP,CSL,S,V)

Constraint: at least two categories must be chosen

(see Subject Choice Rules in this chapter).

Fillmore's 'crossed parentheses' notation--for an optional series

of elements from which at least one must be selected--has been

utilized here, despite its marginal acceptance as a 'formal

universal' •

Each case is (minimally) expandable as a noun phrase and

associated case marker, K, according to (5.6).

(5.6) x -7- NP...... K

Where X is any case category.

Without boggling the imagination over the constitution of an NP

(the formal description of it is left until BR 6, Chapter VI) the

primary case categories of Oykangand will be exemplified and dis

cussed in the remainder of this chapter. To avoid possible confusion,

case categories (such as Dative) will retain the upper case; surface

constituents (such as subject) will have lower case type.

Agentive (A)

Fillmore 1968a:87 notes that there are apparent dependency

relations among cases. That is to say, the appearance of a case Y

depends on the sentence containing a case X. The Agentive is, in

this sense, a dependent case. It occurs only if the sentence

contains the Objective case (0), and a Verb (V).
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It is no doubt more usual, and in fact necessary to a full

specification of verbs, for cooccurrence restrictions to be stated

in terms of the case frame in which a verb appears. Transitive

verbs are defined by their appearance in the frame [A 0 ], requir-

ing both an Agentive and an Objective case. Transitive verbs never

appear without an A and 0 in the case frame, a fact reflected by the

absence of 'optional' parentheses in the formulation of the case

frame.

The Agentive case is formally marked by a postposition to

the NP having agentive function. The Agentive postposition mani

fested by K,A has variant shapes, most of which are phonologically

determined by the last word of the NP. A tabulation of these vari

ants is found as Table 5.1. The Agentive is without exception the

surface subject of any sentence in which it appears.

Examples of agentive phrases follow. Each phrase could

appropriately comprise a complete Oykangand sentence when comple

mented by atar agun 'bit me' •

(5.7) [udal]A

[ud amayar]A

[ud abal elgoR ilg ar]A

[ud inin undamar]
A

(from ud 'dog')

(amay 'big')

(abal elgoR ilg 'with many ticks')

(inin 'yours [sg.]'; undam- is

discussed later in this section)

The agentive postposition does not always appear in a sur

face realization, however. In the instance of (5.8), which is one
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of the above agentive phrases formally completed as a sentence by

atar agun, the agentive postposition has undergone deletion.

(5.8) ud amay a,ta,!. a.Qun.

[dog big]A bite-RPAST me

'A big dog bit me.'

The deletion is possible presumably because no ambiguity results

from it. Deletion cannot take place in sentence (5.9).

(5.9) ud amayar in oyboy a,tar. ilil)un.

[dog big-AG] meat wallaby bite-RPAST he it

'A big dog bit the wallaby.'

The rule of K,A (Agentive postposition) Deletion can be

deduced from these examples. It is optional when the conditions

for its application are met.

K,A DELETION (preliminary formulation)

(5.10) W [~TP K] Y V Pronoun Z
A

1 2 3 45 6 7

1 2 r/J 45 6 7

=> OPT

Where 2 # 6 (i.e. 2 and 6 are not coreferential) and

Y contains no 0 case.

The example (5.7) ud inin undamar 'your dog (AG) , is an

instance of a Genitive case appearing within the domain of the
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A case. Table 5.1 shows that ~ is one of the A case postposition.

How then is undam- accounted for? It appears as a stem, following

genitive expressions, affixed by -ar (Agentive, Instrumental, or

Locative 'at' marker), -~ (Locative 'from'), or -~ (Dative,

Purposive, Location 'to').

The most economical account of undam- is given by the fol

lowing: It is inserted by the grammar whenever the sequence

NP K]Q-- K

occurs, where K is not~. Since K,O is the only instance where K

is zero, undam- never occurs under O. The output of the rule is

(5.11) NP K]G undam- K.

This may at first sight appear to be merely an ingenious

device for disposing of a 'carrier' or 'empty' morph (Hockett 1947:

333; Elson and Pickett 1962:50). Unfortunately, Hockett (op. cit.)

poses no better a solution for his Fox example. The gap filled by

undam- is a syntactic one, defined by case postpositions, and a

transformational rule of CASE SUPPORT of the above nature is,pro

posed to fill this gap.

There is no 'economical' alternative. The cost of an addi

tional category and deletion rule is out of all proportion to the

grammatical significance of undam- which in any case has no lexical

function.



Table 5.1

Variant spellings of the surface Agentive, Instrumental
and Locative (Location) Case Markers in Oykangand. a

Words of two or more closed
syllablesb

with final n
(which becomes ll)

with final 1
(which becomes S,)

with any other final
consonant

and a final vowel
~, ..Q. or ~

being idiosyncratic excep
tions to the above

being kin terms with
final' ..'l

Words of one closed syllable

K=

-nd

-iy

-mand

-ar

-al

Example

ukan 'grass';
ukan.4·

ulg!)gul 'stick';
ulg!)guRfig..

agar 'bedroll';
agariy.

amboyo 'small';
ambo~oman~•

amay 'big';
amayar.

lala!) ., uncle' ;
lalal)al.

and final vowel~, e -man~

and final vowel u, -y
preceded by k, .&

and final vowel i -y

being idiosyncratic exceptions -1
to the above, having a final V

-mb

ewa 'mouth';
ewaman~·

uku 'tree';
ukuy.

erki 'place';
erkiy.

abma 'person';
abmal.
er~i 'sandridge';
eryi:U~.

tigl)a 'sun';
tig!)amb.

aThis table is intended as a summary of a more complex phonological
statement not germane to a discussion of case relationships.

bOykangand words permit open syllables only in final position.
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Instrumental (I)

The occurrence of the Instrumental case category (I) is

dependent on the sentence containing an 0 case category and a verb

(V). In the specification of most verbs, the I case is an optional

element of the case frame. ari- 1 'hit, kill' and ifu- 1 'kick'

share a case frame specified (in part) as [A 0 (1) ]. Sentences

(5.12) and (5.13) illustrate these verbs.

The verb need not be transitive for an I case to appear.

igu- 1 'go, walk' and erge- 2 'speak, talk' are intransitive and

middle verbs respectively. The sentences (5.14) and (5.15) incor-

porate these verbs, with an Instrumental.

Other verbs, as oruki- 1 'secure, place inside' require an

Instrumental in the case frame. Such verbs are rare, but it appears

to be a necessary condition on these verbs that the A case be ob1ig-

atorily specified in the case frame; Le. I:J A.

(5.12) arir edn u!al)an

I,

hit-RPAST they them-2 [fighting-stick-INST] [yam-stick-INST]

awiy.

also

'They hit those two with fighting sticks, with yamsticks,

too. '
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(5.13) 'al)g uRu;Q,d erk ebmaRi1~ ifunm iI, arkarkan

[here down]L place [foot-INST] kick-RCUST he dust

al)g ayin ew?

here QUEST see-RPRES

'He kicked this place down here with (his) foot; can

you see the dust?'

(5.14) bibil), mamal), Gloria a;Q,dan awaR igu,!. motorcar-i:Y"

dad mum we-pI-ex east go-RPAST [motor-car-INST]

adniduRayah

[to (place name)]
L

'Dad, Mum, Gloria and I went (out) east to Adniduragh by

car. '

(5.15) uw Oykangandi:Y, ergel il a,dun!

speech [Oykangand-INST] speak-RPAST he me

'He spoke to me in Oykangand!'

(5.16) uk oRerll uy orukinm ay edrial)an.

[tree bag-INST] fish secure-RCUST I them

'I was putting the fish in the bag (was securing the fish

by means of the bag).'

The morphological shape of the I case marker is identical

with that of the Agentive. It does not, however, undergo deletion.

The Instrumental case is never chosen as the surface subject of a

sentence.
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Dative (D)

The Dative case (D) is dependent on the Objective, Purposive,

Causal or Locative for its appearance in any sentence as a 'primary'

case. It constitutes an optional element in the case frame specifi

cation of some transitive verbs and is obligatory with middle verbs.

Examples of Dative case usage include the following.

With a transitive verb: (1) uwa- 2 'give'

(5.17) lal'a!)al alkil)kum kaka!).§:!l uwal il.

[uncle-AG] spear new [y.brother-DAT] give-RPAST he

'Uncle gave my younger brother a new spear.'

(2) eley-amba- 1 'show'

(5.18) lala!)al alk :il)kum bioi!) a~en undam& ele'{-ambar

[uncle-AG] spear new [father my E-DAT] show-RPAST

il.

he

'Uncle showed the new spear to my father.'

With a middle verb: (1) erge- 2 'speak'

(5.19) lala!) il ninal)an ergell il.

uncle he [aunty-DAT] speak-RCUST he

'Uncle was speaking to aunty.'
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(2) eke- 2 'be glad'

(5.20) la}al) i1 kakal)an ekel il.

uncle he [y.brother-DAT] glad-RPAST he

'Uncle was pleased at my younger brother.'

Fillmore 1968a:47 proposes that 'typical have sentences' involve

D and 0 cases and an 'empty verb'. This fact together with sug

gestions made by Bach 1967 in his 'Have and be in English syntax' ,

has led to the analysis proposed below. The Dative is the surface

subject of sentences which contain no verb but instead have the

predication effected by either the Objective, Locative, Purposive

or Causal case.

Sentence (5.21) lacks an overt verb, and comprises instead

a Dative reflected by ~, and an Objective represented by

abm ukir9g.

(5.21) abm ukirl)g aYe

person old-man I

'I am an old man. '

In sentence (5.21) the deep structure dative is chosen as the

surface subject. The subject choice rules permute the noun phrase

NP,D (i.e. an NP directly dominated by D) so that it is immediately

dominated by S, and delete the case marker K,D. This derivation

depends on the sentence meeting the conditions of (5.22).
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(5.22) NP.,O = NP. ,D; and S contains no v.
1. 1.

That is, the noun phrases immediately dominated by the D and 0

case nodes are coreferential, and the sentence contains no verb.

'Equational' sentences of this nature can be embedded as

'appositive clauses'. Like the English appositive, or non-

restrictive clause, it is very clearly distinguished phonologically.

The rule of EQUI-NP DELETION operates, and the case marker relevant

to the matrix S is assigned to the remaining NP. For example in

the sentence (5.23) the Agentive lalagal, abm agugiyar is the

realization of the deep structure

A

K

I
al

NP

I
N

.1
lalal)

S

~
M P

-----------D 0

~ ~
NP K NP K
I I

N N
I I

lalal) ay aqugiy

to which has applied the EQUI-NP DELETION rule and K ADJUNCTION/

X COPYING rule mentioned earlier. Unlike a conjoined NP, the

appositive NP does not affect the application of the pronoun

rules--it is not 'counted' as a separate entity in determining

grammatical number. For the sentence (5.23) a structure (5.24)

is presumed.
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[uncle-AG] [person old-man-AG] wood chop-ReUST he

'Uncle--an old man--was chopping wood.'

P

~o V

~ ~iP K V tns

N

(5.24 )

A

~
A A

N0K S~K
I I

N P

I
o
~

NP K

N~
I I

lala!) al abm adpd;iy ~ ar al

S

~ oR-ya- nm il

If the two noun phrases are not coreferential, that is, if

the conditions of (5.22) do not hold, two possible developments are

available to the grammar. The sentence may preserve the dative

unchanged in the surface structure, or it may be transformed to the

corresponding genitive.

The genitive transformation derives a genitive (G) from an

underlying Dative in sentences whose structure is 0 + D, where

condition (5.22) does not hold. Genitives under this interpretation

are therefore derived from underlying sentences. Embedded 'genitive'

sentences become part of the dominating NP by the familiar rule of

EQUI-NP DELETION, followed by NODE RAZING and the GENITIVE RULE.I
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(These rules are assembled in Chapter XII, but are discussed in

Chapters VI, IX and V respectively.) The sentence (5.25) results

from the application of these (and other) rules to the structure

(5.26), and has itself the structure (5.27).

(5.25) ud aden elkel il.

(5.26)

dog my return-RPAST he

'My dog came back. '

S

M

I
ftenseJ
lRPAST

a

~K
~ I

N S r/J

~
M P

O~D
~~

Nf K NP K
I I

ud ud C/J (abm) a'{

[~;;gP]
\- J

arun

P

V

elke- 2
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(5.27) s

N

I
il1ud

a

~I
NP K V

N~ ~ 1~ns
NP~
I I

[

(abm)j al) e1ke-
1st P
sing
...

\ J

a.4~n-

This analysis is not unlike the proposal offered for the

English possessives: an underlying sentence of the form 'A has

B' becomes 'A's B'. In support of the view that possessives of

this nature are derived from underlying sentences evidence is

available from the restrictions on adjective insertion. The

occurrence of Oykangand adjectives is in certain circumstances

dependent on the genitive. In brief, it should be noted that:

(1) Adjectives are introduced from embedded SSe

(2) Adjectives are categorized as verbs having the

feature [+Adj].

(3) Oykangand proscribes the contiguous cooccurrence

of two adjectives.

Points (1) and (2) simply summarize current views on adj ective

derivation which are sufficiently well-established to appear in

recent English texts such as Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968. Point
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(3) states a language-specific phenomenon which must be formalized

as a constraint on Oykangand deep structures.

NPs such as (5.28) are ungrammatical.

(5.28) *[ud olbon amay]
NP

dog black big

What the grammar proscribes, then, are structures characterized by

(5.29). A more exact formulation than this has been avoided. It

may be a language-specific constraint, or it may be more general.

If the former is the case, only an uninteresting ad hoc constraint

is necessary.

(5.29)

~
N S

~.
[ud S] [amay]

~v
ud [ud]O [olbon]V

When the sequence of two adjectives is broken by the insertion of

a genitive, the NP is again grammatically acceptable, as in (5.30).

(5.30) [ud olbon inin amay]NP

dog black your big



(5.31) NP

N~S
~
[~]V

[ud 8]0 [inun]

~D
ud [ud]O [olbon]V
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Only the hypothesis that the genitive is derived from an underlying

0+ D sentence adequately explains the acceptability of (5.30),

while marking (5.28) as deviant on the basis of its violation of a

principled constraint.

There are other genitival expressions which are also re-

1atable to the Dative, but in a different way. Both (5.32) and

(5.33) are acceptable and grammatical responses to the question

'What relation is Maudie to Gavin?' (5.32) may be accounted for

by making the GENITIVE rule, which derives (5.33), an optional one.

(5.32) amal)ar ''il)un.

mother him (DAT)

'Mother to him. '

(5.33) amal)ar'il)in.

mother his (GEN)

'His mother. '
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More usually however, the response is the fuller (5.34) or (5.35),

of which the above are presumably anaphoric versions, dependent

for anaphoric reduction on the previous question.

(5.34) abm il amal)ar il)un,

person she mother him (DAT)

'She is mother to him.'

(5,35) abm il anial)ar ·i I)in ,

person she mother his (GEN)

'She is his mother.'

The surface structure of (5.34) closely resembles that in which

aniagar is replaced by a verb (5.36) or an adjective (5.37). Since

the form of amagar does not change in this context, the suggestion

has been made that aniagar and similar kin terms are actually

t t ' d' t' 2s a J.ve a Jec J.ves. In (5.36) and (5.37) the kin term aniagar of

(5.34) is replaced by the verb elkel and the adjective ebmboro

respectively.

(5.36) abm il elkelil)un.

'She returned for him.'

(5,37) abm il ebmborl) 1l)un.

'She is taller than he (is).'

Kin terms must be rather special stative adjectives if this hypo-

thesis is valid, since parallels to (5.35) are ungrammatical.
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(5.38) *abm i1 ebmborl)il)in

person she tall his (GEN)

The view adopted in this study, and one that will be

defended by showing the inadequacies of the kin term/adjective

hypothesis, is that such words constitute a special sub-class

of nouns, which share the possibilities of syntactic arrangement

of other [+human] nouns, beside having additional, idiosyncratic

properties.

The problem raised by sentence (5.34) apparently results

from the reduction of two separate 'judgments' into one sentence.

The final surface form of the sentence corresponds to Fillmore's

(64) example:

135. pdat [Bnom be A]

or, to re-order the expression in accordance with the requirements

of Oykangand syntax,

(5.39) [Bnom be A] pdat

Fillmore's use of these formulae concern inalienable possession,

where P represents the possessor, B a body part, and A an attribute.

The 'attribute' is, in this instance, amagar 'mother', which could

be taken to give further weight to the hypothesis that kin terms

are stative adjectives. The two judgments which comprise (135) are
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Bnom be A

and

A pdat

Fillmore suggests that inalienable possession is not a sentential

relationship, but an 'adnomina1 dative' one, where the dative is

introduced as a 'secondary' case by a rule of the form

'152. NP + N (D)' (66).

He further suggests that nouns be assigned a case frame feature,

such that alienable possession is introduced by adnomina1

8 [+ 8] and inalienable possession by adnomina1 D [+ D].

Adnomina1 8 accounts for the structure of (5.27), and it

seems reasonable to propose that ud 'dog' is 'a1ienab1y' possessed,

while the inalienable possession of amaQar is introduced from the

adnomina1 dative. That kin should be regarded as inalienable will

come as no surprise to anthropologists or linguists acquainted with

the Australian aboriginal culture generally.

The grammar of Oykangand does not however, categorize body

parts as inalienably possessed; or perhaps more accurately, body

parts do not enter into the same structures as do kin terms. (5.40)

is ungrammatical; (5.41) is not.

(5.40) *i~om ebma1 aSun.

that foot me (DAT)
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(5.41) i~om ebmal a~en.

that foot my (GEN)

'That's my foot.'

If an adnominal dative is to be posited as the source of possessed

body parts, the GENITIVE rule must be obligatory. Oykangand sen-

tences which follow the pattern of Fillmore's formula (135) are

ungrammatical unless the dative is transformed to the genitive.

{
aden

(5.42) ebmal ambo",:! *a~un

small f my (GEN)
l*me(DAT)

'My foot is small.'

There is a further difficulty with the proposed analysis:

only an ad hoc constraint can be introduced to prevent the deriva-

tion of ungrammatical structures such as

*NP

i
amaoar

mother

S D

[~l·1amaoar 1Qun 1nun;o D

mother him(DAT) you(DAT)

that is, structures where both a sentential and an adnominal dative

of possession occur. That the base rules require an S, and that the

Sand D are not mutually exclusive is established by the structure

(5.44) which produces the grammatically correct NP.
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N

I
amal)ar

S D

~I
[amal)ar]O [amboy]V inun

[amal)ar amboy il)un]NP

mother small his

Since no independent motivation can be established for this con-

straint, it is stated in its most explicit form:

(5.45) The structure

Where NP.·, 0 # NP., D.
J. J.

is not permitted as part of the grammar of Oykangand.

These weaknesses are less of a hindrance to the grammar--

that is, they entail fewer exceptions than does the kin term/

adjective hypothesis. Consider (5.44) above. If the general and

powerful constraint on the adjacent cooccurrence of adjectives is

valid, then this NP should be ungrammatical. The proposed adjec-

tive, amagar cooccurs with an indisputable adjective, amboS, and
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yet the resulting sequence is grammatical. Either the hypothesis

is false, or amaQar is an adjective which permits cooccurrence of

this type. Note that (5.46) is ungrammatical.

(5.46) *[abm

person small

amaQar]NP

mother

The 'exception features' that must be assigned to amagar in the

lexicon minimally include constraints on order, and exceptions to

the cooccurrence restraint (5.45).

How many exceptional adjectives (such as amagar) exist in

the lexicon? My exceptionally perspicacious informant could recount

situations in which (5.47) and (5.48) were both grammatically cor

rect and socially appropriate.

(5.47) abm il Winifred alQgen iQun Gillian.

person she y.woman her (DAT)

'Winifred is more of a young woman than Gillian.'

(5.48) abm onoQg il abeR iQun.

person other she female him (DAT)

'The other is a female for him.'

It would appear, then, that all the words that will be marked

[+human] in this study, occur in the frame

person he

abm il iQun

him (DAT)
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and would have to be categorized as adjectives. Only ar9un

'warrior' is an exception.

If then an NP, abm alggen, has the structure N + Adj, by

analogy, and because the entire classifier system becomes unnec

essary, the NPin oyboy (lit. 'meat wallaby', 'a wallaby') takes

on the same structure, and~ 'meat', like abm 'person' is com

plemented by literally hundreds of specialized 'adjectives' (such

as .2.Y£Qv.) in addition to the more general ones. ukan' grass', .£g

'water', ednbal 'frog', alk 'spear', .!!y. 'fish', uk 'tree' would be

examples of nouns associated with other sets of specialized adjec

tives.

The lexicon would therefore contain a stock of general

adjectives, dwarfed by the stock of specialized adjectives, each

of which has very specific indication as to the noun with which it

may cooccur. (5.49) is resoundingly ungrammatical.

(5.49) *abm oyboy

person wallaby

The anomaly of such a view becomes even more apparent when

the stock of nouns is considered. 'True' nouns would number a few

such as those listed above: abm,"ill:., ukan, etc. There would also

be a large stock of 'other' nouns: elidnban 'star', eggal

'boomerang', aral 'wax',~ 'rain', alon 'woomera shell' etc. To

these latter nouns only the general sub-set of adjectives (e.g.

ambo9 'small') could apply, and none of the specialized ones (e.g.
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oyboy 'wallaby').

The complexity and 'cost' of this hypothesis, in terms of

exception features, together with a lexicon which offends the

'linguist's intuition' makes it highly suspect. Semantic consid

erations, which follow, totally invalidate it.

It is a necessary condition on sentence (5.47) that Winifred

be a young woman; viz. that she have the developmental status of

alQgen.

(5.47) abm il Winifred alogenioun Gillian.

It is an equally necessary condition on the truth of this sentence

that Gillian~ have attained this status. Identical conditions-

or presuppositions, to use the logical term--are necessary if (5.34)

is to be true.

(5.34) abm il amaoar ioun.

That is, the person specified by il is amagar and the one specified

byigun is not.

Quite different constraints operate if the undisputed

stative adjective ebmborg'tall' is substituted for all)gen:

(5.50) abm il Winifred ebmboro 'ioun Gillian.

'Winifred is taller than Gillian.'

Neither Winifred nor Gillian need be tall by local standards. Both,
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or either, could be well short of the norm or well above it. Only

one judgment is being made: the tallness of Gillian is less than

that of Winifred, and this does not entail that Winifred be, in any

definable sense, tall except by comparison with Gillian. Only by

denying the assertion itself can the sentence be untrue.

It is quite clear that distinct sets of presuppositions

apply to a1ngen and ebmborg. The conditions that amagar requires

are shared by alggen rather than ebmborg.

Syntactically and semantically the differences between kin

terms and stative adjectives are so extensive that the grammar

becomes all but unworkable by virtue of its complexity if any

hypothesis which combines these into one category be accepted.

Fillmore suggests that rules of 'adnominal dative promotion'

account for certain English sentences (1968a:67 et. seq.). By

these rules, an adnomina1 D is 'promoted' from secondary case status

to the position of a primary case, i.e. immediately dominated by P.

In Oykangand, a condition on this promotion is the necessary appear

ance of some complement to the noun. Typical examples follow.

(5.51) odnd i~m ilg ay.

leg sores with I

'My leg is sore (has sores on it).'

(5.52) isnan ar ay.

body tired I

'I am tired. '



(5.2) a1ya1 amay ay inun.

love great I you

'I love you dearly (I have great love for you).'
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In (5.51) and (5.52) it is this 'promoted' D that becomes

the surface subject. D PROMOTION (see Chapter XII) is therefore

assumed to precede the SUBJECT CHOICE rules. In (5.2) the promoted

D is chosen as the surface subject instead of the 'original' pri

mary n. 3 That the subjects of the three sentences above are Dative

in origin is established by the grammatica1ity of their genitive

transformations when D is not promoted. The result of the GENITIVE

rule in each case is an NP which forms grammatical sentences with

the complement ayin ew inal)? 'Do you see ?'

(5.53) odnd idam i1g a.sen ayin ew ina!)?

'Do you see my sore leg?'

(5. 54) i.snan ar a.sen ayin ew ina!)?

'Do you see my tiredness (my tired body)?'

(5.55) a1ya1 amay,'a.sen inun ayin ew ina?

'Do you see my great love for you?'

The deep structure of (5.52) is presumably something approach

ing (5.56).
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K
I

r/J

,J

a~un

SN

i~;Q.an

(5.56) S

M

I
\1tens~JRPRES 0

NP-_·

This raises interesting problems. Should the grammar

permit (or require) the adnomina1 D to be promoted to an 'empty'

D node in the tree (after the manner of Emonds 1969)? Or should

there be constraints on the structure of sentences that must apply

at various points in the derivation? The latter alternative has

recently been summarized by Dingwall 1969:228-9 and appears to be

necessary to this grammar. A constraint that would cope with the

present problem would be stated: 'the node P shall dominate at

least two categories prior to the SUBJECT CHOICE rule'. Restric-

tions on adjectives and on cooccurring case categories must also

be stated, and these together with the above appear to constitute

a 'natural' filter early in the grammar.

Returning to the genitive, there is presumably only one

Genitive Rule which operates on the adnomina1 dative
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NP

~
N D
~

NP K

and on the sentential dative after EQUI-NP DELETION and NODE

RAZING (which together delete the circled nodes).

This theory is supported by genitive constructions where the

noun permits either sentential or adnominal datives. The sen-

tence (5.48) has a more restricted acceptability than its genitive

transform (5.57), since abeR permits both sentential and adnominal

dative sources of the possessive.

(5.48) abm onoog il abeR 'ioun.

(5.57) abm onoog il abeR ioin.

'The other is his woman.'

That is to say, some of the readings of (5.57) are due to the

sentential source of the genitive, while others result from the

adnominal source (5.48)

The genitive rule (5.58) applies obligatorily except for

adnominal datives in matrix sentences which lack a verb.
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GENITIVE RULE

(5.58) N

N

(8)

(8)

[NP

[NP
=>

The Dative suffix coincides in spelling with that of the

Locative (Directional 'to') and Purposive. Table 5.2 sets out the

morphological variation of this suffix. The Genitive suffix is

unique, and its variants are found in Table 5.3.

The genitive pronouns aliI) 'ours-2-in' and amhul) 'ours-pl

in' are often used in place of the expected dative. The GENITIVE

rule apparently operates in these instances also.

(5.59) al)g adniy ambel amhul)!

here up become-RPA8T ours-pI-in

'(It) came up for us!'

The insertion of undam- as an 'empty' morph was noted in the dis

cussion of the Agentive, where

[ud inin unda~]A

dog your E-AG

illustrated the genitive expression 'your dog' under the A case.

undam- is also necessary to constructions where the genitive is

not a personal pronoun. For example,

(5.60) alk Bruce~il) unda~

[spear -GEN E-IN8T]

'with Bruce's spear'
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could appear as the Instrumental case in a sentence.

undam- is also inserted optionally in several other

instances.

(5.61) abm ay ednaoan unda~ igu£ ay.

person I [them toll go-RPAST I

'I went to them.'

Here undamax is entirely optional. It is assumed that there is

only one rule of undam- insertion (CASE SUPPORT) which accepts

the input

Pronoun]L

and produces (optionally) the sequence

Pronoun undam- ]L.

Instances where Pronoun]D is similarly treated have also

appeared in the data.

Causal (CSL)

The Causal depends on the sentence containing either a

Dative, or alternatively an Objective and a Verb or Dative prior

to the SUBJECT CHOICE rules.

Its suffix is unique in phonological shape, but its se

mantic area is less easily defined. It resembles both the Dative

and the Agentive, in that it is the case of a being, object or

event which either motivates the action or state defined by the
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verb, or the being, object or event ultimately--but not immedi-

ately--affected by the state or action of the verb.

The affixation reflects the semantics: the typical

Causal marker is representable as -axal, in which -~- is recog-

nizable as the Dative affix (Table 5.2) and -al as one form of

the Agentive (Table 5.1). It is tempting to posit a sentential

source of the Causal, or perhaps a 'secondary' Dative dominated

by an Agentive. These alternatives have been tried and found

wanting; a simpler grammar results from acceptance of a Causal

case.

The Causal subsumes some of the semantic area of the

Benefactive which Fillmore recognized a need for but did not

define.

Lakoff has noticed that the "true imperative", the
progressive aspect, the occurrence of benefactive
(B) phrases, and do so substitution occur only with
"nonstative" verbs. His discussion suggests that
one must assign "stative" and "nonstative" as
features on verbs and then guarantee that B phrases
are permitted only with "nonstatives" (put the other
way around, one must guarantee that the presence of
a B expression allows only for the selection of
"nonstatives"), that the imperative transformation
can be applied only if the verb is "nonstative", and
so on. The treatment that I prefer is implicit in
what I have already presented. The transformation
which accounts for the "true imperatives" can apply
only to sentences containing A's, and the occurrence
of B expressions (and "outer L's") is dependent on
the presence of an A. (Fillmore 1968a:3l)

Examples of the Causal which have a 'Benefactive' function follow:



(5.62) ukel elgoR uwal ay 'il)un lalal)ayal.

bullet many give-RPAST I him [uncle-CSL]

'I gave him a lot of bullets for uncle. '

The more usual benefactive is the Dative.

(5.63) in onmon afa!)an ay 'il)un lalal)an.

meat egg get-IFUT I [him uncle-DAT]

'I might get some eggs for uncle.'

(5.64) egl) iga.!, il .a.!iun, egl) armen ambar.

food eat-RPAST he me food finish-RPAST

'He ate the food for me, and finished it up.'

Sentence (5.62) illustrates also that the CSL cannot be derived

from either an A or D in the matrix sentence.

(5.65) in oyboyal)g arye~ ay lalal)axal.

meat wallaby this cook-RPRES I [uncle-CSL]

'I am cooking this wallaby for uncle.'

(5.66) agl)aRan ergel ay 'il)un andand·al)aXal.

[w.man-DAT speak-RPAST I him [daughter-CSL]

'I spoke to the white man on behalf of my daughter.'
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In other instances the causal cannot be regarded as benefactive:

some being, object, or event appears to be responsible for some

unstated act which motivates the state or action identified by

the verb.



Table 5.2

Morphological Variants of the Dative, Purposive
and Locative (Directional 'to, until') case

markers in Oykangand

Words of two or more closed
syllables

..• with final n

.•• with final 1.

••• with final V

••• with any other C final

Words of one closed syllable

••• and final V
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K=

-g

-y

-ay

-ay

-y

Example

olwon 'mountain';
olwong.

o~nol 'water';
odjioly.

amboyo 'small';
ambotpy.

int;im 'house';
inyimay.

erki 'place'
erkiy.



Table 5.3

Morphological variants of the Genitive case
of Oykangand

Words of two or more closed
syllables

••• with final y, t), ~

••• with final I

.•• with final V

.•• with any other C final

Words of one closed syllable

••• and final V
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K =

-al)

-I)

Example

amay 'big';
amay'il) •.

o¥ol 'water';
odji611) •

ambo~o 'small';
ambo~'ol)•

el)koR 'shade';
'el)koRal) •

uku 'wood';
ukul).



(5.67) uda)(al arkeg anaman ul, aR abmayal

[dog-CSL] fight-RCUST before they-2 [like person-CSL]

arken..

fight-RCUST

'Those two once fought over a dog as if they were

fighting over a man. '

(5.68) ukel afar ayil)un lalal).§!£ uda)(al.

bullets take-RPAST I [him uncle-toll [dog-CSL]

'I took uncle some bullets because of the dogs.'

Unlike the Dative, the Causal applies to objects (5.69) and

events (5.70).

(5.69) ak erg ay ukel elgoRa)(al! ane'{

let talk-RPRES I [bullet many-CSL] why

idnim-ari.Y§l?

waste-IPAST

'Let me talk because of all those bullets!

Why did (he) have to waste (them)?'

(5.70) akUl)aR asen ew-odnge!. ay, egl) afana)(al.

house my shut-RPAST I [food get-CSL]

'I closed up the door of my house because (I went)

to fetch food.'
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Sentences such as (5.71) and (5.72) occur where the Causal is

the complement of the Dative Subject.

(5.71) abm ay egl) idndanayal; aney udndar aQun?

person I [food squeeze-CSL] what for summon-RPAST me
= punch down dough

'I am about to punch down the bread; what did they

call me up for?'

(5. 72)al)and) abm ayal)kinayal!

NEG person I [hunt-CSL]

'No! I'm ready to go hunting! '

Purposive (PRP)

The Purposive has a suffix identical in form with the

Dative, but its specification is different. Where the Dative

concerns 'beings', the Purposive is the case of 'objects and

events'. That together these two exhaust the entire semantic area

associated with nouns is highly suspicious in itself. As the

cooccurrence of the two cases is infrequent in the grammar, the

temptation to any linguist (trained, as was the writer, in tagmemics

and 'classical' phonemics) to write the two cases as one is almost

irresistible. In a more thoroughly 'semantic' approach to syntax,

this union might be possible, or even necessary. On the other hand,

this similarity may be a phenomenon specific to Oykangand. Fillmore

has claimed the universality of the Dative, and until empirical data
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is amassed to contradict this claim it c~nnot--on the basis of

other languages better known than Oykangand--be impetuously re

jected just for this study. The Dative and Purposive must stand

as separate case entities--at least for the present time.

Like the Causal, the Purposive depends upon either a

Dative, or an Objective and a Verb, for its appearance in any

sentence.

(5.73) abm ay egl)&.

person I [food-PRP]

'I'll (take) the food.'

(5.73) constitutes a grammatical and appropriate response to the

offer of two things, one of which--the food--is accepted by the

speaker. A similar sociolinguistic situation might well produce

(5.74), where the PRP case is manifest by a sentence.

(5.74) abm ay ill oyboy 'aI)kin&.

person I [meat wallaby hunt-PRP]

'I must hunt wallabies.'

An embedded S in the Purposive case has a distribution (in

sentences like [5.74] without a matrix V) not unlike a V. The sen

tence (5.74) requires only a minor change in surface structure to

produce an acceptable sentence of entirely different deep structure.

No embedded S is posited for (5.75) for example.
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(5.75) abm ay in oyboy& al)ki!!!!!.

person I [meat wa11aby-PRP] hunt-ReUST

'I was hunting wallabies.'

In his 1956 'New approach to Australian linguistics'

Capell discusses the Bivalent suffix -Z£ (-.!J.&!!.) and notes that

this 'occurs with both nouns and verbs, and often with both in

the same language' (77). Capell lists various languages which

make use of -~ as (1) the dative marker, (2) the genitive

('actual possessor') marker and (3) the future or purposive

marker. The identification of Capell's -Z£ with Oykangand -&

is obvious; what is less obvious is an acceptable account of the

development of this phenomenon.

It is not possible to offer in this study the weighty evi

dence necessary to establish the historical development of these

obviously related phenomena, even were adequate evidence available.

It is only possible to suggest a scheme, based on the evidence

Capell presents, and on the facts of Oykangand.

The Dative and Purposive are--as already mentioned--a1most

complementary. Sentences with both cases are grammatical, but

uncommon.

(5.76) abm ay eg!)& igu,!!. ay

person I [food-PRP] go-RPRES I

'I am going for food for uncle.'

1ala!).§!:!!.•

[unc1e-DAT]
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If the two arose from an earlier single case having the post

position *-~ or *-~, then the homophony of the Dative and

Purposive markers is accounted for. Similarly, the re-ana1ysis

of sentences such as (5.69) by successive speakers of the language

resulted in the case marker ~ becoming a tense/aspect marker,

and the verb (as agki- 1) a matrix verb rather than an embedded

one.

The source of the genitive in the deep structure Dative

accounts for the homophony of these markers in the languages

listed by Capell. This fact is explained very economically by

proposing that these languages lack a GENITIVE rule.

Counter evidence for this scheme is not lacking; there are

many gaps in Capell's table of languages, and the fact that algol

(Chapter XIV) differentiates the verbal affix of an S embedded

under the PRP case from the form of the Rea1is Future tense affix

implies that the above scheme is an oversimplification, if valid

at all. Nevertheless it has not been conclusively decided one way

or the other until the details of many more languages have been

investigated and made available.

The Purposive is translated most easily by English 'for',

when an NP occurs, and by 'to' when an S occurs:

(5.77) abm ay egQ~ igun.

person I [food-PRP] go-RPRES

'I am going for food (now).'



(5.78) abm ay egf) afan!!X. igu,!!. aYe
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person I [food get-PRP] go-RPRES I

'I'm going to get food (now).'

Locative (L)

Oykangand maintains a rich and expressive system for the

specification of spatial orientation, making it possible to identify

with economy and precision the location of anyone object, being, or

event relative to any other. The very complexity of the locative

system requires that some attention be paid to theoretical consider

ations bearing on its description.

There are certain grammatical phrases that suggest that

there is no clear distinction between 'spatial' and 'temporal'

orientation. That is to say, locative and temporal phrases are not

syntactically differentiated. The phrase (5.79) implies not only

'at the pit' but also 'when the meat was roasting'. Since it pro

vides both a locative and a temporal orientation to the action

identified by the verb, it may be fairly asked whether it can be

assigned to a discrete 'locationa1' or to a 'temporal' case without

injustice.

(5.79) ill a1y-ambaniyar.

[meat pit-roasting-at]L

'At the meat roasting pit. '
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Morphological evidence points to the conclusion alluded to

above: temporal and locative phrases are variants of the one case.

Location in space, and location in time are expressed by the same

affix--idiosyncratic exceptions to the rule accounted for in the

lexicon being excluded, of course. Direction in time and space-

'to, until' and 'from, since'--are similarly marked; there is no

morphological difference in the respective affixes. 4

The parameters of time and space do not apparently require

the recognition of more than one case, but is it necessary to set

up Location and Direction as separate cases? In this instance there

are regular morphological distinctions, but can an argument be es

tablished on semantic grounds? Fillmore, quoted earlier in this

chapter, believes that there is both semantic and syntactic evidence

in favor of the view that only one case is required, the

'superficial differences' being 'determined either by the constitu

ent structure or by the character of the associated verb' (25). He

then goes on to cite the work of Hall in support of this hypothesis,

and it will be this view that is adopted here. It will become evi

dent that considerations of simplicity endorse this decision.

A further problem, raised by Fillmore in a footnote (26),

concerns the L node itself: is it developed by expansion of P, or

of M, or of both? Syntactically it is desirable to have an L node

as a constituent of P, since sentences such as (5.80) and (5.81)

appear to comprise a Dative 'subject' and Locative 'comment'.
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(5.80) bibiQ Lefty il uQgul Koolatah.

father he [there-at ]L

'Dad Lefty is at Koolatah.'

(5.81) abm il onalkalgand.

person he [island-from]L

'He's an Islander. '

Justification of the decision to place L 'under' the P

constituent is found in connection with cooccurrence restrictions.

One of the most powerful and useful mechanisms for restraining the

cooccurrence of two elements is the case frame specification of

verbs. If these specifications include syntactic features as well

as categorial ones, then it is possible to account for the accept

ability of (5.82) and the ungrammaticality of (5.83) by reference

to the case frame of agQga- 1 'look for', where the L case is

further specified [+location]. That is to say, directionals, which

are specified as [-location] may not cooccur with aggga- 1.

(5.82) ariman agQga~ ay ofoyoRiY.

axe look-for-ReUST I [river-at]L

'I looked for the axe by the river.'

(5.83) *ariman agQganm ay ofoyoR~.

river-to

This analysis is not without its difficulties. For instance,

sentence (5.80) above, for which a D + L structure is proposed,
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requires a more precise specification, not simply 'L'. It must be

[+spatia1] since temporal complements ([-spatial]) are ungrammati

cal.

There are other instances of restrictions on L, some being

more complex than others. L appears in the case frame of all

Oykangand verbs; there is no verb which excludes it, and no verb

which negatively specifies the [+location] feature of time or

space (temporal or spatial 'at'). This regularity is expressed as

a lexical redundancy rule.

u1fi- 1 'die' accepts as a directional complement only

temporal 'from, since' phrases.

(5.84) ugQ aQg adni¥am u1fi£ i1.

[sun here up-from]L die-RPAST he

'*He died since noon.'

The specification of L in the case frame of u1fi- 1 must account

for this fact.

The correct derivation of Oykangand sentences is facilitated

by the negative specification of features on the L case in the case

frame of the verb. This is only possible if L is a 'sister' cate

gory of V,that is if L is also dominated by P. u1fi- 1 'die' is

therefore specified in a manner to express the above restrictions.



ulfi- 1 [0 ,-- ---"L ---::::;:--- ]

[ [+spatia1] [-locat]]

[ [-spatial] [-locat] [-toward]]
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There are still further theoretical problems. Consider sentence

(5.85).

(5.85) igur il uwand uf)gu1 ugf)gar ank andand

go-RPAST he [west] [there north-at] [scrub through]
L L L

ugf) unyinamiyar.

[sun setting-at]L

'He went westward there at the north through the scrub

as the sun was setting.'

According to the proposed analysis there are four mani-

festations of an underlying Locative case in this sentence: the

directional uwand, locationa1uggu1 ugggar, directional ank andand

and locational ugf) unyinamiyar. Accounting for these requires some

accommodation by the proposed theory. Recall that, by convention,

coordinate structures

X

NP~
are assigned the same case marker K, and secondly that for very

obvious reasons, only one appearance of any case X is permitted

under P in the deep structure. One of these two constraints on

the grammar must be relaxed to accommodate the above data.
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The dilemma caused by (5.85) and similar sentences requires

that the various L expressions be recognized as coordinate, but

that postpositions be introduced for each K by less 'mechanical'

means than for the other cases. Fillmore, discussing the assign-

ment of English prepositions, notes that

••• the Land T (for time) prepositions are either
semantically non-empty (in which case they are
introduced as optional choices from the lexicon)
or they are selected by the particular associated
noun ••• (l968a:32).

Selection of the appropriate Oykangand postposition appears

to proceed along similar lines. Following the assignment of a K

node to each conjoined NP, complex se1ectiona1 processes take place

by which the form of the K is chosen. For verbs such as u1fi- 1

these selectiona1 processes are governed by restrictions imposed by

the verb. For verbs such as aRti- 1 'rise, climb' or igu- 1 'go'

which impose no such restrictions, there are 'natural' restrictions

between the possible components of the L case. Sentence (5.86)

contains three L expressions; temporal 'at', temporal 'to' and

temporal 'from'.

(5.86) abm ay und~nay ugQ aRtinamam

person I [yesterdaY]L work-ReUST [sun rising-from]L [sun

un~inamay.

diving-toll

'Yesterday I worked from sun-up till sun-down.'
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The substitution of und~nax 'yesterday' (temporal 'at') by other

temporal 'at' phrases is possible, but note that only those substi

tutions which encompass the semantic area of 'dawn' and 'dusk' are

acceptable. With appropriate tense changes, ondeR 'tomorrow',

ugga1 'today' and erk i1imbam 'the day after' are all acceptable,

but *ugg aQg adniy 'noon', *e1wan egax 'midnight' and *eweweng

'evening' are not.

(5.87) provides a similar case of selection between the

components of an Lease.

(5.87) ifan olon e1ke1 i1 erkiy.

[from-south]L [hither]L return-RPAST he [p1ace-to]L

'He came back here from the south.'

One reading of this sentence (where ifan is a directional 'from

the south', and not a locationa1 'on the south side') rejects as

unacceptable the substitution of erkiy by other directional 'to'

phrases, as *ugggaR 'to the north' or *awaR 'to the east'. ifan

can be substituted by ofoyoRam 'from the river' but not er l away ',

because of other constituents of the Lease. *ongeRam 'from

tomorrow (on)' and *un~inaxay 'until yesterday' are ungrammatical

forms resulting from the violation of se1ectiona1 restrictions on

the postposition of ondeR and undinay respectively. ondeRay

'until tomorrow' and unginayam 'since yesterday' are perfectly

grammatical.
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Not all the selectiona1 restrictions or semantic distinc

tions between various 10cationa1 and directional constituents are

understood. That these restrictions operate to govern syntactic

possibilities has already been illustrated, but within the present

study an account of the relevant semantic constraints is not

possible.

The Locative, beside being a 'primary' case introduced by

expansion of the P constituent, is also introduced by expansion of

NP as a secondary case. The following sentences require a rule

NP+N+L. 5

(5.88) abm ona1ka1gandiy ega10g arir aSun.

[person [is1and-from]L-AG] head hit-RPAST me

'An Islander hit me on the head.'

(5. 89) aRa~ ogogam ewa1 ay.

nest [before-from]L see-RPAST I

'I saw an old (i.e. from before) nest.'

This 'secondary' L also accounts foroogom 'this' and~ 'that'.

These 'demonstratives' are--in Oykangand grammar--actua11y

locatives. They form part of a system of 10cationa1s and direc

tiona1s that includes 'oggOg 'here' ,'oogol 'hence' " i,tog 'there'

and so on. Each of these words can rep1aceoogom or~ in its

'demonstrative' function, so that (with aggaR 'white man') the NPs



Table 5.4

Morphological variants of the Locative
(Directional 'from, since') Case in

Oykangand.

I

Words with two or more closed
syllables

. •• and final !!.

••• and final 1

.•• and any other C, or V

Words of one closed syllable

••• and final V
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K=

-I)and

-I)and

-am

Example

ayin 'Y,amstick';
ayiul)and.

odjiol 'w:ater';
o~noll)and.

amboyo 'small';
amboyam.

agar 'bedroll';
agaram.

uyu 'fish';
uYul)and.
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agl)aR ;ol)gom

agoaR'ol)gos!

agl)aR,i,tod

etc. are all equally grammatical and equally correct.

The 'cardinal' directionals are of interest for their

complexity. Beside the four cardinal points of the compass,

adniy 'up' and uRunQ 'down' enter the system. It is illustrated

briefly by reference to ibaR 'south'.

ibaR 'south, southwards'

ifan 'from the south, on the south side (of something)'

(distinct from ugogaR 'northwards')

ibar 'around by the south, south but moving either

east or west' •

Like the system involvingol)gom andi.tom, the cardinal

directionals can each comprise the entire content of the Lease.

(5.90) uwand igur, all-san, uland~.

[westward]L go-ReUST we-pI-ex [coast-toll

'We went westward, down to the coast.'

Place names are a partial exception to the rule of Lease

postposition adjunction. Some names rarely have the expected post

position, others are rarely without it. This observation applies

to both native and introduced English place names. Note the follow

ing, where location 'at' should appear as a postposition but does

not.



(5.91) adniduRay udnal

III

[(place-name)]L camp-RPAST we-2-ex

'We camped at Adniduragh.'

The place-name for the Rutland Plains cattle station (ranch) more

frequently appears with a Locative postposition than without.

(5.92) eroRami:Y.. elwan ambiy udnal.

-at]L sleep PR camp-RPAST

'We slept at Rutland Plains.'

Obi ective (0)

The Objective and Factitive cases are considered as one,

and referred to as the Objective (0). No distinction between what

is semantically clearly a Factitive, and what is likewise clearly

an Objective could be observed in their syntactic or morphological

possibilities.

Factitive (F)

(5.93) alk 'iokum iyar iI, Frank.

spear new make-RPAST he

'Frank made a new spear.'

Obj ective (0)

(5.94) alkiokum ubmar iI, Frank.

smash-RPAST

'Frank broke up (his) new spear.'
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This abbreviation does not necessarily imply that the Factitive

should be deleted from the inventory of universal case categories.

All that is implied is that in Oykangand these two case forms have

fallen together so completely that the syntax does not differentiate

them.

The Objective occurs in most grammatical constructions, and

is the case statistically most common. For all that, it is simply

described, and least complex in its morphology, having a zero (¢)

postposition.

The Objective becomes the surface subject of sentences in

which a verb, but no agent, appears. Both as surface subject and

as object, the Objective has a typically zero postposition. (5.93)

and (5.94) are sentences where alk i8kum 'new spear' is the deep

structure objective, and surface object; in (5.95) the same phrase

is found as the surface subject.

(5.95) alk'iokum egogel.

break-RPAST

'The new spear broke. '

SUBJECT CHOICE RULES

With the primary cases now accounted for, it is possible to

formalize the conditions for subject selection. The rule of subject

topicalization is quite a simple one to state (see [6.44]) as is the

selection of the case which is affected by this rule. For sentences

containing a verb the rule is
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(5.97) If an a case is present, it becomes the subject,

otherwise the I case is selected.

Subject choice determines certain other transformations, notably

those concerned with Pronominalization (Chapters VI and VIII).

More difficult is the task of providing a 'filter' through

which categoria1 structures must pass if they are to be grammati

cally acceptable. BR 3, which introduces the case categories,

allows such syntactically ill-formed sequences as

o + D + A, 0 + L + S, D + A + V

and so on.

Categoria1 sequences which include a V, but into which no

V can be inserted, are automatically blocked. For example, no verb

with a case frame [D, CSL l has been found, so that the sequence

D + CSL + V, if developed by the categoria1 rules would be marked

as syntactically deviant if a verb were to be inserted.

For categoria1 sequences lacking a verb (or adjective, since

adjectives are also entered in the lexicon with case frame specifi

cations) a series of we11-formedness conventions must apply. The

grammar marks as deviant sentences which contain no verb, but fail

to conform to the structures

(5.98)

s
or
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(5.99)

S

So then, case frame features of the verb mark sentences

such as (5.3) with an asterisk, while 'verbless' sentences which

violate both (5.98) and (5.99) are also marked as deviant.

FOOTNOTES

lThe GENITIVE rule is formulated as (5.58)

N (8) [NP K]D =>

N (8) [NP K]G

2This suggestion has been attributed to K. L. Hale of M.l.T. but

I can find no mention of it in his published works to date.

Consequently I present the hypothesis without clear recognition

of his authorship.

3There is some evidence to the effect that adnominal D can be

promoted to subject position in sentences containing a 'true'

verb.

ubmanol)gom adnan ay.

thigh this drip-RPRES I

'My thigh is dripping (blood).'
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The deep structure of this sentence illustrates the profound

change that the 'promotion' transformation has upon the deri-

vationa1 tree.

S

M

I
[
tense]
RPRES

NP

i~1
ubman D ol)gom

~
NP K
I

N

I
(abm) ay
~

ay

adna- 1

4To avoid confusion, the term 'Locative' is reserved for the case;

'location', 'locationa1', 'direction', 'directional' and 'temporal'

are useful terms by which to refer to the content of this case.

There is some evidence that suggests a Locative case of

'purpose' should also be recognized. Note the following:

e1ke1 i1 motorcar-iy edpRam.

return-RPAST he [ INST] [rain-from]L

'He came back by car because of the rain.'

Such instances are rare; evidence from other Paman languages (as
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Wik-Munkan, Sayers 1964) implies that a Locative of 'purpose'

is not out of place.

5r have no principled reason for deriving abm ona1ka1gandiy in

(5.38) from

A

~
NP K

~
N L

i~K
N

I
abm ona1ka1 -gand -iy

rather than from

A

~
NP K

The latter is a reasonable scheme, and is perhaps to be preferred.

r have chosen to retain the rule NP + N + L solely on its analogy

with the e/p case, where a rule NP + N + e/p is required. The

adnomina1 Dative is similarly introduced, and is syntactically

distinct from the sententia11y introduced Dative.



Chapter VI

NOUN PHRASES AND SENTENCE EMBEDDING

Two phenomena--conjunction and sentence embedding--together

account for the recursive power of a transformational grammar. The

more common and more powerful of these recursive mechanisms is sen-

tence embedding. This phenomenon has already been introduced to

elucidate various syntactic arguments in Chapter V. In Chapter VI,

sentence embedding under the case constituents will be examined,

and a justification for the inclusion of S in the expansion poten-

tia1 of the P constituent will be offered.

Genitives and appositive NPs discussed in Chapter V will

not be treated further in this chapter. The structure of NPs and

of the one remaining 'secondary' case provides a logical framework

within which to discuss S embeddings. The base rules which are

required are the following. Together with transformations intro-

duced later in this chapter, they account for the nominalizations

of the language.

(6.1)

(6.2)

BR 4

BR 5

A, 0, D, I

L, CSL, PRP

+ NP (NP)* (S)* K

+" {NP (NP)* (S)*} K
S

(6.3) BR 6 NP + "{NP (R) S }
N (N)* (S)* (D) (L) (C!P)

117
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BR 4 introduces the possibility of conjoined noun phrases

explored in Chapter IV and under the Locative in Chapter V. BR 5

identifies the Locative, Causal and Purposive cases as syntacti

cally different in their potential for occurrence. BR 6 introduces

relative sentences, conjoined nouns, the adnominal dative, and the

'secondary' Land clp cases.

The rules ignore certain sentential elements introduced

onto NPs from the Modality (M).

Causal, Lo~'ative and Purposive

These three cases share an unusual syntactic property: the

category to which the case marking postposition is attached may be

a sentence, as well as the more usual NP. Note the following

examples involving a Causal which were offered as variations on

the one matrix sentence by my informant:

(6.4)

(6.5)

ukel algl)ar ay'il)un lalal)an, inayaL

bullets take-RPAST I him [uncle-toll [meat-CSL]

'I took some bullets to uncle because of the meat

(situation) • '

ukel algl)ar ay "il)un lalal)an, al)kinaxaL

[hunt [verb] CSL]

'I took some bullets to uncle on account of going

hunting. '
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(6.6) ukel algoar ayioun lalaDan, inayal aokinayal.

CSL CSL

'I took some bullets to uncle on account of hunting

because of the meat (situation).'

The last sentence has two possible sources (hence two

possible semantic readings). One deep structure source contains

coordinate CSL phrases (which would have a pause, indicated by a

comma, between inayal and agkinayal) , the other, and more interest-

ing possibility is the structure (6.7).

(6.7) s

v

uwa- 2

p

CSL
~

NP K

I
N

I
in ayal "al)ki- 1

CSL

~

MAp I
~ayal

lalal)an A
/

NP K
I

N

'I
lalao al

D

/\
NP K
I

N

I
f/J lalao ay

~

o

/'''''NP K
I

N

I
al ukel

M

I
[
t ensel A
RPASTJ ~

NP K

I
N

I
(abm)

[;;;gP]
~

ay

It appears to be a necessary condition on this type of embedded

sentence that the A be deleted. Note the following:
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(6.8) uke1 uwa1 ayil)un 1a1al)an , inal)kinayal.

[[ ]v-CSL

' ••• for meat hunting.'

(see Chapter X)

(6.9) uke1 uwal ay il)un lalal)an, in~al)kinaYal.

[[PRP] CSL]

' .•• to hunt for meat.'

Other examples of the Causal, Locative and Purposive are found

in Chapter v.

The Locative case permits the introduction of S immediate

ly dominated by L as evidenced by the next examples. The structure

of the verb in these embedded sentences is identical to that of

verbs in P-re1ative sentences. Discussion of this structure is

taken up later in this chapter and again in Chapter X under 'Tense'.

(6.10) in aly-ambanamiyar idal ay inun.

[meat pit-roast-at ]L wait-RPAST I you

'I waited for you at the meat roasting pit. '

ekarekaniyar.ay in

I [meat

ugl)gi.!:.

leave-RPASTaxe r-cut-at ]
L

'I left my axe at the butchers' shop.'

kotakot(6.11)



(6.12) elwan udnal ay

sleep lie-RPAST I

ugl) aRtinamiy~.

[sun rose-toll
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'I slept until sun-up.'

The case frame of ida- 2 'wait' includes the information

that this verb governs an optional PRP. This case immediately

dominates a sentence and the case marker -~ in the following

examples.

(6.13) ol)go.!i idal ay akal)ar a.!ien adenam~.

[here]L wait-RPAST I [y.brother my arrive-PRP]

'I waited here for my younger brother's arrival.'

(6.14) idal aA.!ian erk und;uR ambe;nam&.

wait-RPAST we-pI-ex [place cool become-PRP]

'We waited for the place to become cool. '

Relativization

Relativization--the process by which relative clauses

are formed--is another subject which has attracted considerable

attention over recent years. Transformational grammarians have

posited various schemes for relativization in English, but no

one scheme has been generally agreed upon. Chomsky's 1964 treat

ment of relatives and interrogatives is taken up by Kuroda 1968,

but Bach 1968a adopts an entirely different mechanism in his

search for linguistic universals, and both Vendler 1968 and
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Carlota Smith 1964 tie relativization to determiners. For yet

another proposal see Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968.

R-Relatives

In Oykangand there are two possible surface structures

that deserve the term 'relative'. A different semantic reading

must be assigned to each, and--since transformations cannot intro-

duce or 'change' meanings--one form of the relative must be

assigned to a different deep structure than the other. One rela-

tive structure results from transformations applied to the deep

structure

NP

NP~S

while the other relative reflects the deep structure

NP

NP~S
It is convenient to regard this latter as a 'true' or R-relative

because of certain parallels between it and structures already

studied (in the above articles) and to describe its syntax first.

The R node introduces a relativizer with semantic content, and

provides the structural element which serves to differentiate the

relatives.

In certain instances, both forms of the relative are

grammatical: only the choice of optional R (and rules dependent
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on this choice) differentiates the deep structure reflected by

(6.15) from that reflected by (6.16).

(6.15) S

idp- 1

p

A

~
NP K

~
NP R S
I

N

.. 1.
p~g~p~g anen

M

/\
SA [tense1
I RPASTJ

edndelay

M p

v

ubma- 1

o

NP~K
~

N S

I~
al fence fence asen ¢

A

~
NP K

I
N

I
pigipig

Realized as:

in pigipig fence asen anen ubmar,

meat pig my R break-down-RPAST food my

edndelay idJl:r.

'The pig that I attest broke down my fence, ate up all

my vegetables. '
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(6.16) in pigipig fence a~en ubmanamiyar egD a~en edndelay

[meat my break-down-AG] food my completely

idp,r.

eat-RPAST

'The pig that broke down my fence ate up all my

vegetables. '

Two points need to be made in connection with these sentences:

(1) the possibility of R-permutation within the succeeding S, and

(2) the subtle semantic difference between the two types of rela

tive construction. The speaker is somehow responsible for the

validity of the R-relativized sentence, either by being an eye

witness, or by attesting something universally accepted such as

some detail of the culture-myths. As a result, sentence (6.17)

is anomalous (hence ungrammatical) for any Oykangand speaker. It

is anomalous because it implies that the speaker saw for the first

time a dead pig which he attests to having seen earlier being killed

(6.17) *in pigipig odndoR anba.!llimll ewa1 ay, in pigipig anen

meat pig dead bank-LOC see-RPAST I R

udal atar.

dog-AG bite-RPAST

'I saw a dead pig on the bank that I attest the dogs

bit. '
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by dogs. (6.18) is a sentence which my informant accepted, but

afterwards paraphrased in a totally different grammatical

structure.

(6.18) ?in pigipig.· o>lndoR anbama;Q.,Q uw ewa1:, ay, . in pigipig

again

anen udal a,tar.

'I saw again a dead pig on the bank--one that I attest

the dogs bit.'

The alternative form of the relative ([6.19], parallel to

[6.16]) is free from semantic constraints on its syntactic form.

(6.19) in pigipig o>lnsoR anbaman,Q. ewa1 ay, in pigipig udal

a,tanamiy.

'I saw a dead pig on the bank, one that the dogs had

bitten. '

The R-re1ative is unique in Oykangand in that it is the

only instance of embedded S where verbal affixes are not obliga

torily 'reduced' to a participle form. That is, verbal affixes

are 'governed' by R, which permits the same tense/aspect affixes

as may occur on the matrix verb tc also occur on the 'R' verb.

Sentences (6.20), (6.21) and (6.22) are therefore all equally

grannnatical.
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(6.20) lalaQal uraden ambanm ednaQaniQin anen alg8anm.

uncle-AG embarrass-ReUST them story R tell-ReUST

(6.21) lalaQal uraden amba~ ednaQaniQin anen alg8an~iy.

'Uncle was embarrassing them by the stories I attest

he was telling.' (6.20-21)

(6.22) lala8al uraden ambanm ednaQaniQin alg8anamiy.

'Uncle was embarrassing them by the stories that he

was telling.'

A further property common to Oykangand relatives is the

potential for extraposition of the embedded S. This potential

has been realized in (6.7) where.in pigipig anen udal atar has

been extraposed from the relativized NPin pigipig of the matrix

S. (6.15) on the other hand does not realize the potential for

postposing the sentence. in pigipigiy anen fence. aden ubmar, which

is reduced by EQUI-NP DELETION to anen fence aden ubmar.

EXTRAPOSITION will be examined again under P-Relatives.

There are several relativizers, all of which function

elsewhere in the grammar, usually as interrogatives. The rela

tivizers (R constituents) are~ 'that', anend 'for when, when'

and ayin 'if, whether'. Once again I owe the following examples

to the insight of Mrs. Kathleen Major. The three relativizers

can each be inserted under R in the deep structure (6.23), and
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the grammatical sentences (6.24), (6.25) and (6.26) result from

application of the EQUI-NP DELETION rule to akaQar.

(6.23) S

v

ida- 2

P

N

[i;~m~Js~ng

...
ay

M

I
rtensel
LRPRE~ 0- PRPr/"K NP~K

I __~ I
~ NP R S ay

N~ M~P

[;~:+] rAK A~V
sing N NP K NP NP K
. . . I I

(abm) ay N

l~;;g1 akabar ¢ Cairns olon am elke- 2

(6.24) ididay ayiQun akaQar a~en anen elkel)an

INT-wait-RPRES I him y.brother my R return-IFUT

il olon Cairns-am.

he hither [ -from]L

'I am waiting for my younger brother who is (I attest)

coming back here from Cairns.'
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(6.25) ididay ay iQun akaQaraQen anenQ e1keQan i1 olon

R

Cairns-am.

'I am waiting for when my younger brother will (I

attest) be coming back here from Cairns.'

(6.26) ididay ay iQun akaQar aQen ayin e1keQan i1 olon

R

Cairns-am.

'I am waiting for my younger brother, whether he

will come back here from Cairns (this time).'

In these sentences, as the previous R-re1atives, there is no

doubt--at least in the speaker's mind--that his akagar will

indeed return.

Because of the interest in re1ativizers which coincide with

interrogatives (witness Kuroda 1968) these are worth a second look.

~-re1ativizer coincides in form with ~-interrogative 'what?'.

The following illustrates both.

(6.27) in oQgom anen udnudn? in aR pigipig amboy

meat this what INT-1ie-RPRES meat like pig small

anen 01bmo1bman, ubmbirumbin~.

R INT-craw1-RPRES pretty

'What animal is this? It's a pretty thing like a little

pig that crawls.' (This comment relates to the speaker's

reaction to a guinea pig at a zoo.)
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anen means 'when' or 'if when' in sentences such as (6.28).

(6.28) a1k anen iyan ambu1, ogl)g a1k a1aw

spear when make-RPRES we-p1-in first spear rod

agl)gan amban al.

100k-for-E go-RPRES

'When we make a spear, first we go and look for a

rod. '

anen also occurs in sentences which are neither embedded

in another S, nor are interrogative in function. It has the

meaning 'even' in these instances, and is a verbal modifier,

as in (6.29).

(6.29) egl) abmban art:lartpn H, og abmban.K

food himself INT-cook-RPRES he water [himse1f-DAT]

igigun i1, er a1u1. anen igun

INT-go-RPRES he [awaY]L [wood-PRP] even go-RPRES

i1, entOI) abmban iyan H.

'He cooks his own food, fetches his own water, even

gets his own wood and makes his own bed.'

anenQ is also an interrogative, being the A case form of ~.

(6.30) anem! agun?

[what-AG] bite-RPAST me

'What bit me?'
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ayin is more usually a question marker, i.e. the morpheme

which differentiates the syntax of a statement from that of a

question. Note sentence (4.41), reproduced in part below.

(4.41) abeR oQgom ayin ew inaQ?

woman this QUEST see-RPRES you

'Do you see this woman?'

One further important property of R-relative sentences

concerns the case marking postpositions. The sentence (6.15)

provides a typical example. The matrix sentence would (in sur

face realization) be (6.l5a).

(6.l5a) in pigipigiy. egQ edndelay i~a~.

[meat pig-AG] food completely eat-RPAST

'The pig ate up all my vegetables.'

The Agentive postposition -iY does not appear when the

sentence (6.l5b) is inserted as an R-relative S.

(6.l5b) in pigipigiy fencea~en ubma~.

[meat pig-AG] my break-down-RPAST

(6.15) in pigipig fence a~en anen ubma~ egQa.!!en edndelay

idpr.

'The pig that I attest broke down my fence ate up

all my vegetables. '
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The explanation for this phenomenon is found in the structure

proposed for the relatives as a whole. Case marking postpositions

apply only to NPs immediately dominated by a case X, as in the

following structure:

(as discussed in Chapter IV with respect to example

[4.36], and also later in Chapter VI [6.81])

NPl and NPZ are coordinate NPs which are each assigned the post-

position K, X. This postposition is assigned to the final word

of NPl , and to the sentence Sunder NPz--not to NPr , which is the

relativized NP. NPr , the re1ativized NP of the matrix S, can

therefore never be marked for case.

This fact of Oykangand syntax argues strongly for the

above structure. No alternative structure accounts so economi-

cally and simply for the occurrence of case marking postpositions

in re1ativized structures.

The case marking postposition K is deleted from structures

such as the above in which an R element appears; there is no K, A

affixed to the re1ativized NPin pigipig (for reasons given above)

nor to the R-re1ative sentence, fence aden anen ubmar in (6.15).
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The rule of CASE POSTPOSITION DELETION must refer to the R element

for reasons that appear later. This rule takes the form (6.31).

CASE POSTPOSITION DELETION

(6.31) NP

1

1

R

2

2

S

3

3

=> OBL

That the above generalization and explanation of case post

position is valid is established by examples in which I (6.32), D

(6.33) and L (6.34) cases dominate the re1ativized NP, but in no

instance does that NP have any case affix. An example involving

PRP is found in (6.24). In the following examples, ¢ indicates

the point at which the rule (6.31) has applied.

1alal)a1

[unc1e-AG]

anen egl)gen ambar ay,

fighting-stick R break-RPAST I

arinm aSun.

hit-RCUST me

'The fighting stick that I broke was that with

u1gl)gu1-¢(6.32)

which uncle used to hit me.'

(6.33) uke1 uwa1 ay:il)un 1alal)-¢ anen :al)kin

bullet give-RPAST I him uncle R hunt

iguB!!!, awaR.

go-RCUST [east]L

'I gave the bullets to uncle, who went out hunting

eastwards. '



(6.34) erk-¢ anen ay iA pigipig arir iy ay, udna1
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place R I meat pig ki11-RPAST once I camp-RPAST

-.I·
.i

we-p1-ex [there]L

'We camped at the place where I once shot a pig. '

P-Re1atives

The alternative to the R-re1ative is the P-re1ative,

examples of which have already been cited ([6.16] and [6.19]).

The verb of such relatives is not unlike the form that is tradi-

tiona11y termed a 'participle' in the study of Latin or Ancient

Greek.

The term 'participle' has of late suffered the same fate

as the grannnarians who once proposed the term. Both have known

scorn and scathing criticism heaped on their dearest achievements

by modern linguists. Hockett 1958 spares a passing reference to

participles, while most transformationa1ists ignore the term.

Only Lyons 1968 recognizes the validity of a participle and

differentiates it from the English gerund (page 249 et seq.), and

Langendoen 1969 admits of a 'so-called present- and past-participle'

in English (page 134).

Various considerations justify the resurrection of the

term--if not the category--as one convenient to this study. One

feature of participles as traditionally conceived is their restric-

tion to fewer morphological sets of tense/aspect possibilities than
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the verbs of a matrix sentence. Oykangand verbs in P-relative

sentences are marked only for 'non-past' by ¢, 'past' by -am and

'habitually, able to' by -may. 'Finite' verbs, by contrast, are

affixed by one of eight tense/aspect markers (Chapter IX).

To the participle so formed other suffixes may apply.

Whereas the R-relative sentence is never marked for case (see

[6.31]) the P-relative may be. Both the cases of the P-relative

and the case postposition of the NP in the matrix S may affect the

affixation on the participle.

(6.35) i~ pigipig anba~ ewal ay, pigipig

meat [bank-on]L see-RPAST I

ari-n-am-¢-¢.

kill-E-PPAST-obj-obj

'I saw a pig on the bank, one that someone killed. ,1

In the matrix sentence (top line of [6.35]), the relativ

ized NP.in pigipig is 'under' the 0 constituent. So also is the

identical NP of the P-relative S. As the 0 postposition is

typically zero no case inflection appears on the participle

ari-n-am.

Now ari- 1 requires an Agentive case, and for ari-n-am to

appear without an Agentive implies a rule of AGENTIVE DELETION

(6.48) which operates (at least) in P-relative sentences.

Sentence (6.35a) represents the 'surface' realization of a sen

tence which could equally have been embedded in (6.35).
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(6.35a) in pigipig udal ari~ ul.

meat pig [dog-AG] kill-RPAST they-2

'The two dogs killed the pig. '

Failure of the AGENT DELETION rule to operate on the embedded S

(6.35a) produces another sentence (6.36), which is in all respects

grammatical.

(6.36) in pigipig anbamanQ. ewal ay, pigipig udal

dog-AGmeat [bank-on]L see-RPAST I

ari-n-am-iy.

kill-E-PPAST-subj

'I saw a pig on the bank, one that the dogs had killed.'

The realization of the Agentive udal has resulted in a correspond

ing change in the participle, where the typically Agentive -]x now

appears.

Another possibility is that the relativized NP.· in pigipig

is manifesting an 0 case in the matrix S, and the 'identical' NP

in the P-relative S is Agentive. Sentence (6.37) exemplifies this

possibility.

(6.37) in pigipig anbamanQ. ewal ay, ud ari-n-am-iy.

meat [bank-on]L see-RPAST I dog kill-E-PPAST-subj

'I saw on the bank the pig that killed the dog.'

Once again the participle evinces the -]x suffix, although the

'identical' (Agentive) NP has been deleted.
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Other possibilities could be explored endlessly; by vary

ing the case of the relativized NP, the case of the 'identical'

NP, and the verbs in the two sentences, an impressive array of

almost pointless sentences could be presented. Instead, just

four further instances are worth noting before rules are presented

which account for the phenomena involved in P-relativization.

(6.38) erge1. ay il)un agl)aR, abm ayaRtaRtinayay,

say-RPAST I him w.man [person I work-for-to]D

"ambul ataficl.f!Y. ayin iguy?"

we-pI-ex [crayfish-PRP] QUEST go-RINT

'I said to the white man that I work for, "Could we

go for crayfish?'"

Note that it is the Dative case of (6.38) that is re1ativized, and

that the 'identical' NP is also a Dative. The participle reflects

both the Dative postpositions, and is assumed to be

aRt-aRti-£-0-~-~; a word typical of the most complicated

morphology Oykangand has to offer.

Tae matrix S of (6.38) contains therefore a dative of the

following structure:
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K

,D

Iay ay

(6.39) D

NP

S

~
NP N K

r
I

agl)aR

[l:~mp] [~~O ](/J aRt-

~~~g ~~~ P

Of the Dative in the P-re1ativized S, only K, D remains. The

EQUI-NP DELETION RULE which operates on the 'identical' NP of

the P-re1ative S has deleted the Dative agQaR-ay after K, D was

copied onto the participle.

The second sentence is (6.40) where the verb in the P-

relative S is e1ke- 2 'return'. This verb does not permit an A

in its case frame, but selection is made of 0 as subject. The-£y

nevertheless appears on the participle e1k~-~-!. This indicates

that it is the selected subject, rather than the Agentive case

(which is of course always selected as subject) that--a1ong with

the case of the 'identical' NP--that influences affixation on the

verb of the P-re1ative S.
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person return-E-PNP-subj-subj wood chop-1FUT we-2-in

'(When we are) returning, we'll chop the wood.'

The structure of the matrix A case is (6.41) below:

(6.41) A

NP K

~.
NP S
I I
N V

~
V tns K

I I I
abm elke- ¢ iy ar

r~~lP]
L~n

(6.42) ukel uwal ay lalao abmal

bullets give-RPAST I [uncle [person-AG] meat

pigipig elgoR

Ir

pig many kill-E-PPAST-subj-dat

'I gave some bullets to my uncle, who had killed a

lot of pigs. '

The third example (6.42) requires no additional theoretical

apparatus in order to render a correct account of it, but

establishes that the affixes to the participle may be 'mixed',
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i.e. not all of the one surface case. ari-n-am is affixed by -~

because abma1 appears, and -~ because the P-re1ative S is intro-

duced under the D case.

(6.43) match amb arme~ akow, uk ar~en~ar.

PR finish-RPAST [cigarettes INT-cook-E-subj-inst]

I
r

'(My) matches are all finished, in lighting cigarettes.'

The final example (6.43) requires a slight modification to the

theory developed so far. match, the re1ativized NP, is in the 0

case, but becomes the subject of arme1 according to the regular

rules of SUBJECT CHOICE outlined in Chapter v. aryarye-n-! is

nevertheless affixed by -ii (since match is the deleted 'identical'

NP and the I case of art@rge- 1) and also by -are The conclusion

then, is that the surface function of an NP in either matrix or

embedded S that is the determining factor in participle affixation.

It is therefore not unreasonable to suggest parallels between what

has been discussed and pronominalization, which also reflects sur-

face relationships.

The data presented above require a sequence of transforma-

tiona1 rules for their correct derivation, a sequence that accounts

for all the P-re1ative sentences of Oykangand. Some rules within

the sequence are motivated by other requirements of the grammar,

or are variants of such rules; others are specific to the

P-relative.
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SUBJECT CHOICE RULE

The conditions of subject choice have been already out

lined in Chapter V. The effect of the rule is to move the se

lected case from 'under' the P node to S initial position,

dominated directly by S.

(preliminary formulation)

Z]p ] s

5 6 => OBL

(6.44) [M

1 2

1 4

y

3

2

X

4

3 5 6

(The conditions of subject choice are discussed later

in this chapter.)

EXTRAPOSITION RULE

The relative S may be extraposed with respect to the

matrix S. P-re1atives make use of this transformation more fre-

quent1y than R-re1atives, and postpositions are more usual than

prepositions.

(6.45) [8 y NP (R) S Z ]S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 => OPT

1 2 3 6 7 5 II 4 + 5

5 /1 4 + 5 1 2 3 6 7

REFLECTION RULE

This is a convenient term for the rule which copies the

case postposition of the 'identical' NP onto the participle. The

rule is required to keep track of the source of this case
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postposition, so that 0 case subjects realize the K as ~ and

not zero in this position. That is to say, the rule recognizes

surface relationships.

(6.46) NP Y [NP K] Z V tns

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 =>

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 + 4

where 1 = 3, i.e. 1 and 3 are coreferential

2 contains no R.

EQUI-NP DELETION RULE

All instances of S embedded in NPs are required to meet

the conditions for Equi-NP deletion. Those that do not are

marked by the grammar as deviant. The sources of adjectives,

apposition, relativization and genitives (sentential) are among

those that undergo Equi-NP deletion.

(6.47) NPi Y (R) Z NPi: [-pro] K

I 2 3 4 5 6 =>

I 2 3 4 f/J f/J

OBLIGATORY if Y = f/J

OPTIONAL otherwise.
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AGENT DELETION RULE

(preliminary formulation)

(6.48) P A Q

1 2 3 =>

1 r/J 3

where P,Q are variables

and P contains two instances of [8

Q contains two instances of ]8

A,K COPYING RULE

(6.49) [NP

1

1

Y

3

3

V

4

4

tns

5

5

K

6 =>

-iy

where 6 is phonologically null.

A,K Copying accounts for the -iY of (6.36) and (6.37) and similar

instances where 6 is the phonologically null K,O and the A case

appears as subject.

It is possible to trace the derivation of various P-re1ative

sentences through these rules. Take for example the (surface) sen

tence (6.35a) which appears as a relative in both (6.35) and

(6.36). The deep structure proposed for these examples would

include the following.
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S
~

~S

v

ari- 1

p

o

NP~
I

N

1 .1 ..
a Pl.gl.PJ.g.

1.

A

~
NP K

I
N

I
ud

[2]

M

I
rtenseJ
lRPAST

~
NP

I
N

pigipig

Operations on this (sub-) structure , and their effect upon it, are

as follows.

(6.50) Subject Choice

pigipig

p

O~V

ari- 1

I
[
tensel
RPASTJ

a1pigipig ud
[2]
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(6.51) Extraposition

S

~

~ ari- 1 pigipig

P

~o v
~

NP K

I
N

I
pigipig

S~

I
M

I
rtenseJ
LPPAST

A

~i K

N

ud a1
[2]

(6.52) Reflection (follows transformations dealing with M)

~NP
I
N

S
~

S~

P

o~v
~ ~r K V tr K

a1 pigipig ~ ari- am ~ pigipig

A

NP~
I

N

ud
[2]

Equi-NP Deletion (not applied).

Agent Deletion (not applied).
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(6.53) A,K Copying

s

A

~i K

N

I
ud al

Realized as:

S

P

--------------o V

NP~ V~O
I I I I I

pigipig ¢ ari- am iy pigipig

.••udal pigipig arinamiy]S

For sentence (6.35), the derivation is similar, but the

AGENT DELETION rule does apply, and as a result A,K COPYING does

not. The realization is therefore

••• pigipig arinam]S

The postposition -~ on certain participles performs an

important function in disambiguation. Note sentences (6.54) and

(6.55) which differ only in this feature.

(6.54) abm ay an ewal ay inun, . i.!inan ar ambenam.

person I quite see-RPAST I you body wasted became

'I saw you all right, when you were tired.'

(6.55) abm ay an ewal ay inun, i.!i;nan ar ambenamiy.

'I saw you all right, when I was tired.'
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In other cases -~ alone is ungrammatical; its addition to

the participle of (6.56) requires further changes to be made and an

entirely different structure underlies the result.

(6.56) in pigipig und~nay arinam, ednde1ay arnb

meat pig [yesterdaY]L ki11-PPAST completely PR

idJlr arl)gal)gunani edn.

eat-RPAST [child young-AG] they

'The young children ate up the pig killed yesterday.

The participle arinamiy would in this case imply that either

(1) in pigipig is the subject of the embedded S, but lacks

the Agentive postposition; or

(2) in pigipig is the Agent of the matrix S, which it obvious

ly is not, or again (and most reasonably) that

(3) arQg ~Qgunan is the deleted NP of the embedded S. In this

instance it is arl)g aQgunan which is re1ativized, not in

pigipig, and the Agentive postposition properly belongs on

the participle, so that (6.57) is the correct sentence.

(6.57) in pigipig, undft.nay arinamiyar, arl)gal)gunan ednde1ay

amb idJlr edn.

'The children that killed a pig yesterday ate it all up. '
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One final fact of re1ativization is important: The

embedded S must contain a 'true verb'. That is, the relative

must conform to the structure (6.58) before it is grammatically

acceptable.

(6.58) NP (R) [ y V [+V,-Adj] z ]
S

There is no parallel in Oykangand to the English

The dog that is black•.•

or

The spear that is crooked •••

In cases where it is desirable to identify a noun by means of an

adjective, the adjective must be introduced directly, as in the

next section (see [6.59]),

(6.59) a1k edngedngan

[spear crooked ]NP

'the/a crooked spear ••• '

or in a relative S having the 'true verb' ambe- 2 'become' (see

[6.60]). The semantic effect of ambe- 2 may not be so desirable,

however, as in (6.61).

(6.60) a1k edngedngan ambenam

[spear crooked became]NP

'the spear that became crooked •.• '
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?
(6.61) 'ud olbon ambenam

[dog black became]NP

'?the dog that became black••• '

In many of its applications, the P-relative S has the

sense of a 'Consequence' clause in English, rather than the sense

of a strict relative. (6.43) is a typical example; another such

follows.

(6.62) elber ayil)un elal) ar uy aR

scold I her y.sister fish not cook-PPAST-subj

'I scolded my younger sister for not cooking the fish.'

The English gloss makes much better sense and a closer approxi-

mation to the illocutionary force of the sentence (see Austin

1962) than the literal 'I scolded my younger sister who did not

cook the fish'.

Some sentences contain a verb with typically participle

inflection, but no NP that is obviously 'identical' to any NP in

the matrix S. (6.63) is an example.

(6.63) ukan ewal an~an, al afi~iR aRtaRtinam,

g.fire see-RPAST we-pI-ex fire smoke INT-climb-PPAST

ukan it art~r edn og abmbamang.

g.fire [there]L cook-RPAST they [swamp-at]L

'We saw a grass fire, with smoke rising; they had

set fire to the grass in the swamp.'
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The writer earlier postulated an 'Absolute S' to account for

embedded sentences like al an~iR aRtaRtinam. The model for this

analysis was that traditionally employed in Greek and Latin.

There were several problems with the analysis, one being that the

informant would not accept sentences that were produced according

to the rules proposed.

Accordingly, the analysis was abandoned, but that which is

now proposed is not impeccable. The 'identical' NP of the embedded

S of (6.63) is ukan al antdR, of which only ukan is deleted. The

structure is shown in (6.64).

(6.64)

~
ukan S ewa1 andanI ....

~
~~

ukan al an~iR aRtaRtinam

Unhappy though this analysis appears, language evidence favors

it. Consider (6.65).

(6.65) all)gen i,tom idjic1.Jin amba1!!!! i1 ~I)un, afum e1

y.woman that

ernenam.

run cause-RCUST he her breast eye

I
r

stand-PPAST

'He eloped with that high-breasted young woman. '
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The 'identical' NP of the P-relativized S isioin 'her', so

perhaps the translation should read ' .•.young woman whose ••• '.

Nevertheless, lOin with its adnominal dative source, has been

deleted from the embedded S and in fact~ be deleted, (6.66)

being ungrammatical.

(6.66) *alogen i,tom idjid;in ambanm i1 'ioun, afum eli!)in

erne.nam.

Both (6.63) and (6.65) introduce another problem, seen

also in certain P-relative sentences wher~ the 'identical' NP is

more easily identified. The problem is that although the surface

subject of the sentence has not been deleted, no -jy appears on

the verb. Note (6.67) also.

(6.67) arog'aogunan algoa!. an,Qan, school orben2.!!!..

child young carry-RPAST we-pI-ex drop-off-PPAST

'We took the young children with us since school had

broken up. '

This sentence remained for some time the cornerstone of the

'Absolute S' analysis, but Mrs. Kathleen Major insisted that the

correct form of the participle was orbenamiyar. This in effect

meant that -iyar had been deleted from (6.67) and that prior to

its deletion the structure of (6.67) included (6.68).
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~
NP K
I
S

~
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school orbenamiy ar

Sentences (5.81), (6.13) and (6.14) provide similar L case

examples where the -~ is deleted; (5.74) and (5.80) provide

examples of its retention. These examples suggest the analysis:

-iY is optionally deleted if no ambiguity results, much after

the fashion of K,A DELETION discussed in Chapter V (5.10). The

locative -~ depends on the retention of -~, and is never

realized without -~. Informants unanimously reject

*orbenamar.

On the other hand, -~ 'direction to' can be realized without

orbenama'(.

Adjectives

The argument that adjectives are in fact 'tenseless' verbs

is fairly well established. George Lakoff's 'On the nature of

syntactic irregularity' (1965) contains, in Appendix A, a summary

of ten 'very general rules of English in which adjectives and verbs

are treated identically.' The ten arguments constitute the work of

Lakoff, Postal and Rice (Lakoff 1965:Al). Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968
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incorporated this view into their conservative treatment of English

grammar and Zeno Vend1er provided further insights in his 'Adjectives

and nomina1izations' of the same year. Fillmore 1968a:27fn. adopts

this view, as does Lyons 1968 who traces it back to Plato and

Aristotle. 'Heretics' who have opposed this formulation include

Ross 1969b, who sees' adjectives as noun phrases and Bach 1968b, who

in search of a grammar more firmly based in semantics, reduces all

major lexical categories to one. However accurately Bach's propos

al may reflect the ultimate 'truth' of the matter, it is the

'adjectives-as-verbs' hypothesis that is adopted for the practical

description of Oykangand.

For want of a better mnemonic, the categoria1 formula for

adjectives is [+V,+Adj], and that for true verbs [+V,-Adj]. The

terms 'adjective' and 'true verb' are still useful designations for

the formulae, but for the category as a whole the term 'verb [+V] ,

will have to serve. Like true verbs, adjectives have case frames

which specify the cooccurrence of any lexical entry with various

cases. The most common case frame is [0 (D) (S)] and sentences

corresponding to 0 + D + V:[+V,+Adj] structure have already ap

peared in Chapter V (sentences [5.37] and [5.50]).

It is a necessary condition on the structure of any S con

taining an adjective that it contain no D if that sentence is to

undergo the transformational cycle which introduces the adjective

into a matrix sentence. That is to say, neither (5.37) nor (5.50),
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which contain a D, could be embedded into any matrix sentence.

Sentence (6.69), which resembles (5.50) but contains no D, could

be embedded into a matrix, as in (6.70).

(6.69) abm il Geraldine ebmborQ.

person she

'Geraldine is tall.'

tall

(6.70) abm i1 Geraldine ebmbor igigu~ i1.

INT-go-RPRES

'*Geraldine is tall going about.' (This is poor English

but an acceptable translation fails to reflect the

Oykangand.)

The above condition permits the EQUI-NP DELETION rule to

reduce the embedded S to an adjective which is 'raised' to the

matrix S in the correct sequential position. A second condition

on sentences containing a verb [+V,+Adj] has already been noted:

such sentences do not immediately dominate other sentences contain

ing [+V,+Adj] verbs. This condition was discussed in Chapter V,

and illustration can be found in examples (5.28) to (5.31).

Adjectives frequently share another feature of verbs-

partial reduplication. Since reduplication is more extensive and

varied for 'true verbs' than for adjectives, the rules and discus

sion of this phenomenon will be left until Chapter X. Just a few

examples will be offered at this point, by way of illustration.
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algalgal amban alul or

INT-straight cause-RPRES [[fire-INST] cold

alk alaw

spear rod

aryeniy.

cook] I

'We straighten spear rods by warming them in the fire.'

(6.71)

Certain adjectives are always reduplicated. edngedngan

'crooked' (examples [6.59] and [6.60]), elbmbelbmben 'red',

ebmbebmbol 'flat, smooth' and ernernaR 'wrinkled' are typical.

These adjectives are marked in the lexicon with the feature

[+INTENS], while others are optionally reduplicated. The feature

[+INTENS] triggers transformations which effect the necessary

changes, and has the semantic effect of intensification. algalgal

therefore means 'really straight', or 'dead straight' (see Chapter

x).

(6.72) alk elbmbelbmben ilg egoa~ edn unyiR.

[spear INT-red with]C dance-RCUST they [night]L

'They danced with red spears last night. '

Comitative and Privative (C/P)

The discussion to follow will range beyond the immediate

account of the clp case to conjunction, pronominalization and

several 'grey' areas of the grammar. The C/p case itself is

basically uncomplicated and not particularly interesting. Like
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the Locative postpositions, Comitative ilg and Privative aRem

are introduced from the lexicon with the meaning 'with' and

'without' respectively.

(6.73) in arl)g ilg udnall il.

meat [child with]C lie-RCUST she

'The animal was lying with its young. '

(6 •74) ambul in aran~ aRem elkel ambul.

we-pI-in [meat duck without]p return-RPAST we-pI-in

'We came back without any ducks. '

ilg and aRem resemble certain of the Locative postpositions (such

as andand 'through') in being words rather than affixes. That is,

they are entered in the lexicon as 'free' forms, have stress as-

signed according to the rules, and may be pronounced in isolation.

ilg is exceptional in being the only word to date encountered by

the writer which does not fuse with following postpositions.

Instead both stand also as full words. Postpositions to ilg and

aRem have their source in the case X that dominates the C/p case,

as in the following structure.

(6.75)
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aRemar, aRemax and aRemam thus correspond to ilg ar, ilg ax and

ilg am, according to the affixes of Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4

respectively.

ey, og arfan ilg ar

[water [mangrove with]C at]L

(6.76) uwand igu~ alin

[west]L go-RPAST we-2-ex

alogar alin·

descend-RPAST we-2-ex

'We two went westwards, and crossed over at the wild

mangroves. '

It is not possible to relate ilg to any genitive con

struction. With the exception of one unusual structure discussed

further on (in connection with [6.79] and [6.80]) ilg is always

commanded by a verb, and hence never appears in the complement

to a Dative topic, as the 0 case does. Frei's example (quoted

by Fillmore 1968a:64)

Sylvie est jolie des yeux

does not become an acceptable Oykangand sentence in translation

without a verb.

*Sylvia el udnam ilg.

eye beautiful with

The most usual verb in such sentences would be igu- 1 'go, walk'

and partial reduplication often occurs (Chapter X).
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(6.77) Sylvia el udnam ilg igigun.

eye beautiful with INT-go-RPRES

'Sylvia goes about with beautiful eyes.'

c/p phrases within the subject NP can lead to interesting

pronominalizations. Compare the following three sentences.

(6.78) bebal) (il) akal)ar ilg elkel il

o.sister (she) [y.brother with]C return-RPAST she

olon.

[thither]L

(6.79) bebal) il akal)ar ilg elkel ul olon.

they-2

(6.80) *bebal) akal)ar ilg elkel u1 olon.

(assuming the same deep structure as [6.78] and [6.79];

[6.80] is grammatical enough if bebar) is dual in number,

but this is not the sense of [6.78] and [6.79])

'My older sister returned with my younger brother.'

These sentences give evidence for (1) the position of the

pronoun in the sequence of elements in the NP, and (2) the details

of pronominalization. Pronominalization is the concern of Chapter

VIII, but it is important to note that 'computations' are involved

which 'read' ilg as 'plus' and aRem as 'zero' (not as 'minus', see

[6.81]) .
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(6.81) bebao iI, akaoar aRem elkel il olon.

'My older sister returned without any younger brother. '

ilg and aRem occur in one rare structure which still

defies analysis or any principled explanation for it.

(6.82) og aRem~.

water without-at

'There is/was no water there.'

(6.83) al elgoR ilg~.

f.wood many with-at

'There is/was plenty of firewood there.'

No anaphoric processes appear to have applied in the production

of (6.82) and (6.83), and only an L case such asitod awaR 'there

to the east', can be added without disrupting the structure.

Sentences of this nature remain somewhat of an enigma; any account

offered for them would be strictly ad hoc at the present stage of

analysis.

ilgaY (one word) and aRemay occur in the grammar outside

of the domain of the e/p case. For morphological reasons it is

tempting--but not plausible--to relate these forms to ilg and aRem

respectively. aRemay is a negative; ilgaY--by far the more inter

esting--will be discussed here. The analysis proffered at this

point is only tentative; the finer semantic distinctions are all

too elusive.
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Four lexical entries of Oykangand can be glossed as

'together'. i1gay 'together (with person/s unspecified)',

idndamay 'together (the one as well as the other)', erbaniyand

erbang 'together (mixed up with things'. In many sentences any

of the four forms would be acceptable, but in others semantic

considerations select one or another form in preference to the

rest.

The analysis proposed for these forms is that they are

unique verbs, introduced under an S node immediately dominated

by the case X, as in (6.84).

(6.84) X

K

The well motivated convention for case postposition adjunction is

that K,X is adjoined to all the other 'daughters' of X:

NP1'" NPn S. This fact gives a principled explanation of (6.85),

the deep structure of which resembles (6.86).

(6.85) 1alaf)a1 ninaf)a1 idndamayiY. ari!. u1

[unc1e-AG] [aunty-AG] [together-AG] hit-RPAST they-2

a$!un.

me

'Uncle and aunty both hit me. '
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M
I

~tenseJ

RP~
NP NP S K

J J D
1 1 I .~ I ·d d 1a aQ n~naQ ~ n amay a

P

ari- 1

idndamay, as the verb of the embedded S, accepts the Agentive

(subject) postposition -~. i1gay behaves exactly as idndamay.

Evidence for the verbal nature of these forms is exemp1i-

fied in (6.87) where i1gay is the verb of a matrix S.

(6.87) Q: abm iriaQ illSoS uw?

person you where then

'Where were you then?'

A: abm ay i1gay uw ay.

person I together then I

'I was with someone (else) then.'

Just what is the structure of the embedded S (6.86) of

which idndamay is the verb? Presumably, if all Ss under a case

X must meet the conditions for Equi-NP Deletion, the structure is:
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M

5

o

NP~
I I
N N

11 1 .1 fAaal) n~nal) YJ
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v

idndarnay

Does idndamax, ilgax, etc. each require a conjoined NP subject,

then? Apparently not; recall (4.26) and the deep structure (4.27).

(4.27) 5

~
M P

D

NP~
I I I

James Ian ay

o
~

NP S K

I~ I
ow-onbaR idndamay ~

idndamay appears here with the meaning 'same in appearance'.

Together with ilgay, idndamay offers the only means of expressing

this concept in Oykangand. ow onbaR could be plural, since there

is no plural morpheme, but (6.84) indicates that a singular subject

is permitted. ow onbaR--so far as my informant is concerned--is

'one face'.

ilgay and undamay can also be 'transitive', both indepen-

dently and in embedded 5s.
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(6.89) kakao ilgay edriaoan.

y.brother together them

'Our younger brother is/was with them. '

(6.90) akaoar a,gen undam,!!. ud ilgaYllaokin ambanm

[y.brother my E-AG] [dog together-AG] hunt cause-ReUST

il in oyboy~.

he [meat wallaby-PRP]

'My younger brother went hunting for wallabies together

with (his) dog.'

erbaniy and erbang (despite intensive eliciting I could

find no instance where one could apply but not the other) accept

[-animate] subjects as well as [+animate] subjects. (6.91) illus

trates this, as well as the phenomenon of extraposition.

(6.91) agar a$!en oren iki,!. ay, ego,

bedroll my [behind]L throw-RPAST I food

kon~elkon~ erbang.

billy-can together

'I threw my bedroll on the back, together with (my)

food and billy-can.'



FOOTNOTES

1The nasal n interposed between the verb stem ari- 1 and the

past participle marker -~ is another 'empty morph' introduced

by the phonological realization rules. For discussion, see

Chapter III.

2ukan 'grass, grass fire' parallels a1 'wood, firewood, fire'

in that both the fire and its source are denoted by the one

word.
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Chapter VII

NOUNS AND CLASSIFIERS

Early in the 'structuralist' era of linguistics the term

~ fell into disrepute, perhaps as much in reaction to the naive

'schoolroom' definition of the term as anything else. l In

linguistic descriptions of that era one finds reference to 'Class

I' words that are obviously substantives. 2 Although Bloomfield

made unashamed use of~ in his 1933 Language, by 1951 the term

had been ostracized, so that Harris' Methods in structural

linguistics of that year mentions it once, and Hockett 1958, find

ing the term useful despite its social status, uses it albeit

surreptitiously and without adequate definition.

The transformational definition of a noun is only a slight

improvement. Nouns are marked [+N] in the lexicon and occur as

the obligatory or 'head' category of an NP. Linguists still appear

to be suffering from an indisposition to call a spade a noun, and

are reticent about offering the world a universal definition.

The nouns of Oykangand are a recognizable class of words

which may be inflected for case by postpositions but which are

never inflected for tense. They are the head category of the NPs

that have been developed by rules in Chapter VI. (It is by no

means clear that these NPs are universally valid.)
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Nouns are entered in the lexicon with a matrix of syntac-

tica11y relevant features. These features include number (singular,

dual, plural) person (I, II, III or combinations thereof; see

Chapter VIII), and semantically derived features such as [Ili] ,

[EG~] etc. discussed later in this chapter. The features [pro],

[EMPH] , [kin], [INTENS] are also relevant.

Within the grammar devised to this point, one important

fact has been left unaccounted for, and the reckoning for it can

no longer be postponed. In certain instances, an NP specified by

the case frame feature of the verb has been deleted. How can the

theory account for the deletion of an obligatory NP into which

lexical items are presumed to be inserted, without affecting the

semantic reading of the sentence? This study presumes those tenets

of transformational theory which maintain that (1) all lexical

items are inserted prior to transformations, that (2) trans forma-

tions do not change meaning, and that (3) deleted items are

recoverable.

It appears to be necessary, then, to resolve the problem

by setting up some noun U which is a dummy, semantically null,

unspecified entity that admits of no sister categories, and is

always deleted. Sentences such as (6.35), in which the transitive

verb ari- 1 appears without its A case, are understood to contain

D. (Sentences which lose some NP by the operation of the Equi-NP

Deletion rule do not of course require any D.)
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Is there any other justification for U? In the discussion

of question sentences, an unspecified noun is required by certain

question (QUEST) words or the sentence is ungrammatical. Once

again, the conditions on the occurrence of U are the same--it is

always deleted. There appears to be a justifiable place for it in

the grammar, despite its counter-intuitive nature.

Included also as nouns are the classifiers (see next

section), personal pronouns, amb and its derivatives, and abmban;

all of these are discussed in Chapter VIII.

There are virtually no derivational processes in Oykangand.

Where the need exists for both a substantive and a verb to denote

some activity or other, two morphologically unrelated forms are

found in the lexicon.

(7.1) egl)a- 1 [+V,-Adj] 'dance'

odp¥n [+N] 'dance'

iki- 1 [+V,-Adj] 'throw, spear'

a1k [+N] 'spear'

Certain entries in the lexicon do appear to be morpho

logically related, but the number is very small. Entries

presumably based on e1 'eye' include

e1wan

e1wand)

[+N]

[+V,+Adj]

'sleep'

'sleepy (of eyes)'.

Another pair of entries is



iyaraman [+N]

iyaramafi~ [+N]

'horse'

'horseman'
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but the category resulting from the addition of -1 and assimi1a-

tion of the final n is entirely different. The process is not

productive.

Classifiers

Although Oykangand is a 'suffixing' language, it shares

with many of the 'prefixing' languages (Capell 1956 q.v.) a

system of noun classifiers. These have already been mentioned in

connection with the syntactic arguments of Chapter V. Classifiers

have traditionally been treated as instances of word morphology,

and attempts made to assign each classifier to some semantic

domain. A typical analysis of this sort, and one which is more

thorough than most, is Oates' 1964 account of Gunwinggu c1assi-

fiers.

Dixon 1968, 1970 is another contributor to the literature

on noun classifiers, and worth quoting:

In many Australian languages at least some of the noun
class prefixes are degenerate forms of generic terms.
Languages that have not developed noun classes often
include the appropriate generic term immediately before
a specific noun in an NP: •• (1970)

Dixon implies that noun classifiers are bound forms--prefixes

which occur on specific nouns. Where the syntax of a language

requires a 'generic term' to precede a specific noun, 'it is one

of those 'languages that have not developed noun classes'.
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The facts of Oykangand will require that this view be

regarded as perhaps misconceived. Consider the nouns oyboy

'wallaby', ada1 'bream' and ig,ey 'b1oodwood', which respectively

require the generic terms in. 'meat, animal', .!:!y.. 'fish', and uk

'tree' •

(7.2) in oyboy

uy ada1

uk igay

Under phonologically determined conditions (see Sommer

1969 for details) phonological rules reduce these forms to

(7.3) /noyboy/

/yada1/ (rare)

/kigay/3

To suggest--as Dixon has--that the latter nouns have classifiers

while the former ones do not is incongruous. The difference is

due simply to a phonological rule which proves to be independently

motivated, rather than to some exotic grammatical structure.

The position taken in this account of Oykangand is as

follows below. It claims to be valid for all Australian languages

with noun classifier systems, and certainly is for both those Cape

York Peninsular languages which the writer has encountered and

those which have been adequately described in the literature.
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The classifier is a noun which is transformationa11y

introduced by features on the 'head' noun of an NP. Language

specific rules determine whether the classifier is a bound mor

pheme, or a phonologically distinct word which may also have

independent occurrence. In some cases where the classifier has

been reduced to a prefix, it is identifiable with reconstructed

nouns in the proto-language. In Oykangand, and in most other

Cape York Peninsular languages the classifiers still occur inde

pendently as nouns themselves.

(7.4) ayin afar inao?

meat QUEST get-RPAST you

'Did you get the meat?'

At the other extreme Gunwinggu (Oates 1964) has only four classi

fiers (na-,' Qa1-, gun-, ~-) and these are bound forms which

Oates does not relate to any synchronic noun. 4

What is being countered by this proposal is the traditional

view that noun classification is a morphological rather than a

syntactic process. This is not to undermine the fine pioneering

work done in the north of Australia by Capell and his students,

but rather it is to insist that the noun classifiers they identi

fied be recognized at the syntactic level. It is also maintained

that languages like Oykangand evince a noun classifier system

which is as valid and as obligatory to the language as those sys

tems reported elsewhere which appear to be merely morphological.
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The grammar of Oykangand then must account in a systematic

way for the following facts about nouns:

(1) that some forms occur both as classifier and as 'head' noun

in an NP;

(2) that some nouns do not occur without a classifier;

(3) that other nouns never cooccur with a classifier.

The grammar must also provide rules which will derive the correct

sequence, (Classifier) + Noun, in a natural manner.

The proposal which will meet these conditions is not new,

nor is it particularly profound. It echoes work on Trukese by

Benton 1968 and proposals for Ulithi by Sohn 1969, although

neither language has a~ classifier system in the same sense

as Oykangand. Herein lies the novelty of the proposal: its

importance lies in the claim that the same rules are adequate to

derive noun classifiers in Australian languages generally.5

The classifiers are recognized as [+pro] forms of the

nouns to which they are adjoined, derived by a copying transforma

tion.

CLASSIFIER PRO-COPY RULE

(7.5) Y N:[+cL] Z

123

1 2:[+pro]+2 3

=> on

The transformation creates the structure (7.6).



(7.6) NP

N~
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[+pro] [+cL]

I

Nouns which require a classifier are marked by the feature [+cL]

and undergo the transformation. Oykangand oyboy, adal, and~

are nouns of this type.

The classifiers under this proposal are that subset of

nouns marked [+N, +pro, -CL] in the lexicon. As the 'head' noun

of an NP, classifiers introduce no [+pro] copy, since they are

specified [-CL]. Classifiers are inserted as the [+pro] copy of

other nouns, since they each share this feature~

The classifiers are each selected by another transformation

which 'reads' the features of the head noun and inserts the neces-

sary classifier. Some head nouns are entered in the lexicon with

variable features. elyay is an example. elyay can select~ for

'animal bone', .!!y. for 'fish bone' or~ for 'pip, seed, kernel'.

These possibilities are representable by semantic features asso-

ciated with elyay thus:

[aIN] [SUY] [yEG~]

For n such features, the values must sum to l-n. That is, only

one such feature can be marked (+). It is this feature which

selects the classifier.
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The converse also applies. oRer 'bag, sugar-bag, chaff

bag' selects uk, but antiy 'yam-straining bag' and abmbin 'dilly

bag' select no classifier at all. Physically the latter two are

of an open weave pattern, and the contents can be seen, but the

former is close woven and may contain anything. Such fine seman

tic distinctions are reflected by the feature [UK] which is

responsible for the selection of the classifier.

Yet other nouns select ~, i.e. [-CL] as a possibility.

Such nouns constitute a considerable percentage of the category.

Nouns descriptive of geographical topography, the heavens and

heavenly bodies, most man-made articles and instruments, body

parts and 'unrelated' things such as ayoya1 'wax', awin 'road'

or odpd@n 'dance' do not normally select any classifier.

Classifiers themselves belong to the subset of nouns which select

no classifier. Some nouns have ~ as one of several possibilities,

as noted above. That is to say in or~ may be selected, or no

classifier at all. Note the following:

(7.7) eten

in eten

egl) eten

'skin.'

'hide, scalp'

'fruit peel, banana skin'

Where eten occurs without a classifier it must be assumed that the

value for [CL] is negative. When the value of the features above

sums to -n, then a redundancy rule specifies [-CL]. This value for

[CL] is also specified for [+pro] nouns.
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The classifier system of Oykangand is an important feature

of the grammar and is highly flexible. For instance, the one

entry atu1wand, signifies the tree by means of uk, its fruit by

means of ~, and firewood from the limbs of the tree by a1.

(7.8) uk atu1wanq,

egr) atu1wand,

a1 atu1wanq,

'Leichhardt tree'

'fruit of the Leichhardt tree'

'firewood from the Leichhardt tree'

atu1wand, never occurs without a classifier. It is typical of many

lexical entries, both for its flexibility, noted above, and for

its obligatory specification of one classifier.

Of interest also are homophonous forms which select dif

ferent classifiers but which, because no semantic connection can

be clearly maintained, must be entered separately in the lexicon.

Note the following instances.

(7.9) arge1 'policeman'

in arge1 'sea-eagle'

uk idndiR 'tree sp., gutta-percha'

in idndiR 'large reptile (goanna or crocodile)'

uk oygr)gorgon 'tree sp.'

egr) oygr)gorgon 'wild onion sp.'

alk alaw 'spear rod'

(uk) alaw 'black ant sp.'
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Between the members of these pairs it is sometimes possible to

conceive of a semantic connection. But it is not possible to

predict the sense of, say, in idndiR from uk idndiR, or vice versa.

oyg~gorgan comes closer to being predictable, with the basic mean

ing of [+EDIBLE BUT CAUSES VOMITING].6 But it is still not possi

ble to predict that egg oygggorgan is a species of wild onion, and

not, for instance, a species of bitter turnip or sour fruit.

Since NP expands to N (N)* (BR 6) it becomes an analyti

cal problem to decide whether two nouns are structurally

[classifier + head], [head + attribute], or a compound noun. For

example ew eten 'lip' has the same apparent structure as.in eten

and egg eten in (7.6). Is ew 'mouth' also a classifier? ewa1faR

'chin' and ew ayom 'beard' also occur. Other body parts function

similarly.

(7.10) ow 'nose' ow onbaR 'face'

afum 'breast' afum e1 'breast nipple'

~ 'head' eg u1baR 'fontanel'

ebma1 'foot' ebma1 e1ka1 'toenail'

uyam 'hand' uyam amagar 'thumb'

None of these combinations produces an entirely predictable

semantic outcome. onbaR 'recognizable (of land or 1ardmarks), , e1

'eye (or nest- or burrow-outlet)', u1baR 'hiccough', e1ka1 'nail,

shell of turtle', and amagar 'mother' occur elsewhere as nouns. It

appears to be necessary to enter the nouns in the right column of



Table 7.1

List of the most common Oykangand classifiers,
their meanings as independent nouns, and the
general semantic area of nouns which select

them.

Classifier

uk

Meaning as
Independent N

'meat, animal'

'tree, bush'

Selected by

birds, animals, reptiles and
some miscellaneous items, as
in odiIid, (' string') =
, lightning' •

trees; also multi-legged
creatures, as spiders,
ants and crabs.

uy 'fish'

alk 'spear'

o.Qaw 'woomera'

ednba1 'frog'

ukan 'grass'

egr) 'food'

fish; turtles and other
reptiles select "ill.

spear types and parts.

woomera types and parts.

frog species; (tadpoles,
oddly enough, select uk).

grass species and creepers.

vegetables, fruit, and cooked,
tinned or prepared foods,
including sugar, flour; also
some vines and creepers.

og

abm

al

'water' types of water: spring-, sea-,
brackish-, muddy-, c1ear-,
mi1ky-; also whirlpools,
waterfalls, rapids and strong
drink.

'person' 'status' terms such as 'old
woman', 'young man' etc. and
kin terms.

'fire, firewood' types and parts of a fire;
smoke, charcoal, etc. and
types of firewood.
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(7.10) as compound nouns. That is to say, as [+N] in the lexicon,

made up internally of N + N, but semantically unpredictable from

the simple addition of features associated with the two Ns. (For

dozens of parallel English examples see Lees 1960.)

One argument in favor of this analysis is the fact that

classifiers do not themselves introduce yet another classifier,

i.e. classifier insertion is non-recursive. The example ~ in

(7.10) can select the classifier in when compounded with~

('cranium'?). ~ is not therefore itself a classifier.

(7.11) in eg a10g awey

hither

algoa1!

bring

'Bring the head of the animal here!'

Example (7.11) offers an attractive explanation for the fact

noted in Chapter V, that body parts are not necessarily ina1ien-

ably possessed. in eg a1ggagen (aQen 'my') is the head of some

animal or dead person that I have claimed. (abm) eg alggaQen

is my own head, and part of my own body. The classifier system

thus effects the semantic differentiation effected in other 1an-

guages by a distinction in possession. This is not, as has been

shown, the sole function of the classifier system, but it is one

of them. Note what Fillmore says of Fijian (quoting Levy-Bruhl):

Fijian u1ugu means the head which is now firmly
attached to my neck, while kegu u1u, also translatable
as 'my head', would refer to the head which, say, I
am about to eat. (1968a:62)
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Fijian ulugu is Oykangand (abm) eg alog aSen; kegu ulu is

in eg alog aden.

To return briefly to arguments in favor of the compound

N analysis, a strong indication of the correctness of the proposal

can be adduced from forms beginning adn-. In isolation adn means

'excrement', but adn- forms the first syllable of most nouns to do

with the lower part of the body: adnump 'hip', adnuQg 'backbone

near anus', adnokoR 'buttocks', adnod 'cheek of buttocks', adneR

'waist', adnubman 'thigh, lap', etc. adn- behaves, in fact, much

as the classical or Dixonian no~n classifiers are expected to, but

like eg alog, words with adn- can introduce the classifier11l, e.g.

in adnump. The suspicion that these are also compound nouns, de

spite their phonological unity, is strengthened by the last example,

whose last part is historically tracab1e to *kuman, a Proto-Parnan

stem reconstructed by Hale 1964. ubman (without the adn- prefix)

has also been recorded. So then the adn- forms are probably also

compound nouns which phonologically have become single words.

To complete the argument, it must be pointed out that ~

~ becomes (accentually) one word in the speech of some infor

mants, as does afum el (7.10).

At the height of the goose-egg season, the following noun

phrases are quite common. They represent typical examples of the

classifier + noun + attributive noun construction.
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(7.12) in alwa!)aR ania!)ar 'a goose mother'

in aRad, alwal)aR 'a goose's nest'

in onmon alwal)aR 'a goose egg'

alwal)aR, aRad, and onmon each independently can select the classi

fier in; it would be incongruous if it were not so. The last noun

in the sequence, aniaI)ar, and the two instances of alwal)aR, are

attributive nouns which independently also can select ~ and which

add their semantic features to those of the head noun. These

attributive nouns are those introduced by BR 6 which (in part) is

NP + N (N)*. To date no examples have been found which realize

the potential of N recursion; the rule could equally well be

NP + N (N) so far as present data go.

Classifier Deletion

In certain instances the classifier is deleted. The most

usual instance is in serial listing, as in (7.13).

(7.13) uy arfi.!. ay, uy adal, ermbal, alol)gol

fish hold-RPAST I fish bream catfish saratoga

arfir aYe

hold-RPAST I

'I caught some fish; I caught bream, catfish and saratoga. '

Another typical instance of classifier deletion is (6.36) (derived

in examples [6.49] to [6.53]).



(6.36) ill pigipig anba~ ewal ay, pigipig udal
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meat pig bank-on see-RPAST I pig dog-AG

arin.§JE!.iy.

killed

'I saw a pig on the bank, one that the dogs had killed.'

These cases are accounted for in the successful formulation of

the PRONOMINALIZATION and PRONOUN DELETION rules of Chapter VIII.

Noun Classifiers in Review

It is fair to ask whether the proposal offered above for

Oykangand classifiers is relevant outside the language, and

whether it constitutes any theoretical advance on the work done

to date. The features which select the classifiers are obviously

the crux of the analysis. Various examples in the foregoing

section indicate that these features are not solely semantic in

origin, but can be formal, without semantic basis. In other words,

there appears to be little or no progress beyond Worsely's question

'Formal or Semantic?'. Worsely 1954:287 concludes his discussion,

The difficulties and limitations of any scheme of
classification of the many aspects of life are thus
partly overcome by using formal criteria; it is not
suggested, therefore, that formal criteria have no
significance whatsoever. On the other hand, dismissal
of all correlation between classes and ideas is
plainly erroneous.

The transformational view of the lexicon, especially as

conceived by G. Lakoff 1965, permits an advance to be made on a
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mere notational variation of the problem. If the formal features

[I~], [EG~] etc. are derived in the lexicon from semantic features,

then the basis of noun class membership is semantic, as indeed

Dixon maintains for Djirbal. Oykangand oRer, already mentioned,

would have the formal feature [UK] as a part of the lexical entry

for the word, since a 'bag, sugar-bag, chaff-bag' is not a tree,

and is hence unable to derive [UK] from semantic considerations as

for example atu1waud, 'Leichhardt (tree)' does. Similarly the un

expected selection of the classifier ~ 'meat' by ogu9 'lightning'

must be accounted for by a formal feature associated with that

word in the lexicon.

There is no doubt that the use of a certain classifier

with any noun in the language alludes to or illustrates the

speaker's beliefs about that noun. Dixon 1968:120-2 gives an

excellent account of the beliefs of Djirbal speakers in this con

nection insofar as these affect the noun class of the words for

'willy wagtail (a bird species)', 'sun', and 'moon'. He neverthe

less fails to realize that these factors are not truly semantic;

they cannot be accounted for in any universal theory of semantics,

but only by reference to the cultural values recognized by the

Djirbal speaker.

Dixon's 'conflation' of noun classes (as described by

Worse1y 1954, and Capell 1956) is simply due to two or more sets

of features being relevant to classifier selection. In the case
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of Enindiljaugwa there appear to be three relevant parameters:

gender, number, and genus. Similarly, the point(s) at which the

[+pro] copy of the noun is inserted in the sentence is a

language-specific phenomenon. The phonological rules of the

language then determine whether the classifiers are morphologi

cally compounded with other words, or retained as independent

entities.

It is claimed for the proposal offered above that it

accounts for the data of Oykangand, and for that reported of

other Australian languages, in a natural way. It is to be re

gretted that after Dixon had come so close to this position in

his 'Noun classes' ('Noun classes are recognized as a syntactic

phenomenon; •• ' [1968:116]) he apparently abrogated it in 1970

(cf. the earlier quotation).

FOOTNOTES

IThe traditional definition runs like this: 'A noun is the name

of a person, place or thing'.

20ates 1964 mentioned later in this chapter, offers a typical case

of this type of analysis.

31 am using the virgule / at the beginning and end of these forms

to indicate that phonological realization rules have operated on

the underlying phonological forms.
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4It is tempting to relate Oates' gun- 'earth neuter' prefix to

Capell's 1956 *gunaQ 'excrement' or Hale's 1964 *kuna 'excrement'.

5It is abundantly evident from work on Enindi1jaugwa by Capell

1942 and Worse1y 1954 that the features on nouns which affect

syntactic processes within the sentence are indeed complex, and

that these processes themselves are not always simple. The claim

made here nevertheless appears to be borne out by the data and

analysis that Worsely and Capell make available, and also by the

details of Kirton's 1969 analysis of the incredibly complex Yanyu1a.

6Two informants independently volunteered that to eat either~

oygQgorgon or uk oygQgorgan would 'really make you sick up'. ~

occurs in Wik-Munkan with the meaning 'vomit' and it seems not un-

likely that the Oykangand noun is historically related to the

Wik-Munkan one.



Chapter VIII

PRONOMINALIZATION

Introduction

Pronominalization is another of those topics that trans

formational grammarians have dwelt upon. Vanek 1969:533 ~ites:

'In the course of the last twelve years a great deal of effort

has been expended on the analysis of such syntactic problems as

pronominalization, relativization, and extraposition.' Pronomi

nalization has been issued with rules (Lees and Klima 1963),

chained to 'command' (Langacker 1969), declared cyclic (Ross

1967c) pronounced non-cyclic (G. Lakoff 1968a), and even re-visited

(Vanek 1969). Another important contribution to pronominalization

theory is Postal's On so-called "pronouns" in English (1966).

Postal claims that English pronouns are actually determiners. He

does this by rejecting the more orthodox view that pronouns are

nouns, but without adequately establishing that determiners are~

nouns. Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968 take the position that pronouns

are deep structure nouns, but surface determiners, following Postal's

analysis fairly closely.

Oykangand--the prime target of this study--has a noun classi

fier system that could be regarded as either pronominal or determi

nant in function, but the classifiers are nevertheless [+pro] nouns,

as established in Chapter VII. The classifiers can be introduced
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by a pro-copy rule in the same manner as pronouns, and can also

function as pronoun/determiners. Note the following:

(8.1) ..Yl ernd, ewal il udnudnanam,

meat crocodile see-RPAST he INT-lie-PPAST

uk ermbeR. arir ilil)un, ilimb

[tree log-under]L hit-RPAST he him then

arir uw ilil)un. alka!:. il a!!un,

hit-RPAST again he him call-RPAST he me

"awey! ill. al)g ari!:.."

hither meat [here]L kill-RPAST

'He saw a crocodile lying under a log. He shot

it, then shot it again, and called out to me,

"Come on! (I) killed it/the crocodile here.'"

The English gloss of (8.1) stands as no literary masterpiece, but

it reflects the Oykangand rather well. The second occurrence of

..Yl can equally well be rendered by pronominal it, or the

Determiner + N the crocodile. (8.1) has its parallel in (8.2),

a sentence from Lauri Kartunnen's 1969 Pronouns and variables

where the first pronoun it could equally well be the/his cookie.

(8.2) I am going to give each of you a cookie. If someone

doesn't want to eat it now, he can save it for later. l

The difference between English the and Oykangand.iq lies in the
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cooccurrence of the noun ern~ 'crocodile' (in [8.1]). Oykangand

permits cooccurrence; English requires it. urb would have been

quite appropriate in the second conjoined sentence of (8.3), but

it does not appear there. It does appear in (8.4).

(8.3)'!!'y' urb alkan.a idur ay,'!!'y' amay

fish barra. [spear-INST] spear-RPAST I fish big

iQnan idur aYe

really spear-RPAST I

'I speared a barramundi, a really big one. '

(8.4) alkar ul 'il)un, ".!:!Y, urb al)g ey!

shout-RPAST they-2 him fish barra. here

.!!.y. urbax inaI) ayin ambey?" il

[fish barra.-PRP] you QUEST want-RPRES he

alka.!., "iyal)! uy urb aQun uw! "

shout-RPAST yes fish barra. me give-lIMP

'They shouted to him, "There's a barramundi here!

Do you want it?" He shouted, "Yes! Give it to me!'"

It is not necessary, of course, for the noun classifiers

to always refer to a preceding NP. The speaker can elect to ignore

what species of fish it was that 'uncle' caught (8.5), since the

classifiers are themselves independent nouns (Chapter VII).



(8.5) lalal) i1 uy arfir il.
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[uncle]A he fish hold-RPAST he

'Uncle caught a fish.'

To account for the 'pronominal' character of 1ll (8.1),

~ (8.3), and other classifiers, it is proposed that the pronom

inalized NP be Chomsky-adjoined to a [+pro] copy from which the

classifier is derived. The original, [-pro] NP is then deleted.

The rules involved are discussed later in this chapter.

As with all pronouns, the classifiers in pronominal

function replace an entire NP, not merely another N. An NP with

the feature [+pro] can only introduce lexical items also marked

[+pro]; in this instance, the classifiers.

amb

Oykangand amb (for convenience labelled 'prereferential'

[PRJ) has the function of a definite determiner, but resembles a

pronoun in that its form, amb, ambiy or ambax, is dependent on

the surface relationship of constituents (see next section). Note

the following example (from Chapter VI).

(6.56) in. pigipig ufidinay arin~, edndelay

meat pig [yesterdaY]L kill-PPAST completely

amb idpr arl)g al)gufia~ edn.

PR eat-RPAST [child young-AG] they

'The young children ate up the pig killed yesterday.
,
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amb appears in the matrix S in place of the relativized in

pigipig.

Langacker 1969 suggests that constraints on English

pronominalization can be explained by reference to two 'primacy'

relations that can exist between coreferential NPs. At least

one of these primacy relations must hold between an NP and its

pronominal equivalent if the pronominalization rule is to produce

a grammatical result. These primacy relations are that Npa must

either precede or command Npb if Npb is pronominalized. In some

instances, both primacy relations hold. (For the details of the

notion 'command' and a thoroughly readable and well illustrated

account of its application to pronominalization see Langacker

[supra].) In (6.56), in pigipig precedes ambo (8.8) is a case

where in pigipig both precedes and commands ambo

(8.8)

arQg 'aQguna~~ edndelay
i~~

un~inay amb arinam

'The children ate up the pig (which something!

someone) killed yesterday. '

The remaining possibilities, where amb precedes in pigipig, are

really answers to a question rather than independent statements.

The question (8.4) could elicit (8.8) or (8.9) as possible

answers:



(8.7) edn ey?
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(8.8)

(8.9)

meat which eat-RPAST they

'Which meat did they eat?'

und~na¥ amb arinam, i~ pigipig arog aoguna~ ednde1a¥

idp.!:, edn.

arogaogunand ednde1a¥ amb i~.!:, edn in pigipig un~ina¥

arinam.

'The children ate up the pig killed yesterday.'

Note that sentence (8.9) violates both of Langacker's 'primacy'

relations; pronominal amb both precedes and commands in pigipig.

The structure (8.10) shows this.

(8.10)

~
amb S

~
in pigipig

Sentence (8.9) was one which native speakers insisted

must be preceded by a question such as (8.7); it was ungrammatical

in isolation. The ~ of the question (8.7) is the 'antecedent' NP

of amb in example (8.9), as shown below.



(8.11) S

~
in QUEST

S

~
amb S

~
in pigipig
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Sentence (8.8) in which amb precedes but does not command

in pigipig was more easily accepted in isolation, although this

was an academic exercise that the informants--always very practi-

cal--were not always too willing to perform. Certainly (8.8) com-

prises a grammatical answer to the question (8.7), and preposing

(8.7) always dispelled any uncertainty.

Langacker discusses similar sentences in English (1969:169)

in his examples (63) and (66).

(63) The woman who rejected him is hated by Peter.

(66) The woman who rejected him hates Peter.

He further suggests that his examples (61) and (62) are, according

to 'a certain intuitive sense', 'more natural' or "'unmarked'"

members of the paradigm.

(61) Peter hates the woman who rejected him.

(62) The woman who rejected Peter is hated by him.

The same judgments are implied by native speakers of Oykangand,

who reject (8.9) without the antecedent question (8.7), and who

react uncomfortably to (8.8). (8.9) could be characterized as

'unnatural', and (8.8) as 'less natural', when compared to the

'natural' (6.56) or (8.6).
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Langacker offers a principled account for these judgments

in his notion of 'primary relations'. Oykangand bears out the

evidence of English and French (Langacker 1969:186) that 'precedes'

and 'commands' are valid concepts within the sentence. Since (8.8)

and (8.9) are acceptable in other contexts, the notion 'precedes'

will be called on again.

amb and Independent Sentences

ambiy, the 'subject' form of amb, is frequently used to

identify the participants involved in a narrative account or per

sonal anecdote. The following example is taken from the end of a

brief personal anecdote where the speaker, the persons mentioned

as 'we', and 'the children' have already been introduced to the

hearer. ambiy identifies these and signifies that they are not

new actors or participants in the plot, but the same ones again.

One would scarcely imagine that the narrator's 'I' would require

this identification, yet it is consistently supplied.

fish barra. more

(8.12)

(1) uy urb onder uw idur aYe

again spear-RPAST I

(2) e1ken ambar

bring back-RPAST

edn a'rl)g

they child

'al)gunan a,Qun

young me

edn, ugl)gi~ ambiy.

they 1eave-RPAST PR

(3) edn o'gl)g

they [first]L



e1ke1 erkiy,

return-RPAST [home]L
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uwand, igoway (4) erk i;t04

[west]L [(p1ace-name)-to]L [place there]L

udna~ an4an.

camp-ReUST we-p1-ex

(5) ay

I

oren iguL ay,

[behind]L go-RPAST I

e1ke1

return-RPAST

ambiy.

PR

(6) edn ogl)g arl)gal)gunan e1kel.

they [first]L child young return-RPAST

(7) i4nan

body

ar oren igu!!:!l! ay ey, uwand elk erki¥,

tired [behind]L go-ReUST I [west]L return-RPRES [home]L

udnal ambiy aYe

1ie-down-RPAST PR I

'(1) I speared another barramundi. (2) The children brought it

back [or me, and left it. (3) They went back west to Sha1fo

first, to (4) the place where we were camped. (6) I came behind,

and returned that way. (6) The children came home first. (7) I

was tired, and lagged behind--came back and lay down.'

Note that ambiy occurs each time the 'actor' changes. For example,

the children are re-introduced in sentence (2) with ambiy, and in

sentence (5) the speaker re-introduces himself the same way. Only

in sentence (6)--a recapitulation of sentence (3)--does a new

'actor' appear briefly without ambiy. Sentence (7) re-introduces

the speaker, and again ambiy appears.
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amb and related forms occur frequently in the answers to

questions.

(8.13) Q: in pigipig ayin idpr edn ednde1ay?

meat pig QUEST eat-RPAST they completely

'Did they eat up all the pig?'

AI: iyal), ednde1ay ambiy ic1.Jar.

yes completely PR eat-RPAST

'Yes, they ate it all.'

or A2: al)and) amb armen amba!. edn.

NEG PR finish cause-RPAST they

'No, they didn't finish it up.'

(8.14) Q: 1e1al)~ ayin ergell. inal)?

[y.sister-DAT] QUEST speak-ReUST you

'Were you speaking to your younger sister?'

A: iyaQ, ergell ambay ay.

yes speak-RCUST PR I

'Yes, I was speaking to her.'

ambay is the PR form of the Dative case. No PR could be elicited

for the Causal or Instrumentive cases.



(8.15) Q: udaxal ukel

[dog-CSL] bullet

ayin?

uwal ina!)

give-RPAST you

lala!)an

[uncle-DAT]
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QUEST

'You gave uncle the bullets because of the

dogs, did you?'

A: iyaD, ukel ambax uwal aYe

yes bullet PR give-RPAST I

'Yes, I gave him some bullets.'

amb is the prereferential form of the Locative (L) case,

not ambiy, which is reserved for surface subjects. Note the

following:

(8.16) adniduRay adel ali.n. i,toQ amb

[(place-name)]L come-RPAST we-2-ex [there]L PR

udnal aline

camp-RPAST we-2-ex

'We came to AdniduRagh and camped there. '

amb, ambiy, and ambax do not occur in conjoined sentences

to refer to any included NP. For example (4.29) is grammatical,

but note (8.17).



(4.29) lalal)al uy arfir il, aryer, idj1r.

[uncle-AG] fish hold-RPAST he cook-RPAST eat-RPAST

'Uncle caught a fish, cooked (it) and ate (it).'

(8.17) lalal)al uy arfir iI, aryer (*amb), i4ar (*amb).
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(8.18) uy uwal ay lalal)~, ilimb abm

fish give-RPAST I [uncle-DAT] then [person

enol)g!Y. ill- elkoy (*ambay) uwal (il)un) •

other-AG] meat turtle PR give-RPAST him

'I gave uncle some fish, then someone else gave

him a turtle.'

Another interesting example is (8.19) where in atawagg is the

obj ect of arir, aryer, and id@=r.

(8.19) lalaQal in atawal)g amay arir il.

[uncle-AG] meat p.turkey big kill-RPAST he

ninal)al aryer (*amb) il. abm ay eray

[aunty-AG] cook-RPAST she person I some

(*amb) idj1r, eray ar ambel. il

eat-RPAST some waste become-RPAST he

lalagal

[uncle-AG]

eray ambiy idp,!. awiy.

some PR eat-RPAST too

'Uncle shot a big turkey. Aunty cooked (it). I

ate some, and some went bad. And uncle ate some,

too. '
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While the object (surface realization of an objective of a transi

tive verb) remains in atawaDg it cannot be replaced by amb, it is

simply 'gapped' out. ambiy reappears to assert that the 'uncle'

who shot the turkey was the one who later ate some of it.

From these sentences, an interesting conclusion can be

drawn: sentences which meet the structural description for the

GAPPING rule are those which cannot undergo amb pronominalization.

On the basis of mutually exclusive structural descriptions, the

GAPPING rule and amb pronominalization cannot both apply to the

same sentence.

In earlier discussions it was shown that gapping occurred

beyond the domain of anyone independent S node. From example

(8.12) it is evident that amb pronominalization is a parallel case.

Within the sentence, however, one rule suffices to account for amb,

the classifiers, and gapping. Beyond the simple sentence, prob

lems of anaphoric reference are encountered which are still the

subject of lively debate. (Lakoff 1968a, b; Kartunnen 1968, 1969.)

The rule which is proposed to account for these facts is

as follows.

PRONOMINALIZATION (preliminary formulation)

(8.20) W NPi Y NPi Z

1 234 5



(1)

OPT => 1

GAPPING:

2 3 5
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Condition: 2 and 4 are in conjoined SSe

(2)

OPT => 1

CLASSIFIER/amb PRONOMINALIZATION:

2 3 4#4: [+pro] 5

Conditions:

(i) One or more primacy relation holds between

an NP and its [+pro] copy.

(ii) Classifier insertion depends on the un

changed NP containing [+pro].

(iii) amb insertion only if 2 and 4 are not in

conjoined sentences.

An NP deletion rule is obligatory if a classifier is

inserted, optional if amb is selected. This rule prevents

*pigipigin but allows (pigipig) ambo

CO-NP DELETION

(8.21) NP

1

~

NP:[+pro]

2

2

K

3

~

=> OBL only if 1 = [+cL]

Condition: 1 and 2 are coreferentia1.

Sentence (6.56) can thus appear with three possible

surface representations, depending on the options available in

rules (8.20) and (8.21).



(8.22) in pigipig un~inay arinam,
[

in
amb

.in pigipig }
ednde1ay

amb
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arf)gaf)gunami idpr edn.

These possibilities are represented in the scheme below:

(8.23)

x
I
NP
I
N

I
pigipig

[+cL]

x
~

NP NP

I [+pro]

I
N in

~iglPig ~
[+eLl

Rule
(8.20) X

~
NP NP

"'" , [ryro]

pigipig
[+CL]

x
I

NP

I
NP

[+pro]

. I
in

Rule
(8.21) X

~
NP NP

--)0 I [+pro]

..1. lib
( P~g~p~g ) am

[+eLl

amb can therefore be categorized [+N,+pro] in the same

manner as the classifiers. It is prevented from appearing as a

classifier by the requirement that it occur only following the

pronominalized NP [[-pro] ]NP.

Personal Pronouns

In the introduction to Section III of their Modern studies

in English, the editors Reibel and Schane write: 'Pronominalization

is the process that replaces one or more coreferentia1 noun phrases
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in the deep structure of a sentence with the corresponding personal

pronouns in the surface structure' (1969:143). From the foregoing

sections it is evident that their remarks on English pronominaliza

tion are inadequate for Oykangand, as pronominalization embraces

more than 'personal pronouns'. Nevertheless, it is to personal

pronouns that this section will turn.

Oykangand has no bound pronominal forms; all the personal

and other pronouns are independent words. Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3

outline these. Capell 1967 somewhat oddly calls such languages·

'non-pronominalised' and notes that 'some areas of North Queensland,

as far as the information to hand allows an assessment, also appear

to belong to this group ••• ' (26). The matter can now be placed

beyond doubt: Oykangand, and to the writer's knowledge, also Olgol,

Koko-Bera, Yir-Yoront and Bakanha belong to Capell's

'non-pronominalised' group.

Capell also notes that 'In the Cape York languages a dual

has never developed apart from the first person, except in Mungkan'

(1956:15). As can be seen from the tables relevant to this chapter,

the record needs to be set straight: Oykangand and the other Cape

York Peninsular languages just listed have a full set of dual

pronouns.

Pronominalization is not only the replacement of a noun

phrase, as suggested by Reibel and Schane, but the complementation

of a noun phrase also. In the following example (from Chapter IV)
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ul 'they-2' occurs twice: once as the complement of lalagal,

ninagal and the second time following the verb i§anm.

(4.15) lalaQal ninaQal ul uy i~a~ ul.

[uncle-AG] [aunty-AG] they-2 fish eat-RCUST they-2

'Uncle and aunty were eating fish. '

This suggests the mechanism of pronominalization. A rule reads

the features of the subject NP (or NPs) and inserts [+pro] copy.

This pro-copy (pronoun) is itself copied and inserted subsequent

to the verb. The original pro-copy, the second pro-copy, or both

can further be deleted as required. The sentences of example

(8.12) above exemplify all four possibilities: both pronouns

retained, only the original pro-copy retained, only the subsequent

pro-copy retained, and finally neither pro-copies retained in the

sentence. The deletion of one or other of the pro-copies--or of

both--is effected by optional rules.

Not only the pronouns, but the deep structure [-pro] NPs

are the subject of deletion. English sentences of the form

Uncle he speared a wallaby.

would be ungrammatical for an overwhelming majority of English

speakers, but Oykangand bi-linguals reproduce this pattern quite

frequently. The deletion of the [-pro] 'original' NP is optional

in Oykangand (and in Czeck, according to Vanek 1969) but obligatory

in English. Again, the text example (8.12) provides instances of



Table 8.1

Table of Subject Pronouns
in Oykangand

Singular Dual Plural

1st Person
+1 ay aliy ambu1

-II,-III +11 +11, +III

alin 'an4an
+1II +111

2nd Person
+II ina!) uba1 ur

3rd Person
+111 i1 u1 edn
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both NP deletion and NP retention, depending on the operation

of the (optional) rule (8.21). To take as an example the last

sentence of (8.12), it is assumed that udna1 ambiy ay has the

deep structure of (8.24).
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(8.24)

M

I
[tense]

s

P

~o V

~
NP K

I
N

I
abm r/J udna- 2
+I
-II
-III
-CL
etc.

After SUBJECT CHOICE and the incorporation of M, the structure

is as follows:

(8.25)

o

~
NP K

I
K

I
abm r/J

[etc. ]

s

I
V

~V tns
I I

udna- 1
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The concern of this section of the grammar is to show the deri-

vation of (8.26) from (8.25).

(8.26)

o

~
NP K

I
N

I
ambiy f/J

[~:O]etc.

P

I
V

v~ns
I I

udna- 1

NP

I
N

ay

[

+Pro]:iers

-II
etc.

From (8.26) udna1 ambiy ay is produced by the Scrambling

Rules (Chapter XII).

Note that the 'subject' is structurally defined as that

case immediately dominated by S. The remaining primary cases and

V are dominated by P, which parallels closely the VP category of

more orthodox Chomskian grammars to about 1968. (See Chomsky 1957,

1965, 1968.) The feature assignment rules of Goldin 1968 are there-

fore not necessary to Oykangand grammar. The subject needs no

further definition.

The Dative, which can appear on the surface as subject,

genitive or dative is the case with the most varied surface struc-

ture potential. Even so, the Dative subject is defined as D,S, the

Dative as dative by D,P and--but for some problem areas--as the

genitive by G,NP,X.
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These surface relationships determine the form of both

personal pronouns and of the amb pronouns. Subject pronouns

(personal and ambiy) depend on the structure X,S and so also does

K in the Reflection Rule of Chapter VI--(6.46). Dative, Location

'to', and Objective pronouns fall together, and ambay reflects

these cases also. The genitive pronouns are different again, as

are the commitatives.

To accommodate the personal pronouns, Rule (8.20) is

expanded to that of (8.27).

PRONOMINALIZATION

(8.27) Z NP W

1 2 3

(1) GAPPING

=> OBL

Conditions:

Z contains NP = 2 (i.e. an NP which is coreferential).

Coreferential NPs are in conjoined SSe

OPT => 1

(2)

(/J 3

CLASSIFIER/amb PRONOMINALIZATION

(i) Wor Z contains NP = 2.

(ii) Classifier: coreferential NP contains [ N,[+cL]].

(iii) amb: one or more primacy relation is held by the

coreferential NP over 2, and 2 and 4 are not in

conjoined sentences.

OPT => 1 2 if 2: [+pro] 3
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(3) PERSONAL PRONOMINALIZATION

OBL => 1 2 II 2: [+pro ,+pers] 3

The rule is capable of multiple application within the sentence,

as evidenced by

(1) the possibility of more than one NP being 'gapped

out';

(2) the appearance of more than one personal pronoun

in any S.

Note that personal pronouns are distinguished from other pronouns

by the [+pers] feature.

After repeated application (but see next section), Rule

(8.27) produces the structure (8.28) from (8.25).

(8.28) S

0

NP NP NP

r
I I I
N N ~

I I J

abm ay ambiy (/J

[+1 ] fro] [~ro]-II ~ers +1
etc. -II

-II etc.
etc.

P

~
V tns

udna- 1

Since the two [+pro] copies of abm share its features, (see

Vanek 1969 for discussion of this) the sequence



*abm

[

+1 ~-II
-III
etc.

u1
+pro
+pers
-I
-II
+III
+dual
etc.
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is not derived; and since abm is dominated by O,S, and not D or

PRP,

is not derived.

*abm

[

+1 ]-II
-III
etc.

ambay

[

+Pro]+1
-II
etc.

At several points where the insertion of various sentence

elements is effected, as well as at the point(s) of lexical

insertion, Chomsky's concept of 'distinctness' is a valuable one.

If Q is a complex symbol of a preterminal string and
@, .Q) is a lexical entry, where ~ is not distinct
from Q, then Q can be replaced by ~ (1965:84).

The next step in the derivation of (8.26) is effected by

a copying rule, (8.29).

PERSONAL PRONOUN COPYING

(8.29) NP:[+pro,+pers] Y v z

(I)

1 2

2

3

3

4 =>

4 1

OBL

or, optionally, if 1 is NP,X,S, and Z = ¢

(II) 1 2 3 4 1
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This rule copies subject pronouns to a position subsequent

to the verb, and transports other pronouns to a position following

the subject pronoun or verb. It correctly accounts for the ungram-

maticality of the following, whereigun 'him' should not be copied,

but transported (i.e. copied and deleted).

(8.30) *udal atar
~ - il il)un.

[dog-AG] him bite-RPAST it him

'A dog bit him.'

In example (8.12) the conjoined sentence

uwand elk erkiy.

west return-RPRES homeward

appears. The subject pronouns and subject NP have all been deleted.

This is not an infrequent occurrence in narratives, and the deletion

is not limited to subject constituents. From example (8.31) the

object NP and its pronoun are also missing.

(8.31) anay arir.

finish hit-RPAST

'(I tried again to hit it for keeps.)'

Some speakers delete the pronouns subsequent to the verb more fre-

quently than the pronouns associated with the respective NP. Other

speakers prefer to effect deletions more frequently when the pronoun

follows the NP. Beside this idiosyncratic preference, the deletion
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is stylistically controlled. The deletion rule is simple to

state; like most other pronominalization rules it applies as

frequently as required within any S.

PERSONAL PRONOUN DELETION

(8.32) Y

1

1

NP: [+pro,+pers]

2

(/J

Z

3

3

=> OPT

The rules which derive (8.26) from (8.25) have now been

accounted for, and it is possible to trace the derivation of this

sentence.

(8.25) abm f/J udna- 1

Rule (8.27) abm ay f/J udna- 1

Rule (8.27) abm ay ambiy f/J udna- 1

Rule (8.21) ay ambiy udna- 1

Rule (8.29) ay ambiy udna- 1 ay

Rule (8.32) ambiy udna- 1 ay = (8.26)

The rules as stated may not necessarily apply in that order (in

fact, there is some evidence to the contrary) but the desired

derivation is obtained in a way which accounts for other sentences

and marks deviant those sentences that violate the rules.

It is possible to have il)un occur twice in a sentence;

once as the dative pronoun, and once as the object pronoun.



Table 8.2

Table of Object and Dative Pronouns
in Oykangand

Singular Dual Plural

1st Person asun alil)an amb'UI) an
+1 -11,-1II +11 +II,+1II

a1inan andal)an
+111 +1II

2nd Person inun ubal)ana ural)an
+11

3rd Person
+1II il)un ulal)an ednal)an

aSome speakers prefer uba1gan.

The Comitative Pronouns are formed by the addition of the
suffix -d@r to the above stems, the final n of which
becomes n. Locative 'to' and 'from' Pronouns have the
same form, but are followed by the optional undamay and
undaman respectively.
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(8.33) abm ay

person I

ud amay 'il)un

dog big him

uwal ay 'il)un

give-RPAST I him

209

lalal)~.

[uncle-DAT]

'I gave uncle a big dog. '

The usual order of occurrence of pronouns following the verb

is Subject, Object.

(8.34) abm aryunl1 ari!. edn ulal)an •

[person soldier-AG] hit-RPAST they them-2

'The soldiers hit them.'

Some speakers insist on this word order, and rarely delete the

pronouns subsequent to the verb. In their speech, the pronouns

are perhaps on the way to becoming bound forms affixed to the

verb in the above order. This change has not yet occurred, of

course, but the order of elements in example (8.34) tends to be

rigidly adhered to by the aiggagand families. Before the incor

poration of subject and object pronouns could be regarded as

complete, the deletion of the forms in question must be no longer

permitted by rule (8.32) and the grammar must re-assign stress and

word boundaries.

So fixed is this order for some speakers that the first

pronoun in the sequence is regarded as the nominative, despite its

form. In a long (and exciting) narrative the narrator switched from



Table 8.3

Table of Genitive Pronouns
in Oykangand

Singular Dual Plural

1st Person a,Qen aliI) amhul)
+1 -II,-1II +11 +11,+II1

alinaI) all,Qal)
+1II +1II

2nd Person
+II inin uhal)a ural)

3rd Person
+1II 'il)in ulal) ednaI)

aSome speakers prefer uba1Q.
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edn ulal)an

they them-2 (as in [8.34])

to the incongruous (so far as the narrative was concerned)

edrial)an ul

them they-2

This change was maintained for several sentences. It apparently

did not disturb the hearers. Pressed about the incongruity of

this change my informant nonchalantly admitted that 'she (the

narrator) meant edn ulagan all right!'

The Pronominal Cycle

The genitive pronouns (see Table 8.3) can appear after

the verb in transitive sentences where the genitive is part of

the object, as in (8.35).

(8.35) ud arir il a.sen.

dog kill-RPAST he my

'He killed my dog.'

This constitutes a fully grammatical paraphrase of (8.36).

dog my kill-RPAST

'He killed my dog.'

(8.36) ud a.sen arir il'il)un.

he him

As a result of this evidence, it has been found necessary to

recognize a Pronominal sub-cycle within the cyclic sentence
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transformations. 2 The sequence of operations appears to be as

follows (within the matrix S):

abm ud .aQen arir

Rule (8.27) abm i1 ud aQen arir

Rule (8.29) abm ud aQen arir i1

Rule (8.21) ud aQen arir i1

Rule (8.27) ud aQen·il)un arir i1

Rule (8.29) ud aQen arir i1 il)un = (8.36)

Rule (8.32) ud aQen arir i1

Rule (8.29) ud arir i1 aQen = (8.35)

Note that each of the last four rules of the proposed

cycle apply to the object ofarir, and that Rule (8.29) applies

twice. As a result, it is not possible to constrain the pronominal

rule to one cyclic application per case constituent. In the next

section a further instance of this will be given.

The recognition of a pronominal sub-cycle does away with

the vague 'multiple application' of pronominal rules that is the

inevitable alternative. If the cycle is constrained to operate from

the first, i.e. leftmost NP, then the subject pronoun will be the

first to be inserted, and subsequently copied to the right of the

verb. The object pronoun will follow it, and be inserted correctly

after the subject pronoun. The order of pronouns exemplified by

(8.34) will thus be assured.
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Reciprocal and Reflexive

The classic work on pronominalization is Lees and Klima

1963 which is the only treatment known to the writer in which both

reciprocal and reflexive pronouns are treated. The passing of time

has brought substantial changes to the theory upon which Lees and

Klima based their article, and for various reasons their proposals

are inapplicable here.

Reciprocal and reflexive pronominalization has since fallen

on hard times, although the reflexive is still discussed in various

articles and appealed to as a syntactic argument. The reciprocal

has been almost entirely neglected, Franz's treatment (1968) being

a rare exception.

The difference between the two is representable by the

following:

(8.37) (a) Reflexive

(X V'ed X) for each of Y

= Y V'ed Y-self

e.g. Molly hit herself.

(b) Reciprocal

(X V'ed (Y-l» for each of Y

= Y V'ed one-another

e.g. The children hit one another.

where X is singular.

This difference suggests a method for treating the two. The

reflexive will be accounted for in a manner similar to that
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proposed for English. Where two coreferentia1 NPs occur within

one S, the second is replaced by the feature [+ref1ex] and a verb

with the same feature is inserted.

REFLEXIVE/RECIPROCAL RULE

(8.38) NP Y NP

1 2 3

where 1 = 3

Z

4

V

5 => OBL

(i) 1

or

2 3:[+ref1ex] 4 5+5 [reflex].

(ii) 1 2 r/J

if 3 = [+sing] •

4 5+5 [+reflex]

The [+reflex] NP is abmban, the [+ref1ex] verb is erbe- 2 in the

following example.

(8.39) iyarwiyan erbe1 i1.

r-repair RECIP-RPAST he

'He prepared himself. '

Option (ii) has been taken in example (8.39), and the subject NP

is reflected only by i1. This example relates to (8.37a) where

X = Y, i.e. both are [+III,+singu1ar]. The correctness of the

above proposal is indicated by (8.40) where abmban represents

the replaced NP and has the dative postposition.



(8.40) abm ina!) abmban.x. ergen erbell.
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person you REFLEX-DAT speak RECIP-RCUST

'You were talking to yourself.'

, "

(8.41) ela!)ar

y.sister

abmban

a$!en atiru! idun erbel

my [yamstick-INST] spear RECIP-RPAST

iL

REFLEX she

'My younger sister poked herself with a yamstick.'

abmban has another function in Oykangand syntax: Just as himself

in English has both reflexive and emphatic functions, so abmban

can also be emphatic in Oykangand.

(8.42) ey ina!) abmban ayin ag!)gan ambal!

try you EMPH QUEST look cause-lIMP

'Why don't you see if you can find it yourself?!'

(8.43) eloR abmban il inin, Leanne.

alone EMPH she INT-sit-RPRES

'As for herself, Leanne is sitting all alone.'

abmban in its emphatic function is introduced by the pro-copy rule

8.27(3) as a pronoun. Nouns of which the pro-copy is made have the

optional feature [EMPH] specified positively at the point of lexical

insertion. abmban is therefore yet another pronoun, and has the

features [+pro,+EMPH].
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The occurrence of both a personal pronoun and abmban,

much like the cooccurrence of a personal pronoun and amb,

strengthens the argument for a pronominal sub-cycle of rules

within the transformational cycle, since both may pronominalize

the same deep structure NP.

The Reciprocal is more awkward, because of ambiguities

that the language permits. Take for example (8.44):

(8.44) Dundas, Nita, Gracie edn e1ben erbe1 edn.

they scold RECIP-RPAST them

'Dundas, Nita and Gracie were arguing with one

another. '

This could express the fact that Gracie was arguing with Nita and

Dundas, or that Nita and Gracie were berating Dundas and so on,

or that each was scolding the remaining two. The erbe- 2

RECIPROCAL constructions do not specify the details, but simply

sum the participants. Of course when there are only two partic

ipants, only one reading of the erbe- 2 construction is valid, as

in (8.45).

(8.45) Maudie, Willie u1 edpdpn erbe1 u1.

they-2 copulate RECIP-RPAST they-2

'Maudie and Willie copulated together.'

The tentative suggestion here proposed is that reciprocals

be derived from conjoined phrases that have their source in
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conjoined sentences, so that (8.44) has its source in (8.46).

Dundas(8.46) e1ber u1aoan1, Nita e1beI u1aoan
2

,

sco1d-RPAST them-2

Gracie elber ulaoan
3

.

The PHRASAL CONJUNCTION rule gives

(8.47) *Dundas, Nita, Gracie edn elber ulaoan(123)'

ulaQan(123) is somehow coreferentia1 with edn, so that it is

deleted without replacement, and a verb with the feature [+RECIP]

is inserted. (8.44) is the result of these operations.

The sentences (8.46) and (8.47) by no means reflect the

structural descriptions of rules, or their outputs, in more than

sketchy fashion, but one fact stands out clearly; the Reciprocal

Rule is a variant of the Reflexive Rule. The modification that

must be made to (8.38) is the precise specification of the condi

tions necessary for the application of option (ii) in the case of

the reciprocal. abmban is therefore never inserted.

The proposal stands on admittedly shaky ground. It never

theless reflects the logical formulation of the reciprocal in

(8.37b), and also the intuitively necessary inclusion of the

reciprocal with the reflexive in the one rule. It suggests a

source for the possible ambiguity of reciprocal statements with

plural subjects (as in [8.44]) in multiple phrasal conjunction

(see the discussion with respect to [4.20] and following). Beyond
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these, the proposal is groundless, but this is not to say without

merit. There is, however, counter-evidence of a rather unusual

nature.

(8.47) ergen amban erbe!l. il ebal)ar ilg ul.

speak cause RECIP-RCUST he o.sister with they-2

'He and his older sister were talking (together).'

In (8.47) the SCRAMBLING rule (Chapter XII) has permuted the subject

NP. The deep structure of (8.47) is as follows.

(8.48) S

v

erge- 2

P

D

/~
NP K

I
N

abm ay

r~hIJ
~ua1

ilg

o

NP~
~I

N 1 C!P 2 ~

~IP K

N

I
ebal)ar

[

-I J-II
+111
+sing

abm

[

-I J-II
+1:1
+Sl.n

M

I
rt enseJ
lRCUST

In computing the features of the subject NP the PRONOMINALIZATION

rule has taken account of abm and inserted i1 at 1. In its second

cycle, the rule has 'read' i1g as plus, and added the features of
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ebaQar to those of abm, inserting ul at 2. The combined features

are those of the Dative abm, which is coreferentia1 with the Objec

tive (subject) abm + ebal)ar. The result is reciprocal, not

reflexive, and unless i1g is to be regarded as a phrasal conjunc

tive in its function (a not unreasonable but unsubstantiated

hypothesis) then (8.47) and a similar instance, (8.49), constitute

counter-evidence to the proposal.

(8.49) andaQar ilg ew-aryan erbel ul.

daughter with kiss-RPRES RECIP they-2

'He and his daughter kissed each other.'

Deleted Pronouns

In certain styles of speech, notably impersonal descriptions

similar to English technical articles, the occurrence of pronouns is

greatly reduced. There is no passive construction in Oykangand, and

instead speakers rely for this impersonal effect on a wholesale

deletion of pronouns. In the following brief description of the

manufacture and use of antiy ('yam-strainer bag') only one personal

pronoun occurs.

(8.50)

antiy anen iyan, igQgan~

bag if make-RPRES [raffia-PRP]

igun, aR abmbin1.

go-RPRES [like di11ybag-PRP]

uw igQgan afan,

again raffia get-RPRES

oRya!!:.,

chop-RPRES

igQgan ufam iyan.

raffia strips make-RPRES



ilimb igQgan ufam iwinigun.

then raffia strip roll-RPRES it

a,tayaR ambe~, antiy

dry become-PPAST bag
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iya,£. aler elwan erabay iyan.

make-RPRES [about sleep three-until]L make-RPRES

ebmborQ iyan.

long make-RPRES

arndo~ iwinam uw

string roll-PPAST again

ernen amba,£. egQ~ algQan,

stand-RPRES [food-PRP] carry-RPRES

egO antun,g, egO odow21., er in onmon,g

[food sweet-lily-PRP] [food yam-PRP] [away meat egg-PRP]

'aokin amban.

hunt-RPRES

'If a yam-strainer bag is made, one goes for raffia as if for a

dilly-bag. One gets raffia, chops it, and makes the strips. Then

the raffia strips are rolled. When they are dry, the bag can be

made. Sometimes it takes three days to make--a long time. The

string is threaded to close it up. Food can be carried, sweet lily,

or yams or eggs when you go hunting.'

FOOTNOTES

lThe someone of this example is unacceptable to me; my dialect

requires the substitution of anyone.
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21 recognize this as a departure from the more orthodox concept

of cycle in several respects, and the theoretical validity of the

sub-cycle may be questionable, to say the least. It nevertheless

gives an acceptable account of Oykangand pronominalization, and

in view of the violently opposing counter-proposals for English

pronominalization being put forward by G. Lakoff 1968a and Ross

1967c, I am convinced the claim can be profitably explored. It

will no doubt be a simple matter to re-interpret the rules pro

posed here into any scheme of pronominalization ultimately adopted.



Chapter IX

THE MODALITY CONSTITUENT

Introduction

In his pursuit of a theory of case, Fillmore pays scant

attention to the structure or internal content of the Modality

constituent. But what he does say is worth quoting:

In the basic structure of sentences, then, we find
what might be called the 'proposition', a tenseless
set of relationships involving verbs and nouns (and
embedded sentences, if there are any), separated from
what might be called the 'modality' constituent. This
latter will include such modalities on the sentence
as-a-whole as negation, tense, mood, and aspect. 28
The exact nature of the modality constituent may be
ignored for our purposes. It is likely, however, that
certain 'cases' will be directly related to the modality
constituent as others are related to the proposition
itself, as for example certain temporal adverbs. 29

The first base rule, then, is 28, abbreviated to
28'.

28. Sentence ~ Modality"Proposition
28'. S ~ M~P

28There are probably good reasons for regarding negation,
tense, and mood as associated directly with the sentence
as a whole, and the perfect and progressive 'aspects' as
features on the V. See for a statement of this position
Lyons (1966, pp. 218, 223).

29In my earlier paper I suggested that sentence adverbials
in general are assigned to the modality constituent. I
now believe that many sentence adverbs are introduced from
superordinate sentences (by transformations of a type we
may wish to call 'infrajections'). This possibility has
long been clear for unmistakable sentence adverbs like

222
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unfortunately, but there are also quite convincing
reasons for extending the infrajection interpretation
to adverbs like willingly, easily, and carefully.
(1968a:23-4)

Unlike the Proposition, which has a clearly defined

structure of a more or less 'permanent' nature, the Modality

consists of isolated elements which are absorbed at various

places in the structure of P when M as a constituent is 'dissolved'.

This dissolution is effected by transformations which transfer the

sentence elements of M to indexed positions within P.

These transformations are not altogether unlike Fillmore's

'infrajections', but there is a principled reason for retaining

Oykangand adverbs as adverbs, and not as derived from superordinate

sentences. Fillmore's English examples (fn. 29, supra) have no

parallel in Oykangand. There is no regular morphological process

that derives ubuy 'half finished', agagwin 'quickly' or onder 'more

again' from any other category.

Nor do such words function as verbs independently. Note

the following (9.1) where a true verb igur is necessary to make the

sentence grammatically acceptable.

(9.1)

person I



Three adverbs apply to both case constituents and verbs;

two others apply only to case constituents. The remainder are

inserted either prior to or subsequent to the verb. Adverbs

associated with the verb add their features to the reading of the

sentence as a whole. That is to say, the proposition as such is

negated or otherwise modified by adverbs associated with the verb.

The constituents of the Modality are each assigned an index,

which may be regarded as a (sometimes variable) specification of

the frame into which the constituent may be transformationally

inserted. awiy 'also', ~ 'might' and idnan 'truly, really, very'

are the three adverbs which modify both case constituents or verbs.

These are entered with the frame
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[ {X } _]
V

to indicate that they are inserted following any case X or verb V.

aR 'like' and ~ 'each, again' are inserted in connection with case

constituents only. The vast majority of sentence particles intro-

duced under the M constituent are specified either [V ] or

[ V], or both.

Fillmore suggests that certain cases are 'directly related

to the modality constituent', and gives instances of 'certain

temporal adverbs' (l968a:23). A moment's thought establishes the

truth of his assertion. The sentence

Uncle took my spear tomorrow.

is as anomalous in English, as is its Oykangand translation. The
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past tense of take is incompatible with the Locative tomorrow.

To prevent the derivation of such anomalies, Chomsky's notion of

distinctness will be called upon once more at an entirely differ

ent level. By general convention, no element of the M constituent

may be inserted into the P constituent if any of the features of

P's constituents is distinct from that element. The feature

[+past] that is inherent in the past tense could therefore never

allow the past tense to be inserted into a P constituent contain

ing tomorrow with its [-past] feature.

Similar restrictions exist within the Modality constituent

itself. ~ 'once before' is inherently [+past] and is semantically

incompatible with future, imperative or even present aspects.

Certain antonyms do not cooccur: agagwin 'quickly', eland 'slowly'.

These semantic restrictions can be accounted for by requiring that

the constraint on M element insertions be applied at the point of

each insertion, so that if the insertion of agagwin is possible,

eland will be 'blocked' because of the new feature specifications

of P.

No element derived under M can occur more than once in any

Oykangand sentence. The' dubative ,,~ 'might' has a wide privilege

of occurrence, and is associated with case constituents, verbs, and

even other adverbs (see under Exceptional Cases). Note (9.2a)
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(9.2a) lalaDal ~ uy afar il oDgol an~aDan.

[uncle-AG] might fish fetch-RPAST he [here]L us

'It might be that it is uncle that has caught a

fish for us. '

and also (9.2b) and (9.2c)

and so on, where each major sentence constituent is capable of

modification by~. The dubative~ can nevertheless only occur

once in any S. This general restriction on the elements of M is

descriptively superior to developing'~ in the base as an optional

element adjoined to each of the cases and to the verb. Such an

alternative would require unhappy ad hoc restrictions to prevent

(9. 2d) .

idnan 'truly, really, very' and awiy 'also' can cooccur with.~

although they share the same privileges of occurrence and the same

restrictions as~. These are also treated further under

Exceptional Cases. l



(9.3) ecl;eR amay idnan §.!l awiy adef)an ambUf) an.

rain big really might also come-lFUT us-pI-in

'A really big storm could come up, too.'
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Modal Adverbs (SA): General

Adverbs, together with tense markers and the reduplicative

potential of verbs are introduced by the expansion of M.

M+ (SA)* (tns) (r)

Oykangand does not possess a large stock of adverbs, and many are

restricted to cooccurrence with 'true' verbs. The semantic func-

tions of the adverbs of English are often expressed by Oykangand

verbs (9.4). The language retains flexibility and expressiveness

by realizing the recursive power of BR 7, as in (9.5).

(9.4) iyarwiyaniy algoa,!. amb ul.

repairing descend-RPAST [down]L [tail-toll PR they-2

'Carefully they went down to the tail.'

(9.5) abm in.!:lay inun i:Y. adndadnduR!Y. ergel

person could you again [INT-ear-INST] speak-RPAST
(= make understand)

SA

inun ay, ey?

you I

SA r

'How can I make myself understood to you, eh?'
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The examples of fourteen of the more important adverbs follow.

These illustrations have been extracted from text materials.

~ 'once before,2 [V ]

(9.6) uf)gul amb awaR udn il og

meat [there]L PR [east]L lie-RPRES he water

aRdaltli i~om i~umbay, in anaman

[deep-in]L [that middle]L meat [long ago]L

ayif)un idur §1...

'The animal lay there away to the east in the

middle of that deep water (where) once before

long ago I speared another.'

(9.7) elke!l uwand, erk abmb uf)gul abm

return-ReUST [west]L [place swamp there]L person

of)gom o'gf)g udnal 21... ambul.

[this]L [before]L lie-RPAST once we-pI-in

'We went back down to the swamp where once before

we had camped.'

uw 'back again, once more' [ V]/[ V]

(9.8) af)gan uw aRtil ubal adniy.

[there-to close]L again climb-lIMP you-2 [uP]L

'You two go back up just there.'

uw tends to be inserted before the verbs with imperative endings,
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and subsequent to those with past endings. The position of its

occurrence with other tenses appears to be entirely optional.

(9.9) il awaR idjid;i!!!!!" olon uw elkeAl.; uwand

he [east]L run-RCUST [hither]L again return-RCUST [west]L

idjidJinm iI, olon.!lli. elken..

run-RCUST he hither again return-ReUST

'He ran eastwards, and came back again; westwards, and

came back again.'

In sentences without a 'true' verb, uw has the sense of 'then

again' .

(6.87) Q: abm

person you where then

'Where were you then?'

A: abm ay ilgay .!lli. ay.

person I together then I

'I was with someone (else) then.'

odnd 'vainly, merely pointlessly' [__V]

(9.10) abm ay ogng amb igiguQ, andandaQ.

person I vainly PR INT-go-RPRES nephew

'I'm just walking around, nephew.'



(9.11) odnd amb udnal alin·
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merely PR lie-RPAST we-2-ex

'We two just slept (implied: without some expected

facility, as food, fire or shelter).'

edndelax 'completely, altogether' [_V]

(9.12) egl) aliI)an edndelax armarmel alil)an.

food ours-2-in completely INT-finish-RPAST ours

'Our food is all quite gone. ,

abmanQ 'still, yet' [ V]

(9.13) il oRal)ar udna.u. amb il; abmang amb udnall n.

he husband lie-RCUST PR he still PR lie-RCUST he

'Her husband lay asleep; he was still sleeping.'

anay 'couldn't, tried to ••• but failed' [ V]

(9.14) anay ari.r. ilil)un, anay arir--

couldn't hit-RPAST he him couldn't hit-RPAST

il ·uf)gul ambiy adniy aRtin amba!..

he [there PR up ]L climb-RPAST

'He tried to hit it, tried again and failed--it

climbed up (a tree) there.'

odpgoRay 'for dead, until death' [ V]

(9.15) il udal i,tom onelbmban a,ta!.il)un odndoRay.

[he dog-AG] that neck bite-RPAST him for dead

'That dog bit the (animal's) neck until it died.'
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enoly, 0llseR

once [tomorrow]L

(9.16) iyal), abmol)gos udna.1l.@1. ay

yes person [here]L lie-RFUT I

elke!l.2Y. ay •

return-RFUT I

'Very well, I'll sleep here this once, but tomorrow

I'm going home. '

~. This particle is not directly translatable. The speaker

will insert this when discussing the activities of a 'poison'

relative to whom special respect or avoidance is due. [ V]

(9.17) ay il)un elaRiidJir~ £!l ergel: "karey ambul! "

I [her y.sister-DAT] speak-RPAST o.k. we-pI-in

'I said to my younger sister: "Let's go!'"

~ 'tryout' [ (ak) V]

(9.18) inol)gom aRti!)an en, il in ol)goS,

meat [this]L climb-IFUT might he sit-RPRES [here]L

ey ak in aYe

try let sit-RPRES I

'This animal might perhaps come up--he stays here.

I'll try sitting (here).'



(9.19) ergel ay oRaf)ar asien undamll, "abm a1iy

say-RPAST I [husband my E-DAT] person we-2-in

~ kotakot agf)ganay."

try axe look-for-RFUT

'I said to my husband, "Let's see if we can find

the axe.'"

ak 'let' [__V]. ak appears frequently with ~ (q.v.). It is

not limited solely to occurrence with the present tense, but

this combination is by far the most frequent.

(9.20) mamboy ak iguyen il.

little-one let go-IPAST she

'(You) could've let the little girl go.'
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(9.21) ak elk il!

let return-RPRES he

'Let him go back!'

(9.22) inaf) ·of)gosi uw in, e~ ay ak elk

you [here]L again sit-RPRES try I let return-RPRES

in ewanay.

[meat see-PRP]

'You sit here again and let me try to go back and

look for that (crocodile).'
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ingal 'it's o.k. for ••• ' [ V]

(9.23) ud a~en inQal in a~en i~i~n!

dog my all right meat my INT-eat-RPRES

'It's all right for my dog to be eating my meat!'

.I?!!Y. 'right! o.k.!' [ V]

(9.24) puy igul urI

o.k. go-lIMP you-pI

'Right you are, go!'

karey resembles ~ (above), but tends to be used more with

verbs where motion is not implied.

(9.25) karey atuwil!

o.k. hold-lIMP

'Right! You hold it!'

Both .I?!!Y. and karey occur most frequently with the imperative,

but also occur with the present tense.

Modal Adverbs: Negatives

The most frequently used negative is "al)an9 'not, no,

nothing', but there are good reasons for the proposal thatal)and,

is a verb, and not a constituent of the Modality. In the first

place, it occurs as a verb in sentences such as (9.26), and (as

[9.1] established) M constituents cannot so occur.
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person I not him

'(I am negative towards him).'

This example can mean 'I don't like him', 'I don't want him',

'I won't have him' or the like. 'al)and, is shown to be a type

of 'middle' verb.

Secondly ,'agand! can cooccur with negative adverbs (such

as aRemay [9.27]), intensifying the negation.

(9.27) bell aRemay al)and) arir, uwal!

without not hit-RPAST meat merely give-RPAST

'They didn't ring any bell! They just gave the

meat out!'

A further argument in favor of this analysis is adduced

from embedded sentences. The structure of (9.27) is shown in

(9.28), but if the first sentence of (9.27) is embedded into the

second (as in [9.29] and [9.30]) thenaganq, cannot occur. Not

only is agand, introduced as the verb of a sentence, but this sen-

tence must be the 'matrix' sentence, and not itself embedded.

(9.28)

S

~
Sal)anC!J

~
bell aRemay arir

S

S

,~
in o,g,ns uwal (edn)



(9.29)

(9.30)
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S

~
~al

bell aRemay ariramiyar

bell {
aRemay*al)afid;J} . .

*' -d ar~nam~yar, . in o$illS uwal.al)an ~

One difficulty with the proposed analysis is the failure

of al)and, to appear with imperatives. (See Chapter XI,

Introduction. )

(9.31) *al)afid;J igu1!

NEG go-lIMP

No well motivated rule accounts for this exception, and the ana1-

ysis may have to call on the still relatively undeveloped theory

of 'performative verbs' and 'hypersentences' for rescue. (Ross

to appear; Sadock 1969a, b.)

In the earliest and perhaps still most comprehensive

account of negation in English, Klima 1963 makes reference to two

matters of interest at this point. The first is the concept of the

'scope' of negation. The scope of Oykangand negation is the propo-

sition as a whole; it is not possible to negate any of the case

constituents, and to negate the verb is to negate the proposition.

The second is the inclusion of words like hardly, never, only,

unable, doubted and failed in a discussion of negation. Klima is
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able to differentiate 'adverbs of negative import' from negative

not just asaQand, has been differentiated from the negative adverbs

of Oykangand. It is not always so easy to draw a clear cut line

between adverbs and negative adverbs; (9.5) provides a typical

case.

(9.5) abm in~ay inun iY adndadndu~ ergel

person could you again [INT-ear-INST] speak-RPAST
(= make understand)

inun ay, ey?

you I

'How can I make myself understood to you, eh?'

The implication is that the speaker could not make himself under-

stood, butingay is not necessarily a negative. anax (9.14) 'tried

to ••• but failed, couldn't' is similar in its 'negative import'.

The distinction of 'negative adverb' is therefore simply one of

convenience rather than a formal one required by the grammar.

Instances of various negatives are the following.

aR '(habitually) do not, not (in embedded S), not possible' [ V]

(9.32) abm ane I)and inaf) aR igur?

person what's-the-matter you not go-RPAST

'Why don't you go?'

(9.33) aR amb arir il)un.

not PR hit-RPAST him

'(I) can't have hit him.'



(9.34) abm ay aR igu,!. inun!

person I not go-RPAST you

'I didn't come for you! '

(9.35) Q: bibil), aliy al ayin oRt& awin.ll?

dad we-2-in wood QUEST chop-RINT [road-on]L

'Dad, can we chop some wood on the road?'
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A: al)and).

NEG

aR amb oR~al)an aliy.

can't PR chop-lFUT we-2-in

'No. We can't.'

(9.36) abm aR igux. ambul .on.4eR,

person can't go-RINT we-pl-in [tomorrow]L

ondeR ilimbam awiy.

[next day ]L also

'We can't go tomorrow or the next day.'

aRemax 'without, but not' [ V]

(9.37) abm ay aRemay igu!-, work amay aRtaRtinam

big INT-work-PPASTperson I without go-RPAST

amp uw,

because

'I didn't want to go, because I had a big job

to do.'



(9.38) udal il
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[dog-AG] [here] meat without NEG smell-RCUST he
L

ilimb in oyboy a gr') ga!!!!!,

then meat wallaby find-RCUST he.

'This dog used to find wallabies without ever

smelling them out. '

(9.39) bell aRemay arir, in o.!!n.!! uwal!

without hit meat merely gave

'They simply gave out the meat without ringing the

bell! '

aRay 'should be' [__V]

(9.40) a~n~iy, abm alaR ewan erb ul, uw

o.man person y.woman see RECIP-RPRES they-2 speech

aRay ergen amban erb ul.

not speak RECIP-RPRES they-2

'The old man and young woman look at one another,

they should be speaking to one another.'

(9.41) ukel amayar aRay ari.!:. ayil)un, ilimb udng

[bullet big-INST] not hit-RPAST I him then alive

amb idji~ir il.

PR run-RPAST he

'I should have hit him with a big bullet (but I

didn't) so he ran away still alive.'



arufaly 'not too close, not too long' [ V]
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(9.42) uw ilg

[speech with]

elkel

elar ay iQun, il aRufaly

send-RPAST I him he not long

a~un.

return-RPAST me

'I sent him with a message and he was soon back

again. '

intaR 'no more' [ V]

(9.43) ubal intaR uw a¥ arkey! armey ambiy!

you-2 no more more once fight-lIMP finish-lIMP PR

'Stop it! Don't you two fight any more again!'

enenoly 'not too much' [ V]

(9.44) abm elken~ ambul, enenoly in

person return-RFUT we-pI-in not too much sit-RPRES

ambul oQgo~.

we-pI-in [here]L

'Let's go home, we mustn't sit here too long. 1

aR--oy'of) 'supposed that' [ V ]

(9.45) abm aR igur .2.i2.!l il.

person not go-RPAST suppose he

'I thought he had gone, (but he hadn't).'



abmap,q amb

still PR

(9.46) aR uw ermenam .QYQ.!1 iI,

not again finish-PPAST suppose she

ergerg il.

INT-speak-RPRES she

'I supposed she was finished but she's still talking.'
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iY occurs in what might be regarded as sentences, rhetorical

questions or imperatives where a negative response is anticipated

or implied. [V ]

(9.47) Q: arin aR ufi~in amba~ ina8?

which way not swim-RPAST you

'Why was it you didn't go swimming?'

A: abm ay arin al ufi~in amba~ iY?

person I which way go-RPRES swim-IPAST NEG

'How was I to go swimming? (I couldn't!)'

abm arin

person which way

(9.48) ag8gar edn awin,

look-for-RPAST they road

igur h?

go-RPAST NEG

'They looked for the road. Which way did they go?'



(9.49) "alkidp'( oriOI) gab i~om amb.a~en, shoot 'em lY aril
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wire spear one that PR my NEG kill-lIMP

il)un!" ul)gul ugl)ganamiy alanday alkidp'(amand

him [there north-bank-on] uncle [wire spear-INST]
L

amb idur il.

PR spear-RPAST he

'''That's my one and only wire spear! Shoot it!" On the

north bank uncle speared it with a wire spear.' (The

speaker is trying to persuade alanday to shoot the

crocodile instead of using--and perhaps breaking--his

only spear. lY anticipates that his persuasion was in

vain.)

Modal Adverbs: Exceptional Cases

Mention--and exemplification (in [9.3])--of the three

adverbs which associate with either X (case) or V (verb) constit-

uents has already been made. In this section, further exemplifi-

cation of these important adverbial forms will be provided,

together with examples for a~ 'like, as if' and lY 'each, again'

which are the adverbs that modify case constituents.

awiy 'also, too' [ {~} __]

(9 •50) ilimh uy aryeB!!!, in elkoy awiy.

then fish cook-RCUST we-pI-ex meat turtle too

'Then we cooked the fish, and the turtle too

(we cooked).'



(9.51) abm itpl elkel aliy, egJ) alil)an edndela'{
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person hungry return-RPAST we-2-in food us completely

armarmel, uk awiy edndela'{ armel al'il)an.

INT-finish-RPAST tobacco too completely finish-RPAST us

'We came back hungry, our food completely finished, and

our tobacco, too.'

(9.52) uw oykal)and ergerg awiy!

speech INT-speak-RPRES too

'(He) speaks Oykangand, too! (not merely understands it).'

.§l •might. indeed' [ { t} -]
(9.53) abm ·ul)gulam motor car ilg ugl)al ~

person [there-from]L [

adel)an arl)gar il.

with]COM [now]L might

come-lFUT son he

'(Our) son might be coming now from there in (his)

motor car.
,

(9.54) uy.£l ~ ida,Y edn.

[fish-PRP] might wait-RPRES they

'They are waiting perhaps for fish.'

(9.55) onpoR ayay"il)an .§Jl :01) gal a~un il.

o.woman INT-cry-lFUT might [there]L me she

'The old woman there will perhaps cry for me.'
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~ also occurs subsequent to other sentence adverbs.

(9.56) agagwin ~ adeQan il olon.

quickly might come-IFUT he hither

'He might be coming qUickly.'

Oykangand questions cannot be answered by anything with the meaning

'I don't know'. Instead, the respondent repeats the QUEST-word of

the interrogator's sentence, and adds~. Presumably the response

is identical with the question with ~ added, but anaphoric reduc-

tion leaves only QUEST + ~ and occasionally another category or

two.

(9.57) Q: abm insol'{ igur il?

person to where go-RPAST he
QUEST

'Where did he go to?'

A: in5!ol'{ en igur?

to where might go-RPAST
QUEST

'Where indeed?'

(9.58) Q: uy ayin arfi,!. edn?

fish QUEST hold-RPAST they

'Did they get any fish?'

A: ayin en arfir?

QUEST might hold-RPAST

'Might they have, indeed?'
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idnan 'truly, really' [' { ~ }_] / [ _{ ~ } ]

(9.59) iriaf) in ignan idpn, ay adjUn idpn!

you meat truly eat-RPRES I tail eat-RPRES

'You eat the good meat, I'll have the tail!'

(9.60) lolaf) elber :ldnan amb il'if)un.

o.brother scold-RPAST truly PR he him

'(My) older brother really scolded him.'

iQnan also occurs as a noun, with the meaning 'body, flesh', and

appears as idnan ar ay 'my body is tired' = 'I am tired'. Note

also (9.61).

(9.61) i.Qnan ar i.Q;Qan ay.

body wasted truly I

'I am really tired.'

iY 'each, again' [X ]. The case constituent X may be repre-

sented by its pronominal copy.

(9.62) urmur ambiy, udal iY urmur a.Qun.

bark-RPAST PR [dog-AG] each bark-RPAST me

'They barked; each dog barked at me.'

(9.63) abm a.Qun 'al)and; money uw iriaf).h!

person me NEG give-RPRES you again

'It's just like you again, never giving me money!'



(9.64) abm a,qun il iy elbe.!!:!!!..
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person me he again NEG scold-RCUST

'He never used to scold me.'

aR 'like, as if' [_X]

(9.65) ul)gul anen aR in agondel igigu,g?

[there]L what like meat goanna INT-go-RPRES

'What's that going there like a goanna?'

aR also appears before the head N of an NP.

(9.66) in aR albmb amay anen inin?

meat like opossum big what INT-sit-RPRES

'What's that sitting like a big opossum?'

This appears to be a stylistic variant of

aR in albmb amay •••

which is produced by the SCRAMBLING rule. aR (homophonous with

negative aR) also occurs in two idioms with the meaning 'as if'.

(9.67) aR aye

as if NEG cause-RPRES I

'I'm not expecting anyone.'

(9.68) aR abm aRemar igu,!. il.

as if person not there go-RPAST he

'He went, not thinking anyone was there.'
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Under the heading 'tense' are subsumed the morphemes suf-

fixed to the verb and marking the time/aspect of the action or

state identified by the verb. Oykangand verbs [+V,-Adj] are

marked in the lexicon according to their membership in one of two

classes. For convenience, verbs have been assigned a numeral, e.g.

armi- 1, ade- 2, but more properly the distinction would be

effected by a syntactic feature, say Z, such that all verbs were

marked either [+Z] (for class 1) or [-Z] (for class 2).

The tenses associated with class 1 verbs contrast with those

of class 2 verbs; Table 9.1 sets out the different tense forms.

Class membership for verbs cannot be related to any semantic or

syntactic property other than the differences in spellings.

The tense tns morpheme is transferred from the Modality

constituent by a transformation which also effects a structural

change; all true verbs are required to undergo this transformation.

tns MOVEMENT

(9.69) tns

1

y

2

2

V: [-Adj]

3

3113+1

z

4 =>

4

OBL

Rule (9.69) derives the structure

(9.70) p

I
V

v/~ns



I
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As a result, it is possible to refer to the V constituent in

SCRAMBLING rules and by reason of the 'A over A convention' not

have a verb stem 'scrambled' away from its tns. 3

Adverbs can be so scrambled; the transformation which

moves these from the M constituent effects no structural change

in P.

SA, .!. MOVEMENT

(9.71) SA Y C (tns) Z
r

1 2 3 + 4 5 => OBL

¢ 2 3 + 4 + 1 5

¢ 2 1 + 3 + 4 5, depending on the index

of SA or r

where C is the category specified by the frame of

the SA or r

The remainder of this section will be devoted to a brief

exemplification of tense morphemes.

Realis Present--l: -n, 2: -yo The present is frequently encoun-

tered in descriptions and in narratives where it has the force of

an 'historic present'. It is also used in directions or instruc-

tions where the imperative would be too 'forceful' or impolite.



Table 9.1

Table of Oykangand Tense Forms

Class 1 Class 2
Rea1is

Present -na _yb
Future -nayC -nayC
Customary -nm -n
Past -r -1
Intentive _yd _yd

Irrea1is
Potential -may -may
Past -yen -yen
Imperative -1 -yb
Future '-I)an '-I)an

Participle Forms
Non-past r/J ¢
Past -am -am
Potential -may -may

aCape11 notes the only grammatical fact about Oykangand
that I have found in the literature on Australian lan
guages. Referring to tense forms, Capell found ' ••• -n
as ••• present ••• in a number of the languages of Cape York
Peninsula (Gundjun, Kantju, etc.)' (1956:72). The
identification of Capell's ,Gundjun with Kunjen is made
in Sommer 1969:3.

by and the preceding vowel are deleted from certain verbs.
See Chapter III.

cSee under Purposive, Chapter VI.

dFor the spelling of the Rea1is Intentive see 'Alternation
involving y' in Sommer 1969:43.
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(9.72) alk anen abmal abm
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spear if make-RPRES [person-AG] make-RPRES [person

arkam!. igun il ey, alaw agl)gan amban.

man-AG] go-RPRES he look-for-RPRES

'When someone makes a spear--a man, that is--he

goes and looks about for a rod.'

(9.73) "abm agagwin

person quickly go-RPRES

, ("Let's) go quickly. '"

(9. 74) "arin ambey ambul?"

which way become-RPRES we-pi-in

'''What do we do now?'"

Realis Future--l: -nay, 2: -~. (See note under Purposive (PRP)

in Chapter VI.)

(9.75) abm awaR igunay aliy ednaQan.

person [east]L go-RFUT we-2-in them

'We must go up to them.'

(9.76) in idanay ambul, in "anul uwa~

meat eat-RFUT we-pi-in meat [who-AG] give-RFUT

amhuQan oQgoS?

us [here]L

'We must have some meat to eat--who here will give us

meat?'
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Rea1is Customary--1: -nm, 2: -no This translates the English 'used

to' or 'were V-ing' where it corresponds to a past continuous.

(9.77) a1ayawiy ednde1ay afanm an~an.

crab also completely get-RCUST we-p1-ex

'We were getting all the crabs (there).'

(9.78) uy e1goR u8gu1 afanm an~an.

fish many [there]L get-RCUST we-p1-ex

'We used to get lots of fish there.'

(9.79) in pigipig udna~ edn, e1wan udnan u8gu1.

meat pig 1ie-RCUST they sleep 1ie-RCUST [there]L

'Pigs used to lie down and sleep there.'

(9.80) abm antud;i1 anarnan igu.!!!!! u1.

person (mythical) [long ago]L go-RCUST they-2

'The (mythical creators) used to live long ago.'

Rea1is Past--1:-~, 2: -1.

og uland e1ey amban

water flood show

(9.81) uwand igur an.Qan ey,

[west]L go-RPAST we-p1-ex

alol ay ula8an.

go-RPAST I them-2

'We went westwards; I went to show them the ocean.'



(9.82) i~nan ar ambel aYe
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body waste become-RPAST I

'I got tired. '

Realis Intentive--l: -y, 2: -yo This tense has no ready English

equivalent, and translates 'should ", 'would' and 'intends'. It is

also used in the immediate report of some unexpected event, as in

(9.83).

(9.83) in albmb ininay ali!)!

meat opossum INT-sit-RINT ours-2-in

'There's an opossum sitting here!'

(9.84) uy ay ayin ikiy ali!)?

fish I QUEST throw-RINT ours-2-in

'Should I fish for us?'

(9.85) abm ay ayin elkay ay?

person I QUEST enter-RINT I

'Can I come in? (I want to). ,

(9.86) abman~ iguy aYe

still go-RINT I

'I'm still going.'

Irrealis Potential--l, 2: -max.

(9.87) abm ilimb a~un aR ewamaX edn.

person then me not see-IPOT they

'They won't see me.'



(9.88) abm ermb emay ambul!
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person fall-IPOT we-pl-in

'We might fall!'

(9.89) inal i~om abm ambuoan ow ulfin ambamay.

[meat-AG that] person us-pl-in nose die cause-IPOT
= drown

'That (crocodile) might drown us.'

Irrealis Past--l, 2: -~.

(9.90) anen uw idp~ ay? egO aRem aye

what again eat-IPAST I food without I

'What would I have eaten? I had no food.'

(9.91) abm ay arin unya~ iy?

person I how dive-IPAST not

'How could I have swum (for it)?'

(9.92) ego ugoal ida~ ay, ilimb abm amb

food now eat-IPAST I then person PR come-RPAST

ubuy aYe

food half-finished leave-RPAST I

'I would have eaten my food by now, but that fellow

came and I left my meal half finished.'

Imperative--l: -1, 2: -yo The Imperative will come into fuller

treatment in Chapter XI.
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(9.93) aReg8gaRey a~un!

don't laugh-lIMP me

'Don't laugh at me!'

(9.94) er igul!

away go-lIMP

'Go away!'

Irrealis Future--l, 2: ~8an. This tense is more frequently used

as the normal future, apparently reflecting the Oykangand philos

ophy that nothing is certain until it is a past fact. It is

usually translated as 'might' or 'might be'.

(9.95) "i;Q ayin alg8a1.? in aRdndal in~ay oRud)

meat QUEST carry-RINT meat heavy could too much

algl)"a8an aliy. "

carry-lFUT we-2-in

'''Can we carry this (hide)? It could be too heavy

for us to carry.'"

(9.96) "al)g awaR igu8an ay, adn alyaR ibmbuoan ay.

here east go-IFUT I worm dig-lFUT I

'I'll go up here and dig for some worms. '

Participle Forms

Participle forms are affixed to verbs which appear in sen

tences meeting the structural description of P-relative or

Absolute S.
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Non-past--1, 2: ¢. (Examples for the Non-past Participle form are

segmented to show where the zero morpheme occurs.)

(6.40) abm e1ke-n-¢-iy-ar uk oRt'al)an a1iy.

person return-PNP-subj-subj wood chop-IFUT we-2-in

'When we are returning, we'll chop the wood.'

(9.97) erk i~oS i~ a1y amba-n-¢-iy-ar ugQgir ay.

[place there meat pit-roast-PNP-subj-at]L 1eave-RPAST I

'I left (it) at the place where I'm pit-roasting the

meat. '

(For further examples see Chapter VI.)

Past--1, 2: -am.

(9.98) abm a1Qgeii. ewa1 ay ud§X. ididanam.

person y.woman see-RPAST I [dog-PRP] INT-wait-PPAST

'I saw the young woman waiting for the dog. '

(9.99) abm ay a1kalka!!!!l ebma1 oRyan erbenamiy.

person I INT-shout-RCUST foot chop RECIP-PPAST-subj

'I shouted out when I cut my foot.'

Potentia1--1, 2: -may.

(9.100) 1alaQ, abm unba1 arinarimayiyar, a~ii.~ egQge1.

uncle person drum £ + hit-PPOT-subj-subj pain fa11-RPAST

'Uncle, who is (our) drummer, has fallen sick.'

The -may form has been 'frozen' in a number of phrases which
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specialists' activities or unusual reputations, such as 'drummer'

above. These phrases almost always contain a reduplicated verb,

and frequently an object. Each can be analyzed as P-relative SSe

abm idj1li~amay iy

in ekarekamayiy

egQ uwaluwamayiy

aly afalyafamayiy

motor car algQalalgQamayiy

egQaRtpraRt~mayiy

ewalewamayiy

odp~n afalafamayiy

iyarwiyamayiy

kUQaR iyalwiyamayiy

(i~- 1 'eat')

(eka- 1 'cut')

(uwa- 2 'give')

(afa- 1 'fetch')

(algQa- 1 'carry')

(aR~e- 1 'cook')

(ewa- 2 'see')

(o~d~n 'dance')

(iyarwiya- 1 'repair')

(kuQaR 'house',

iya- 1 'make)

'maneater'

'butcher'

'storekeeper'

'hunter'

'driver'

'cook'

'crack shot'

'songman'

'mechanic'

'carpenter'

Most of these specialist occupations or unusual abilities are not

presumed to have been part of the fabric of Oykangand society

before the coming of the white man. The above forms represent an

unusual capitalization on the potential of their language by

Oykangand speakers over the last generation or so.

In one instance a form

in ekareka!.ayiy

was used to denote 'he who was the butcher' (cf. ekarekamaXiy

above). The replacement of m by the Realis Past r in this instance

is paralleled by

abm i~1idpnmayiy
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'which used to be a man-eater' but these rep1acement3 are not pro

ductive and probably these entire phrases would have to be entered

as separate entries in the lexicon.

These forms are not the only ones with -may, but contain

some unusual applications of this morpheme. Note also (9.101)

below.

(9.101) abm er igumayiy, kUl)aR ew inin odngel.

person away go-PPOT-subj house mouth yours shut-lIMP

'When you leave, shut the door of your house. '

FOOTNOTES

1Qnce again I fear the opening of a veritable Pandora's box. There

is no principled restriction on the operation of 'infrajections'

that limits their use to components of the M constituent. The cost

of this mechanism is high, too, and includes the addition to the

lexicon of (variable) indices to each element of M in the lexicon.

2More accurately, the underlying representation should be~, to

account for the variation in the vowel, which assimilates to a

following vowel in the speech of some informants.

3The 'A over A' convention has already been attacked by Ross 1967a

in a convincing manner. Whatever alternative is finally proposed

will have to account for the Scrambling Rules necessary to a

grannnar of Oykangand.



Chapter X

VERBS

Introduction

The idiosyncratic properties of the verbs of Oykangand are

responsible for a great deal of its sentence structure. The case

frame specification mentioned in Chapter II and again in Chapter

V restricts the types of sentence into which a verb may be inserted.

This feature is the most general and most powerful, but there are

others. The feature [Adj] on a verb affects the syntactic arrange

ments in which it may appear.

In this chapter the 'true verbs' [+V,-Adj] of Oykangand are

described, both formally and with respect to idiosyncratic proper

ties that they may have. These properties may include admissibility

to certain transformations and structures.

Form of Oykangand Verbs

Verbs are frequently independent words, affixed for tense

according to their class membership (see Chapter IX). There are

also lexical entries which cannot be analyzed so simply. These are

compound verbs, consisting of some element F followed by an indepen

dent verb V. The element F may be a noun, verb, adverb or some

unidentifiable formative which occurs only in compound(s). The

following V element retains its phonological shape and class

257
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membership, but is entered with F as a separate item in the lexicon

because the compound FV does not have the semantic reading of the

simple sum of F and V [F+V] but has some other reading--H.

The following are examples of compound verbs.

Verb + Verb

afa- 1 'get', erbe- 2 (RECIP); afan erbe- 2 'fight'

a~iya- 1 'force', erbe- 2 (RECIP); ad~an erbe- 2 'allow

another to exact punishment or revenge on oneself'

iSr9i- 1 'run', aRti- 1 'climb'; i4n~in aRti- 1 'run away,

flee in fright'

Noun + Verb

££ 'cold, dew', arye- 1 'cook, burn'; or arye- 1 'to singe

the hair or fur off a dead animal, heat a spear rod to

straighten it'

adnd 'interception', abmi- 1 'steal'; adnd abmi- 1 'hide

(it)'

£l 'fish', iki- 1 'throw'; uy iki- 1 'to fish with a line'

Adverb + Verb

awiy 'also', ata- 1 'bite, tie up'; awiyata- 1 'to join

them (in company)'

A large number of these compounds involve verbs which

cooccur with words that have no independent function. These words
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appear in the lexicon only as the first member of the compound,

or--more rarely--in compound forms as nouns, etc.

at, id@- 1 'eat'; at iW- 1 'to hinder, confuse, "humbug'"

ilfanay, id~- 1 'eat'; ilfanay i~a- 1 'to smash to pieces'

id~im, ari- 1 'hit'; idpim ari- 1 'to waste, spend

unnecessarily'

arSar, ambe- 2 'become'; ar5ar ambe- 2 'to die (polite

term)'

ugoguR, idgd~- 1 'run'; ugOguR i~d4- 1 'to jump'

okoR (but adnokoR 'buttocks'), ambe- 2 'become';

okoR ambe- 2 'to sneak up on game'

Another type of [Noun + Verb] compound is that in which

the noun is a body part. These occur with sufficient frequency

to merit separate comment. Like the previous instances, the noun

of the compound has no place in the case frame of the verb, and

cannot be substituted by even the most obvious alternatives.
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~ 'head', urnd@- 1 'bump'; eg urn9a- 1 'to batter to death'

ow 'nose', ulfi- 1 'die'; ow u1fi- 1 'drown'

In some instances the body part is in some specific case, or has

some specific case postposition not usually associated with the

verb.

e1 'eye', arki- 1 'follow'; e1end arki- 1 'to look about

in various places'

adnduR 'ear', erge- 2 'speak'; adnduRiy erge- 2 (1) 'to

whisper'; (2) 'to make understand'

el 'eye', amba- 1 'cause'; elex amba- 1 'to show'

Note also the following multiple compound.

e1 'eye', igggi- 1 'leave', amba- 1 'cause';

e1 igogin amba- 1 'to leave SOmeone to do your task'

Homophonous pairs are more frequent amongst Oykangand

verbs than amongst the nouns. Note the following examples.

egoa- 1 (1) 'dance'; (2) 'rain'

arn~e- 1 (1) 'protect from a blow'; (2) 'fill up'

ata- 1 (1) 'bite'; (2) 'tie up' 1

True verbs are positively specified in P- and R-relative construc

tions; adjectives are not permitted to be inserted in these con

structions (see Chapter VI, Adjectives). Verbs are also specified
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in certain embedded S constituents when the S constituent is

'governed' by certain other verbs (see later in this chapter,

ambe- 2 and amba- 1).

Auxiliaries as Main Verbs

The heading of this section was chosen as the title of a

paper by Ross which was circulated widely but semi-privately prior

to its publication in 1969(a). The analysis proposed by Ross will

be followed in this instance, namely that auxiliaries are themselves

the main verbs of superordinate sentences. Successive embedded sen

tences are introduced by the S constituent mentioned in Chapter V.

It will become apparent that this S cannot be assigned to any case

(as proposed by Fillmore) but is an independent constituent.

The 'auxi1iaries,2 which Oykangand requires are

the negative ~gand,

amba- 1 'cause'

ambe- 2

a1o- 2

'become'

'travel, move about'

igu- 1 'go, walk', etc.

The negative'agan~ has already been mentioned in Chapter IX, and

its status as a verb suggested by its occurrence in sentences like

(10.1).

(10.1) abm ona1kalganday a8an~ ay ednaQan.

[person is1and-from-DAT] NEG I them.

'I don't like Islanders.'
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(10.1) has the typical Subject-Object/Dative order of personal

pronouns following the verb, and the Objective (0) (abm) ay is

selected as subject rather than the Dative (D) .abm onalkalQandax

(see Subject Choice Rules, Chapter V). These facts argue strongly

for the status of agand, as a verb. The case frame specification

ofagand! is (minimally) [0 (D) (L)(S) ]. Negated sentences are

introduced by the S constituent, and negative structures of this

sort can be represented thus:

(10.2)

~
O•••••• SaQan~

(10.3) ud a,!!en olbon aQan~.

dog my black NEG

'My dog is not black. '

(10.4) abm ay ukirQg ·al)andJ•

person I o.man NEG

'I'm not an old man.'

(10.3) and (10.4) illustrate the structure (10.2), the former with

the verb [+V,+Adj] olbon 'black', the latter with no verb in the

embedded sentence. Sentences containing a true verb [+V,-Adj] most

frequently undergo the rule of NEGATIVE FLIP which interchanges the

verb and al)and,. NEGATIVE FLIP operates only where the verb is marked

[-Adj]; its operation on sentences containing an adjective as the

main verb produces ungrammatical sequences like (10.5).
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(10.5) *ud a$!en al)an~ olbon.

Contrast this with

(10.6) ud a$!en al)and) u1fir.

dog my NEG die-RPAST

'My dog didn't die.'

The rule of NEGATIVE FLIP is

(10.7) V: [-Adj ,-NEG] (NP: [+pers]) V: [+NEG]

1 2 3 => OBL

312

NEGATIVE FLIP is normally obligatory, but the speaker may choose

to emphasize the negative by stressing it heavily, and by failing

to observe the NEGATIVE FLIP rule. As a result, there are sen

tences like (10.8).

(10.8) egl) breakfast idpr ay 'al)an~!

food eat-RPAST I NEG

'I didn't have any breakfast!'

The remaining 'auxiliaries' are introduced in the same position as

is 'al)and, in the structure (10.2). Because the discussion of these

is somewhat protracted, each is treated in a separate section to

follow.
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amba- 1

The verb amba- 1 is made frequent use of by speakers of

Oykangand. It appears both independently and as the main verb of

sentences into which other sentences are embedded. It is uncertain

just exactly how many entries with the phonological shape amba- 1

must be included in the lexicon. The writer, as a non-native

speaker, but possessing a fair competence in the language, proposes

only one entry; but it may turn out to be necessary to admit more.

As an independent verb, amba- 1 requires a number of English glosses.

(10.9) abm inal) aQunoul)gul~ ambanm inal) , ey?

person you me [there-DAT] -RCUST you

'You are talking to me about that tree, are you?'

(10.11) abm °al)g anen.a ambanaQun?

person [here]L [what-AG] -RPRES me

'What happened to me?'

(10.12) ed;eR °al)g arin amban?

rain [here]L which way -RPRES

'What happened to the rain?'

(10.13) ebmans! aR in oyboy ambanm, idur ay.

a.bed like meat wallaby -RCUST spear-RPAST I

'I speared an ant bed that looked like a wallaby.'
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who might see-RPAST I

OnO!)g i1.

another he

like you person truly

'Who was it I saw? He was really someone else causing

himself to appear like you. '

(10.15) uw al)anClj ambanm il.

speech NEG -RCUST she

'She made no noise. '

(10.16) "Kow! II ambar i1 •

-RPAST he

'He made a "Kow!" sound.'

The basic meaning of amba- 1 appears to be 'cause, initi-

ate, be responsible for', and the instances of this verb in (10.9)

to (10.16) above are relatable to this meaning. By far the most

frequent use of amba- 1 is made in compound, rather than indepen-

dent sentences, where amba- 1 serves as an 'auxiliary' to adjec-

tives, transitive, intransitive and middle verbs.

(10.17) kotakot arljg' "aljgunan!!. iya1men ambanm ali!).

axe [child young-AG] play -RCUST ours-2-in

I
r

'The children were playing with our axe.'

Although iya1me- 2 'play' is intransitive, and selects an animate

Objective case as the subject of the sentence, argg 'aggufiand
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appears with the Agentive case postposition. This fact is accounted

for by positing the deep structure (10.18).

o
I

kotakot

V

I
amba- 1

(10.18)

~
M P

I
[
tense1
RCUSTJ A

~
arl) g al) guna;ns

S

M~
~o V

~'ll 2arl)g al)gunan 1ya me-

(10.17) is derived from (10.18) by EQUI-NP DELETION and

tns MOVEMENT. The former rule deletes the second occurrence of

arl)gaggunan (in the lower S). iyalme- 2 has the class 2 'empty'

morph described in Chapter III. The rules necessary to the syntax

of amba- 1 and sentences embedded 'under' it are those already

found to be necessary to the grammar, and hence require no addi-

tional complexity beyond a reformulation of the tns MOVEMENT rule

(9.69) to accommodate these data.

The constraints on amba- 1 center on the nature of the

identity condition which exists between the subject of amba- 1

and some case in the subordinate S. In (10.18) this identity

condition was maintained when the subject of amba- 1 and the

subject of iyalme- 2 were identical. (10.19) is a parallel case.
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(10.20) and (10.21) exhibit identity between the object of amba- 1

and the subject of the intransitive verb in the embedded S.

In (10.17) the matrix S subject and embedded S subject were

identical. (10.19) is a parallel case, while (10.20) and (10.21)

show that alternatively, the object of amba- 1 can be identical to

the subject of the intransitive verb in the embedded S.

(10.19) egf) idJl:r edn, egf) armen ambar edn.

food eat-RPAST they food finish -RPAST they

'They ate the food, and finished it up. ,

(10.20) 1alal)al uy urb amay uk oRerll elkan ambar il.

[uncle-AG] fish barra. big [tree bag-to] enter -RPAST he

'Uncle put (= caused to enter) the big barramundi into

the bag. '

(10.21) abm ul)gul elken ambanay edriaf)an adnim.

person [there]L return -RFUT them-pI up

'We must take those people back up there. '

Instead of a true verb, the embedded S can contain an adjective,

as in (10.22) and (10.23).

(10.22) elkon,1;;elkon,1;; asen olbon ambar ay, al eg adnim

billy-can

ar~ar~enam.

my black -RPAST I fire head above
= on-top-of-the-fire

INT-cook-PPAST

'I made my billy-can black by cooking on the (open) fire.'
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meat which way waste INT- -RPRES us-pI

'How will the meat go bad on us?'

When the embedded S contains a transitive or middle verb,

then there are four cases available to meet the conditions of the

EQUI-NP DELETION rule. Sentences embedded under the CSL, PRP,

and L cases (Chapter VI) place no constraints on the case or sur-

face function of identical NPs, but amba- 1 places strong con-

straints on the necessary identity of NPs. Thus, in (10.24) the

object of amba- 1 is identical with the subject of the verb in the

embedded S. Two objects therefore appear in the surface structure.

(10.24) lalaQ i1 alkalkanamiyar ninaQiQun arin ambar il

[uncle he INT-shout-subj-AG] aunty her hit

"iQun ud a.sen.

him dog my

-RPAST he

I
r

'Uncle's shout caused aunty to clout my dog.'

Ignoring for the moment the P-relative S source of alkalkanamiyar,

the structure (10.25) underlies (10.24).
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~
M

I
[
tense] ----
RPAST A
~"> I

lala8 alkalkanamiyar nina8
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S

M~ ambl-l

t----r---vI I
nina8 ug a~en ari- 1

Once again only the EQUI-NP DELETION and tns MOVEMENT rules

are required to give a natural account of (10.24). In (10.26) the

embedded sentence contains a middle verb; it otherwise follows

closely the structure (10.25).

(10.26) abm ay nina8 :i8un ergeA ambar uw ay i8un

person I aunty her speak -RPAST again I [her

y. sister-DAT]

'I caused my aunty to speak to my younger sister

once again. '

These sentences illustrate that identity between the object

of amba- 1 and the subject of the embedded S is permitted by the

grammar. The grammar does not recognize any of the following as a

sufficient condition for the output to be grammatical.

(1) Identity between the object of amba- 1 and the (dative)

object of the embedded S.

(2) Identity between the subject of amba- 1 and the subject of
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embedded S, except where amba- 1 has no object (see later

in this section) or the verb in the embedded S has no

(dative) object.

(3) Identity between the subject of amba- 1 and the object of

the embedded S, except where there is also identity between

the object of amba- 1 and the subject of the embedded S.

The latter possibility of (3) above--the addition of the identity

between the subject of amba- 1 and the object of the embedded S to

conditions already proved to be acceptable--produces a surprising

output.

(la.27) arl)g tigf)ganiyar ud i1 'il)un abm

[child frighten-PPRES-subj-AG] dog he him person

a,tani!Y. ambar.

bite -RPAST

'The frightened child caused the dog to bite him.'

The -~ suffix to the verb in the embedded sentence occurs on tran

sitive verbs (ata- 1 [10.27]) and on middle verbs (erge- 2 [10.28])

also. Its appearance is, to say the least, unexpected.

(10.28) abm ay arog a!!en il)un a,!;lun ergerurL ambar.

person I child my him me speak -RPAST

'I caused my child to speak to me.' (in teaching

it to talk, for example)
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-~ is obligatory to the verbs of (10.27) and (10.28) with

their dual pairs of identical NPs, and was found to be optional

when the object of amba- 1 is identical with the subject of tran-

sitive or middle verbs. That is to say, it occurs optionally in

examples (10.24) and (10.26) as well as in the following.

(10.29) adpd;i!)al i1 a,!!un inun uke1& ampayin(~)

[g'father-AG] he me you [bul1et-PRP]

ambar.

-RPAST

'Grandfather caused me to ask you for bullets.'

(10.30) ina!) a~un agar inin idun~ ambar.

you me clothes your poke
= wash

-RPAST

'You caused me to wash your clothes.'

(10.31) abm ay nina!) i!)un lela!) e1ben(~) ambar.

person I aunty her y.sister scold

'I caused aunty to scold my younger sister.'

The principle at stake here is the same one embodied in

the REFLECTION rule (6.46). The SD of that rule requires only

two modifications:

(1) concerning the element tns which does not appear in the

sentences discussed immediately above, and

(2) the phonological shape of K which must be specified as -~.
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Note that the optional deletion of -a is taken care of by the same

rule that optionally deletes -lY. (See the discussion involving

examples [6.63] to [6.68] in Chapter VI. The rule of K,A DELETION

[5.10] re-introduced at that point is obviously in need of a new

name to account for the increased scope of its application. I sug-

gest 'REDUNDANT K DELETION'.)

The identity between the subject of amba- 1 and the subject

of the embedded S ([2] above) has already been shown to produce

grammatical results (10.17) where the embedded S contains an

intransitive verb. The same condition holds with transitive or

middle verbs if amba- 1 has no object. The proposal is that amba- 1

be entered in the lexicon as optionally transitive. The intransitive

form appears in (10.12)--where it parallels the transitive form

(lO.ll)--and in compound sentences where it has the meaning 'repeated-

ly or continuously over a period'. It implies 'without great time

lapse between successive performances of the act'. The structure

(10.32) underlies the output (10.33). lalaQal in the embedded S is

deleted, and no Agentive appears in the surface realization.

(10.32) S

M

I
[
tense1
RCUSTJ o

I
lalar)

p

S V

~I
M P amba- 1

-~A 0 I V
I I I I

lalar)al uy urb uk oReriy oriki- 1
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(10.33) lalal) uy urb uk oReriY, orikin ambanm il.

uncle fish barra. [tree bag-INST] insert -RCUST he

'Uncle put the barramundi in the bag (each time he

caught one uncle secured the barramundi by means of

the bag).' (Compare [10.33] with the instance of

intransitive e1ka- 1 'enter' [10.20].)

(10.34) in oyboy o~n~oR insos ewa1 inary? abm ay

meat wallaby dead where see-RPAST you person I

oRfi~ agl)gan amban!

too much look-for -RPRES

'Where did you see that dead wallaby? I've looked

about everywhere (for it)!'

The identity of the subject of embedded intransitive sen

tences with the subject of amba- 1 has the same reading. Compare

(10.17), where the object of amba- 1 is kotakot, with (10.35)

where no object appears.

(10.35) abm ay ermben ambanm ay.

person I fall -RCUST I

'I kept falling over.'

Compare (10.17) also with (10.36) where amba- 1 is clearly

transitive.
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erkil...

[dog my E-AG] tick many fall -ReUST he [ground-toll

'My dog used to drop lots of ticks on the ground.'

The proposal is that amba- 1 be regarded as optionally tran-

sitive, on the grounds that in independent usage both forms of the

verb have the same meaning, and both share the S·constituent as an

optional feature of the case frame. The difference in meaning when

the two forms appear in compound sentences can be perhaps regarded

as a structural phenomenon. What may necessitate the admission of

two homophonous lexical entries are sentences such as (10.37). The

relevant structure underlying (10.37) is represented in (10.38).

(10.37) iba~ar a1yuR aRtinamiyar ar~g uyam e1goR

[father temper c1imb-PPAST-subj-AG] child hand many
= light fingered

ula~an kotakot ag~gan amban amba,!. i1 ula~an.

them-2 axe look-for (continue) (cause)-RPAST he them-2

'Their angry father made those two thieving children keep

looking for the axe.'
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(10.38) S

I
amha- 1

"'"A
M P

o
~
arl)g uyam

elgor

A

~
ihal)ar S

M

I
[
tense]
PPAST

v
I

amba- 1

o S

~/\arl)g uyam elgoR
M P

~v
~\ I
arl)g uyam kotakot agl)ga- 1

elgoRiy

ambe- 2

The discussion of ambe- 2 in this section will lead to a

consideration of other verbs with similar syntactic properties.

ambe- 2 shares with amba- 1 the ability to occur in simple sen-

tences as the only verb, and to introduce embedded sentences as

complements. Like amba- 1, ambe- 2 has several meanings.

(10. 39) e~eR'al)g arin ambey?

rain [here]L which way -RPRES

'What happened to the rain?' (Compare [10.12] which

has the same semantic reading.)
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which way -RPRES we-pI-in

'What will happen to us?'

(10.41) ul)gul anen eRor ambey?

[there]L what voice -RPRES

'What's that making a noise?'

(10.42) antuntal o~gom ambey alil)an motorcar-am.

crack [this]L -RPRES us-2-in -from]L

'The sound of that backfire came to us from the car.'

(10.43) udal ambiy urmu.!:.'il)un. "Iyow!" ambel edn.

[dog-AG PR]A bark-RPAST it -RPAST they-pI

'The dogs barked at it. "Iyow!" they went. ' (See

also [10.16] for a parallel case with amba- 1.)

ambe- 2 has the meaning 'become' when the S of its case

frame is realized.

(10.44)al)g iIia~ amay ambel :ol)gol.

[here]L you big -RPAST here now

'You've grown big now. '

Once again the conditions of Equi-NP deletion must be met, this

time between the subj ect of ambe- 2 and the subj ect of the verb

in the embedded S. This verb must be an adjective, [+V,+Adj].
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In example (10.44) is found the same sort of 'identical NF' as was

noted in discussion of (6.65).

(10.45) el elend ambey ur!

eyes awake -RPRES you-pl

'Wake up, you-all!'

(10.46) og edndelay a~ayaR ambel; og ulfi~.

water completely dry -RPAST water die-RPAST

'The water had completely dried up; it was gone.'

The analysis of ilgay, idndamay etc. as verbs (Chapter VI)

receives support from sentences such as (10.47).

(10.47) abm inal) ilgay ambey uw, ey?

person you together -RPRES again

'You got together (with her) again, eh?'

The implication is that these words are adjectives, but adjectives

of unusual nature (see [6.82] and [6.83] with the pertinent

discussion).

ambe- 2 conveys the sense of 'remain Adj' rather than

'becoming Adj' in some sentences.

(10. 48) oRiid; ari~ il)un, udng ambel il.

too much hit-RPAST him alive still-RPAST he

'I fired too often at him, and he was still alive.'
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ambe- 2 also occurs with the Purposive (PRP) case with the

meaning 'want (to)'.

(10.49) abm ay ambey.

person I [meat-PRP] want-RPRES

'I want some meat.'

When the PRP case is realized by S, rather than NP, two possibil-

ities exist. The first is exemplified by (10.50) where the subject

of ambey is identical to that ofaQkinax.

(10.50) lalao ambey il aokin~.

uncle -RPRES he [[meat wallaby-PRP] hunt-PRP]

'Uncle wants to go hunting for wallabies.'

The second is exemplified by (10.51) where the subjects are not

identical.

(10.51) abm ay inun ambey alaoar ilg aJ)kin~ inao.

person I you want-RPRES [uncle with]COM [hunt-PRP] you

'I want you to go hunting with uncle.'

The appearance of inun requires some explanation. It is proposed

that ambe- 2 be entered in the lexicon as optionally either middle

or intransitive, with the case frame
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The analysis of ambe- 2 as optionally a middle verb is borne out by

sentence (10.52).

(10.52) lalaQ il iQun ninaQan ambey in onmon alwaQaR

gooseuncle he [her aunty-DAT] -RPRES [meat egg

elgeni!1..

gather-PRP]

'Uncle wants aunty to gather some goose eggs.'

This proposal requires once again that the sentence embedded under

PRP meet the condition of the EQUI-NP DELETION rule. Support for

it is drawn from the syntactic properties of other verbs with PRP

as a constituent of their case frame. The following verbs are

transitive or middle.

(10.53) ad;iya- 1 'force, oblige'

tigl)gi- 1 'leave, put'

erge- 2 'speak, talk'

alka- 1 'shout, yell'

[A a (PRP)_]

[A a (PRP)_]

[0 D (PRP)_]

[0 D (PRP)_l

When the optional PRP is realized as a sentence (see Chapter VI)

the subject of that sentence must meet a condition of identity

with the object or dative object of the above verbs. The identity

of the embedded subject with the matrix subject is not an adequate

condition on the grammaticality of the sentence. (10.54) means
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say-RPAST I him [go-PRP]

'I said to him that he must go.' and not 'I said to him that I must

go'.

The following verbs are intransitive.

(10.55) elke- 2 'return, go back' [ a (PRP)___]

igu- 1 'go, walk' [ a (PRP)___]

010- 2 'travel, move ~o~' [ a (PRP)___]

When the optional PRP of the case frame is realized by a sentence,

the subject of that sentence must be identical to the subject of the

matrix sentence.

(10.56) egQ afan~ igun ay uwand.

[food get-PRP] go-RPRES I west

(10.56) can only mean, 'I am going (for me) to get food'.

The requirement that intransitive verbs meet subject-subject

identity conditions, and that middle or transitive verbs meet

subject-(dative) object identity conditions suggests that ambe~ 2

is optionally either intransitive, or middle/transitive. The middle

verb analysis is established by (10.52) where 1alag1acks the

Agentive postposition, but ninag appears with the Dative -~.

Note that the PRP case introduces indirect speech, but that

the Equi-NP conditions impose a restriction: the (dative) object

must be identical to the embedded subject.
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say-RPAST I him [wood chop-PRP ours-2-in]PRP

'I told him to chop our wood.'

Where the subjects are different, indirect speech is effected by

juxtaposition.

(10.58) ergel ay i!)un, abm ay al oR~an ali!).

I

'I told him that I am chopping our wood.'

The indirect speech construction is less frequently used than the

direct quotation of the speaker's words, complete with intonation.

Intonation, in fact, is the only distinguishing difference between

the indirect speech of (10.58) and the direct quote of (10.59).

(10.59) ergel ay i!)un, "abm ay al oRyan ali!)! II

'I told him, "I'm chopping our wood!'"

amba- 1 and ambe- 2 are not the only verbs with an optional

S in the specification of their case frame. The following 'verbs

of motion' also have this feature.

(10.60) 010- 2 'travel, move about'

igu- 1 'go, walk'

elke- 2 'return, go back'

tig!)gi- 1 'leave, put'
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As a result of the realization of this S, sentences such as (10.61)

are grammatical.

(10.61) egO afan 0101 ay uwand.

food get travel-RPAST I [west]L
= down-river

'I went down getting food.'

This S is an optional alternative to the PRP case.

(10.62) ego afan~ olo]l ay uwand.

[ PRP]

'I went down to get food.'

Despite my informant's assertion that (10.61) and (10.62) 'meant

the same', a study of text material suggests that this is not so.

(10.62) implies that the speaker's whole purpose in going was to

fetch food. (10.61) implies that the speaker was able to get food

as he travelled. The deep structure differences which these two

sentences reflect appear to correspond to differences in semantic

readings, but just what the differences are is difficult for the

non-native speaker to ascertain.

erbe- 2

The syntax of amba- 1, ambe- 2, and the 'verbs of motion'

such as igu- 1 and 010- 2 invite the suggestion that the 'reciprocal'

verb erbe- 2 be accounted for in the same manner; namely by
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assigning erbe- 2 a case frame specification and entering it in the

lexicon. The rules which introduce erbe- 2 in Chapter VIII are con

sistent with the principles embodied in the rules for English (Lees

and Klima 1963), and are internally consistent also. In this section

a brief justification of the proposed analysis is offered, and the

syntax of this unusual verb further explored.

The case frame of amba- 1 and ambe- 2 includes an optional

S constituent. Failure to realize this S results in sentences in

which amba- 1 and ambe- 2 stand as independent verbs. Examples can

be found under the description of these verbs. erbe- 2 on the other

hand cannot stand independently as a verb, and while the S constitu

ent could of course be positively specified, erbe- 2 would become the

only verb to require an embedded S. This would not be the only

exceptional feature assigned to erbe- 2. The verb of the embedded S

must be specified as either transitive or middle, and the following

NPs specified as identical:

the subject of erbe- 2

the (dative) object of erbe- 2

the subject of the embedded S

the (dative) object of the embedded S

In addition, ad hoc rules must delete all but the first of these.

It is claimed that a grammar which provides a REFLEXIVE/

RECIPROCAL rule (8.38) and introduces erbe- 2 transformationally

with the feature [+RECIP] is to be valued for its greater
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simplicity and consistency with other grammars, than the alternative

outlined above.

On the other hand, the formulation of the REFLEXIVE/

RECIPROCAL rule is open to another serious objection. The rule does

not allow for the derivation of quite acceptable sentences such as

(10.63) andandao! 1elao ayin a1g0an erb uba1?!

daughter y.sister QUEST carry RECIP-RPRES you-2

'Daughter! Will you carry your little sister?! '

The deep structure of (10.63) is representable as (10.64).

(10.64) S

M

/\
AS tns
I I.

ayin [RPRES]

P

A~V
I I I

abm lelao aigoa- 1

r~~~I 1 [~~~I ]
l
+dUa11 +sing

etc:J etc.

There is a case of partial identity between the 0 and the A.

Strictly speaking, it is an instance of inclusion such that

semantically

o ~ A.

Nevertheless, erbe- 2 is introduced, without the deletion of

any NP.
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It appears to be necessary to admit a great deal more into

the concept of 'identity' than heretofore, yet at the same time to

recognize a strict identity. Strict identity is a condition on the

deletion of the 'identical' NP; inclusion is an adequate condition

on the transformational introduction of erbe- 2.

The differentiation of these two concepts--strict identity

and inclusion--is relevant at other points of Oykangand syntax also.

(10.65) illustrates the kind of sentence encountered under the sec-

tion on arnbe- 2, but note that the subject of aQki- 1 includes lalaQ

and so the structure is grammatical, but (abm) ul is not deleted by

the EQUI-NP DELETION rule.

(10.65) niiial) il'il)un lalal)an ambe'y' abm al)kin.2Y.

aunty she [him uncle-DAT] want-RPRES [person hunt-PRP]

ul.

they-2

'Aunty wants uncle to go hunting with her. '

Even P-relative sentences are subject to this constraint.

(10.66) e'gl) og idpn.§!!!. ambanm il awaRe

food water eat-PPAST they-2
= tea

run cause-ReUST he [east]L
= up-river

'When they had had a drink of tea, he drove on up the river.'
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(10.67) abm erab ininall.!Y. ilimb u1 il)un abm enol)gab

person three INT-sit-subj then they-2 him person one

igun amban u1.

go cause-RPRES they-2

'The three of them sat there, two of them making the

other go (for something).'

Other cases where inclusion appears to be a valid concept include

(6.65), (10.45), and the 'promotion' of adnomina1 D.

It is also incumbent on the grammar to offer some account

for sentences such as (10.68) where an NP occurs which cannot be

the subject of ewa- 2 'see, look' and where erbe- 2 also occurs.

(10.68) kUl)aR aliI) arfaR ewan erb.

house ours-2-in bright see RECIP-RPRES

'Our house looks gay.'

At first glance (10.68) would seem to be a passive. There is no

Agentive, and an 'active' form (10.69) is not only feasible but

could well be assigned the same deep structure.

(10.69) kUl)aR aliI) arfaR ewall edn.

house ours-2-in bright see-RCUST they-p1

'They saw our gay house. '

A rule of AGENT DELETION has already been found necessary

(6.48), and accounts for the failure of edn to appear in the surface
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realization of (10.68). What then accounts for the appearance of

erbe- 2?

In Langacker's review (to appear, 1970) of Goldin's Spanish

case and function 1968, the reviewer presents a nice argument for

the source of the 'automatic reflexive' ~ in Spanish. A parallel

analysis is maintained for (10.68) in this study of Oykangand.

Langacker begins by observing that

Formally, a transportation rule involves two operations,
copying and deletion. If ~ is transported to the left of !,
as in the hypothetical derivation 54, first a copy of ~ is
inserted to the left of A, and then the original instance of
~ is deleted.

(54) A B ====> B A B ====> B A-- --- --

Implicit in any transportation rule, therefore, is the
possibility of a derived structure containing two occurrences
of the element being transported--this will come about
whenever the first step is taken but the second is blocked
for some reason.

The SUBJECT CHOICE rule is essentially a transportation rule of the

type Langacker describes, and can conveniently be regarded as a

copying rule (SUBJECT CHOICE I) and a deletion rule (SUBJECT CHOICE

II). SUBJECT CHOICE I is obligatory in all circumstances in

Oykangand; SUBJECT CHOICE II applies obligatorily for most

Oykangand verbs.

ewa- 2 'see, look' is a verb which undergoes SUBJECT CHOICE

II only optionally. When the rule is not applied, the conditions

for the operation of the REFLEXIVE/RECIPROCAL rule are met, and

erbe- 2 is introduced. AGENT DELETION becomes a possibility, and

(10.68) represents a typical output from this rule.
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More often than not, the verb which occurs with erbe- 2 as

a result of the non-application of the SUBJECT CHOICE II rule is

fully reduplicated.

(10.70) in pigipigaDg aDafi~ ewanewan erb ambu1.

meat pig here NEG ~-see RECIP-RPRES we-pI-in

'There's no pig to be seen by us here.'

(10.71) uw edn er~aner~an erbel a~un.

speech [here]L they-pI ~-keep-secret RECIP-RPAST me

'They kept one another from spreading the news as far

as me. '

(10. 72) inal)afi~ uwanuwan erbe1 edn an~lal)an!

meat NEG r-give RECIP-RPAST they-p1 us-pI-ex

'They didn't share their meat with us!'

The failure of abmban to appear as a result of the REFLEXIVE

rule (8.38[i]) is presumably accounted for by the appearance of an 0

constituent (in pigipig [10.70]; ~ [10.71]; ~ [10.72]) but there

is no principled explanation of this phenomenon. The verbs which

are optionally exempt from the SUBJECT CHOICE II rule are all

transitive.

Reduplication

Reduplication can be 'partial', or 'complete'; both types

are discussed in this section.
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Partial reduplication occurs in nouns, adverbs, adjectives

and true verbs, although not every member of each category under

goes this process. Reduplication of this nature is the result of

the feature [+INTENS] on the lexical item concerned. As the feature

suggests, partial reduplication is an intensifier in its semantic

effect.

(10.73) edpR [+N] 'rain' ; edcecbeR 'heavy rain'

oyelm [+SA] 'back again'; oyel-oyelm

'straight back again'

algal [+V,+Adj] 'straight'; alg-algal 'straight

as a ramrod'

igu- 1 [+V,-Adj] 'go, walk'; ig-igu- 1 'keep going'

iyalme- 2 [+V,-Adj] 'play' ; iy-alm-alme- 2 'keep

playing'

The result of the reduplicative process (indicated above by the use

of hyphens) is idiosyncratically determined by the individual lexi

cal item. e~eR, algal, and igu- 1 are typical of the majority of

instances. In these, the reduplication is limited to the first

syllable. 3 oyelm typifies another frequent pattern; two syllables

are reduplicated less the final member of the consonant sequence, m.

iyalme- 2 is an example where it is the medial syllable aIm that is

reduplicated. This pattern is infrequent.

Partial reduplication is a syntactically determined phenom

enon, but the form of the reduplication is the result of
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idiosyncratic properties of the lexical items and of the operation

of phonological rules.

The rule which effects the introduction of a copy of the

[+INTENS] category is formulated below. Spelling rules are assumed

to operate on the resulting sequence

V:[+Adj,-INTENS] a1ga1:[+INTENS]

and produce

a1ga1ga1.

PARTIAL REDUPLICATION RULE

(10.74) Y C:[+INTENS] (tns) z

1

1

2

2: [-INTENS]+2

3

3

4 =>

4

OBL

There are restrictions on the PARTIAL REDUPLICATION rule so far

as true verbs are concerned. The rule produces ungrammatical

sequences if it operates on verbs introduced in sentences embedded

under amba- 1. That is to say (10.75) is ungrammatical; the cor-

rect form is (10.76).

(10.75) *ermbermben amba,!.

fall cause-RPAST
= drop

'kept dropping'

(10.76) ermben ambambar

'kept dropping'
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There are several ways of accounting for this--none of them any

better than ad hoc devices and I would prefer to merely note the

facts and refrain from flights of unprincipled fancy.

Complete reduplication is a feature of true verbs and is

introduced by ~ in the Modality Constituent. Two reasons are

offered for the 'categorial' analysis of complete reduplication as

compared to the 'feature' analysis of partial reduplication.

(1) Semantically, complete reduplication has an 'aspectual' or

'adverbial' effect that partial reduplication does not. It

is incompatible for semantic reasons with adverbs (such as

~), whereas partial reduplication is not.

(2) Complete reduplication is restricted to true verbs in the

same way many adverbs are.

The grammar of Oykangand must account for the two types of

reduplication in such a manner as to allow both to occur. Just what

order must be proposed for the derivation is not clear; the order

adopted in Chapter XII is somewhat arbitrary.

(10. 77) un~iR awinS. iguni:Y.

night road-on go-PNP-subj

ay, ud awini udnal udnudnanam

I dog road-on r INT-lie-PPAST

ergan erganm aYe

r step-on-RCUST I

'When I go on the road at night I invariably step on the

dogs that always keep sleeping on it.'

udna- 2 'lie, sleep' is both partially and completely reduplicated;
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erga- 1 'step on' is completely reduplicated.

'Complete' is perhaps an inadequate characterization of

this type of reduplication. 'Stern' reduplication would be more

correct. The structure

V

r~ns
is realized by the sequence

verb stem
l

+ empty morph + verb stem
l

+ tense.

Once again the spelling rules are assumed to copy in the phono-

logical shape of V under r, and the 'empty morph' is idiosyncrati-

cally determined by the verb itself. The shape of the most cornmon

empty morph is -1-.

(10.78) iki- 1 'throw' ; iki-l-iki- 1

uwa- 2 'give' ; uwa-l-uwa- 2

ewa- 2 'see' ; ewa-l-ewa- 2

eka- 1 'cut' ; eka-r-eka- 1

elke- 2 'return' ; elke·-n-elke- 2

The semantic effect of complete reduplication is best

illustrated by (10.79).

(10.79) abm ay al ikilikir ay.

person I fire r-throw-RPAST I

'I kept the fire going (by throwing on wood from time

to time).'
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The sense is that an act was repeated several times with an interval

or break between each instance.

The complete reduplication of some verbs has resulted in

forms for which new meanings have been coined.

(10.80) afa- 1 'get, fetch'; afalyafa- 1 'to be loaded up with

various edibles'

iya- 1 'make, do'; iya1wiya- 1 'to repair, make good

again'

eka- 1 'cut'; ekareka- 1 'to butcher, or dress

out a carcass'

Verbs which are exceptions to the normally obligatory

SUBJECT CHOICE II rule are reduplicated before erbe- 2 according

to an alternative rule. Instead of ewalewa- 2 (10.73), ewanewan

appears. There is no motivation for incorporating this rule into

the syntax; it is accounted for by spelling rules.

The Specification of Verbs

The syntax of Oykangand verbs has been described in some

detail in preceding sections and earlier chapters. The following

paragraphs condense these discussions and offer at least a firm out

line of the specification of verbs required on the one hand by case

theory and on the other by the language itself. In the Lexicon of

Chapter XIII certain verbs are specified as fully as possible, and

these should be consulted as examples.
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Foremost among the specifications of Oykangand verbs is the

case frame. The specification of transitive, middle and intransi-

tive verbs is usually as follows:

Transitive [ A 0 (D) (I) (L) (CSL) ]
PRP-

Middle [ 0 (D) (I) (L) (PRP)_]

Intransitive [ 0 (I) (L) (CSL) ]
PRP-

Certain verbs require a [+Animate] Objective, such as

iyalme- 2 (intransitive) 'play', a~iya- 1 (transitive) 'force,

oblige'. All middle verbs require [+Animate] Os.4 As was noted

in Chapter V, certain verbs restrict the features on the L case

(with which of course all verbs can occur).

Verbs which are marked as optional exceptions to the SUBJECT

CHOICE II rule have a special form of complete reduplication when

the option is taken.

While all verbs can select [±INTENS], a rare few do not

cooccur with r. and@- 1 'splay, spread apart' and erge- 2 'speak'

typify this latter restriction. Other verbs are marked [-RECIP];

id§- 1 'eat' is such a verb. amba- 1 is however [+RECIP], so that

i9an amban erbe- 2 occurs. Other specifications include the phono-

logical shape of the 'empty' morph that appears in complete redupli-

cations, and the 'class membership' of the verb. Exceptions to the

general rule of first syllable reduplication for [+INTENS] verbs must

be specified, together with any requirement that the selected subject

of a sentence must be [+dual] or [+plural] (Chapter IV).
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Intransitive verbs are not commanded by the 'intransitive'

amba- 1, only by the 'transitive' amba- 1. This fact may require

recognition of two amba- 1 verbs.

The mutual exclusion between CSL and PRP case categories

suggested in the case frames of verbs above seems counter-intuitive.

In fact, a sentence containing both cases was willingly accepted by

Mrs. Major, but despite intensive eliciting no cooccurrence of the

two was produced. The example is recorded below.

(10.81) Maudie ug~a1 ermay udnudn i1 afum ar~~

now on-one-side lie she [breast chi1d-DAT

uwanay afum oR~ iqanaya1.

give ]PRP [breast juice eat ]CSL

'Maudie is sleeping on her side right now so as to

give (her) child the breast because of (his)

drinking milk. '

It is most probable that the sentence manifesting the CSL case is

a constituent of the PRP sentence, and not of the matrix sentence,

since~ 'child' appears only in the PRP sentence, and is presum

ably the deleted subject of the CSL sentence. The analysis proposed

above therefore must stand, despite its counter-intuitive character.
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FOOTNOTES

lThere is in this instance a historical explanation for the

homophony. Hale (cited in Sommer 1969:62 et seq.) reconstructs

the stems

*ka:tYa- 'tie up'

and *pa:tYa- 'bite, taste'

for the Paman languages. By loss of the initial consonant, vowel

length, and the development of ~ from *tY, the two forms have fallen

together as Oykangand ala-.

2Capell 1956:68 notes, with respect to auxiliaries or 'catalysts',

'The particles were originally verbs in their own right, but in most

of the living languages they are reduced to helping to express the

details of circumstance in other verbal complexes.' In Oykangand,

the auxiliaries are still 'verbs in their own right'.

3For the syllables of Kunjen, see Sommer 1969.

4That is to say, [+animate] is a feature of the head noun of the

Objective case in Middle sentences.



Chapter XI

IMPERATIVES AND QUESTIONS

Introduction

Imperatives and Questions are treated together in this

section because of the syntactic and semantic properties they share •

. ·FG{fo..~:!€::ap1e, neither is acceptable in Oykangand as an embedded sen

tence. Ross (to appear), Lakoff 1968, Sadock 1969a, b, and others

have laid the theoretical groundwork which explains this restric

tion, although the theory is far from complete or universally

accepted. In various versions higher 'performative' or 'abstract'

verbs are proposed which leave the results of idiosyncratic con

straints on subordinate sentences long after their (sometimes)

obligatory deletion.

Both have distinctive intonations that are basically 'final'

in character--conjoined questions or imperatives do not occur (see

Sommer 1969 for a brief treatment of intonation). Neither do cer

tain adverbs occur with imperatives and questions: anax 'tried

to •••but failed' is typical. Added support for both the analysis

proposed above and the analysis ofaganq, is found in the failure of

:agand, to appear in either imperatives or questions. It may be that

:agand, can be proposed as the realization of a superordinate

'abstract' verb, or something of this sort, that is mutually exclu

sive with imperatives and questions.

297
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Imperatives

The subject of imperative sentences is always marked by

the 'second person' feature [+11]. The subject NP may cooccur

with the subject pronoun, or else one or both can be deleted.

Apart from the constraint on the subject--regarded as being

imposed on the sentence by the abstract verb of 'command'--the

account of imperatives proposed here requires no new rules.

The spelling of the imperative formative is 1: -1, 2: -yo

(11.1) line ikil aliI) uy arfin~.

throw-lIMP ours-2-in [fish hold-PRP]

'(You) go fishing for us.'

(11. 2) ina!) e"gl) aryel aliI) , og

you food cook-lIMP ours-2-in food water cook-lIMP
= tea

aliI) •

ours-2-in

'You cook the food for us--and the tea, too.'

(11.3) iday a!iun!

I

wait-IIMP me

'Wait for me!'

The 'second person' feature [+11] occurs not only as part

of the matrix of inag 'you (sing)', ubal 'you (dual)', and ~ 'you

(plur)', but also in aliy 'we (dual-in)' and ambul 'we (plur-in),

(see Table 8.1). This happy analysis is attributed to Postal 1966

and accounts for the appearance of aliy and ambul (but not alin and
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and.angan, the respective exclusive forms) in imperative sentences.

(11.4) 0Me%!1. ugl)gi1 a1iy, o):}..QeR e1kel1& a1iy.

[tomorrow-toll leave-lIMP we-2-in tomorrow return-RFUT we

'Let's leave it until tomorrow--we'll have to come back

tomorrow. '

(11.5) eg!) idp1 ambu1 O!)go.Q!

food eat-lIMP we-p1-in [here]L

'Let's eat here.'

(11.6) iday a1iy.

wait-lIMP we-2-in

'Let's wait.'

Negative imperative or injunctive sentences have the same

structure as imperatives, but incorporate the negative adverb aR

and frequently the adverb uw 'once more'. aR uw + lIMP becomes a

frequent combination of morphemes meaning 'stop ••• !'

(11.7) uw aR uw erg ina!)!

speech not once-more speak-lIMP you

'Stop talking!'

(11.8) abm aR uw arkey ur.

person not once-more fight-lIMP you-p1

'Stop fighting, you lot! '
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(11.9) aR egQgaRey aSun.

not laugh-lIMP me

'Don't laugh at me (now).'

eneno1X 'not too much' (9.44) and intaR 'no more (9.43) are other

negatives which occur in imperative sentences.

(11.10) eneno1y ari.!.! ubmarubmamax!

not-too-much hit-lIMP £-smash-IPOT

'Don't hit it too much! (You) might smash it all up!'

(11.11) intaR udn! aRti1 inaQ!

no-more sleep rise-lIMP you

'Don't sleep any longer! Get up!'

Questions

Phonologically, questions differ from declarative sentences

in intonation. Syntactically, questions each contain a distinctive

QUEST word, which may be a wh- type word, such as~ 'what?',

anu1 'who [AG]' or ayin--the particle used in yes/no questions.

Accounting for the QUEST word is not at all simple. Katz and

Postal's 1964 treatment of questions distills the best from Chomsky

1957 and 1964, and Lees 1963, but leaves certain real problems.

For instance, to adopt their framework--as Jacobs and Rosenbaum

1968 did--and to adapt it to a case grammar, makes the structure

(11.12) possible.
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In Oykangand, transformational rules proposed for English could

produce (11.13) (a) or (b).

(11.13) (a) abm uy afa,!: ali!)?

[person who-AG] fish fetch-RPAST ours-2-in

'Who caught our fish?'

(11.13) (b) abm anem!. uy afar ali!)?

what-AG]

'What person caught our fish?'

Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968:158 discuss a parallel case in English,

with reference to which and what.

You will detect a semantic difference between the two
sentences below:

which boy are you talking about?
what boy are you talking about?

Such differences as exist in the semantic interpretation
of the two sentences have not yet been explained by
grammarians.

The problem raised by interrogative words having apparent semantic

content is perhaps greater in Oykangand than in English.

On the other hand, the Katz-Postal theory accounts very

nicely for the ungrammatica1ity of (11.14).
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(11.14) *abm alogen a~ul uy afar alio?

[person y.woman who-AG] fish fetch-RPAST ours-2-in

'Who was the young woman who caught our fish?'

The restriction on ~ 'who?' is that it must occur with 'non

specific' Oykangand NPs, and alggen is 'specific'. A similar

restriction exists for ipgoS 'where?'.

(11.15) erk i~So.Q ugogir iriar) ioun?

[place where]L leave-RPAST you it

'Where did you leave it?'

but

(11.16) *eroRam in.Qos tigOgi!:. inao ·ioun?

(place-name) where leave-RPAST you it

~ 'what?' like English which and what (Jacobs and

Rosenbaum 1968:157) can occur with fully specified NPs.

(11.17) ud olbon uOgul urmun~y anen arir inao?

dog black [there]L bark-PPAST-subj what hit you

'Which (of those) black dogs barking down there did

you shoot?'

It appears to be necessary to accept 'unspecified' NPs (Langacker,

to appear) in connection with P-relative sentences (Chapter VI) and

Pronominalization (Chapter VIII). The deletion of a non-specific

NP means that there is still a viable connection between the
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semantic interpretation of the deep structure and the form of the

surface structure. A dummy or non-specific noun as the head of an

NP would presumably be only marked for third person [+111,-1].

Having introduced to the theory the 'infrajection' type

transformation, with indices on the lexical entries to ensure the

correct semantic interpretation and syntactic structure, the author

can depart radically from the traditional treatment of questions.

The proposal offered here may alternately prove to be a failure,

even for Oykangand. It is an attempt to cope with the problem

raised by sentences (ll.l3a) and (11.13b)--one that Jacobs and

Rosenbaum admit to being unresolved.

Under the proposal concerned, QUEST words are entered in

the lexicon and have semantic content. These QUEST words have

indices like those of adverbs, the case postposition of the NP to

which they are attached affecting the form of some QUEST words. In

addition to its index, QUEST words can require the feature [-SPEC]

on an NP, thereby limiting the structure of that NP. Alternatively

QUEST words such as~ 'what' appear with [+SPEC] NPs. 'Whatever

the problems of this analysis, it accounts for one of Katz and

Postal's theoretical conclusions, and for certain details of

Oykangand syntax.

Katz and Postal 1964:95 present evidence that their 'treat

ment of wh- questions ••• shows that so-called yes-no or simple

truth-value questions are also wh- questions.' The coincidence of

these question types is preserved by the proposal for Oykangand.
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ayin, the yes-no QUEST word, and~, 2:!!., etc. may be derived in

the same way.

In the introduction of these words as adverbs there is

support from the syntax of the word ~ 'might, indeed'. ~ is a

adverb which appears with case constituents, verbs, and other

adverbs (Chapter IX, examples [9.53] to [9.56]). It also appears

on QUEST words (9.57) and (9.58)--a fact accounted for economically

if QUEST words are also adverbs.

Some QUEST words--inQay, ayin, arin, aR--are homophonous

with words with adverbial function introduced under the M constit

uent. It is assumed that only one lexical entry exists for each of

these, with the feature [±QUEST] governing differences of both

semantic reading and syntax.

Assuming the correctness of the above proposal, the QUEST

words of Oykangand and their syntactic indices are listed below,

with examples.

ayin [ V]. Declarative sentences differ from corresponding yes-

no questions by ayin.

(11.18) abm e1goRu!)gu1 ayin ew ina!)?

person many there QUEST see you

'Do you see all those people there?'

(11.19) og

water QUEST

u1gu1ga1?

INT-c10se

'Is there water close by?'
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(11.20) ud a1gaR ayin ariy inaQ?

dingo QUEST hit-lINT you

'Can you shoot that dingo?'

Other functions of ayin have already been noted (under

R-Re1atives) in Chapter VI. ayin also appears in sentences from

which the verb has been deleted (11.21) and (11.22). It is

homophonous with the present tense of ayi- 1 'cry, weep'.

(11.21) ayin ambul? (iguy)

QUEST we-p1-in

'Are we ready (to go)?'

(11.22) uy ayin (afar) ur?

fish QUEST (fetch-RPAST) you-p1

'(Did you get) any fish?'

(11. 23) ondeR
~~

ayi!l ay inun, aR egQgaRey inaQ.

tomorrow cry-RPRES I you not laugh-lIMP you

'Tomorrow I'll (still) be crying for you--don't

laugh (at me)!'

~iDgay 'where at?' [[NP:[-SPEC] ]L]' inday is restricted to

Locative 'at' phrases where the whereabouts of movable things--

persons, animals or small items likely to be left or found in

different p1aces--is being sought.
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(11.24) abmel inin

lover yours [where?]L

'Where is your sweetheart?'

(11.25) abm il Elaine in~ay il?

person she

'Where is Elaine?'

[where?]L she

(11.26) i1 oroy alkar "agl)aR ugl)al il?"

he [across]L shout-RPAST w.man [now ]L [where]L he

'He shouted across (to us) "Where's that white man now?'"

In the above examples.inday is associated with [-SPEC] erk

'place' which is later deleted.inQay is also a adverb (see

example [9.5]) and means 'somewhere, thereabouts' as a locative,

(11. 27).

(11.27) abm ay inun i~o,Q awiy in,Qay edal!

person I you [there]L also [somewhere]L wait-RPAST

'I waited for you there somewhere too! '

indo- 'where ••. ?' [[NP:[-SPEC] ]L]. indod 'where at?', inrlodam

'where from?' and indo1y 'where to?' result from the case postposi-

tion of the Lease.

(11. 28) in~o~ ugl)gir i1 il)un? e1be1 inal) ·a,Qun!

[where-at?]L leave-RPAST he her tell-lIMP you me

'Where did he leave her? Tell me!'
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(11. 29) inQoS udna1.. ay? -- ibmbuRll udnall§!1.. ay!

[where-at?]L sleep-RINT I [flat-on]L sleep-RFUT I

'Where can I sleep? -- I'll have to sleep on the flat!'

(11.30) insodam alo~ ubal?

[where-from?]L travel-ReUST you-2

'Where have you come from?'

(11.31) abm o!)gom i;Q.Sodam adel onporamp?

person [this]L [where-from?]L arrive-RPAST o.woman

'Where did these old women come from?'

(11. 32) abm in.QolY igu1.. ambul?

person [where-to?]L go-RINT we-pI-in

'Where can we go to?'

(11.33) abm indoly alon amban ina!) asun?

person [where-to?]L travel cause-RPRES you me

'Where are you taking me to?'

in4o!l,indodam andindoly can cooccur with the [-SPEC] NP erk.

(11.34) erk i;Q.Sodam elkel H?

[place where-from?]L return-RPAST he

'Where did he return from?'

(11.35) arin igu!)an ambul?

[which-way?] go we-pI-in

'Which way will we go?'
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y.stick [that]L how? fall cause-RPAST you [down]L

'How did you come to drop that yamstick, eh?'

arinc!J 'how many' [[NP:[+SPEC]__]X]. Although apparently related

to arin, no regular morphological process can be proposed in

deriving one from the other. arin~ [[--]L] is used by some

speakers for 'when' (see ane-).

(11.37) ar!)g a!)gunan arin~ a1g!)aBm uba1?

child young how-many? bring-RCUST you-2

'How many of the children did you bring?'

(11.38) abm arind~ arir edn a~un?

[person how-many-AG] hit-RPAST they me

'How many people hit me?'

(11.39) abm arind~ uwa1 ina!) in ali!)?

[person how-many-DAT] give-RPAST you meat ours-2-in

'How many people did you give our meat to?'

~- 'what?' [ [NP :+SPEC]--]X ]. ~- depends on case pas tpositions

to become~, anepg, aney, aneQand, and aneya1. ~ has other

functions mentioned. in Chapter VI (under R-Re1atives). It is the

usual 0 case form. anenS is the A, I, and L 'at' case form, aney

is used for the D, L 'to' and PRP, aneya1 is the CSL form and

aneQand the L 'from' case.



in pigipig unyin!

meat pig dive-RPRES

Oh! It's a pig swimming!'

(11.40) o8gom uRun~ anen? Ko!

[this down]L what

'What's this in here?

(11.41) in amay i~o~ anen arir i1?

meat big [there]L what hit-RPAST he

'What was the big animal he killed there?'

(11.42) abm ambu1 anen~ iguli?

person we-p1-in [what-in]L go-RPRES

'What are we going to go in?'

(11.43) in anen.a a,1;an ay?

meat [what-INST] tie-RPRES I

'What will I tie up the meat with?'

(11.44) in anen.a aj;;a,!. inun og abmbamand ij;;?

[meat what-AG] bite-RPAST you [water swamp-at there]L

'What was it bit you out in the swamp?'

anend is the usual form for 'when' (= 'at what temporal

"location?"').

(11. 45) aka8ar a~en anen~ e1kel)an olon?

y.brother my when return-IFUT hither

'When will my younger brother come back this way?'
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fish bream here yours-sg what-for fetch-RINT I you-p1

'Why should I fetch a bream for you lot?' (inin

indicates that one had already claimed it.)

(11.47) aney uw ewerne1 amban inaQ a~un?

what-for speech 'humbug'-RPRES you me

'Why do you make pretences to me?'

(11. 48) a1wuR aneya1 ergen inaQ a~un un~iR?

temper [what-for]CSL speak-RCUST you me night

'What made you speak to me in anger last night?'

(11.49) abm aneQand i1 a1wuR aRtir a~un?

person [what-from]L he temper rise-RPAST me

'What's the matter that he is angry at me?'

(11.50) abm aneQand il aR work aRtaRtin i1?

INT-rise-RPRES heperson [what-from]L he not

'What's the matter with him that he never works?'

~ 'who?' [[NP:[-SPEC] ]X]. Corresponding to the 0 form ~

is (1) the A case anu1, (2) CSL, PRP, and D case "anul)an, and

(3) genitive·~.

(11.51) abm inun i1.· an erge1 line ikinax?

person you he who speak-RPAST throw-PRP]
= go fishing

'Who told you to go fishing?'
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person that who come-RPAST you away INT-hunt-IIMP

'Who was that came to you? Hunt him away!'

(11.53) abm inun anul alg!)ax. i1 erk.i'i.?

person you [who-AG] carry-RINT he [place-tolL
= homeward

'Who can take you back home?'

(11.54) abm aney inal)an ambul ol)gOQ? in anul

person what-for sit-lFUT we-pl-in [here]L meat [who-AG]

uwa~ ambul)an?

give-RFUT us-pl-in

'Why will we stay here? Who will give us meat (here)?'

(11. 55) abmel a;nul)an ergergen ina!) uii~iR?

[lover who-to] INT-speak-RCUST you [night]L

'Who of your sweethearts were you talking to last night?'

(11.56) uda~ unda~ aQun?

[dog whose E-AG] bite-RPAST me

'Whose dog bit me?'

aR 'why not?' and aRax 'why not for it?' [ V]; the former in

intransitive constructions, the latter in middle and transitive

sentences.

(11. 57) abm aR elk ambul?

person why-not return-RPRES we-pl-in

'Why don't we go home?'
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person why-not go-RPRES we-pl-in [fish throw-PRP]
= go fishing

'Why don't we go fishing?'

(11.59) iUyimiDin ilimb aRay il abmban iyarwiyan?

house his then why-not he himself repair-RPRES

'Why doesn't he fix his house himself, then?'

(11.60) erk iDin egD coconut aRem; aRax ewal il?

place her food without why-not see-RPAST she

'Her place has no coconuts--why can't she see (them)?'

In an earlier work, the author maintained that ' ••• [ey] •••

(is) not .•• to be listed in any lexicon or dictionary, ••• '

(1969:25). Examples of ~ in non-final conjoined sentences, where

it indicates monotony or extended action, and also in questions

can be found.

(11.61) uwand igur alin ey, egD akulaR.

[west]L go-RPAST we-2-ex (place-name)

'We went on westward-- (we went to) Fish Hole. '

From the above example, igur alin has been 'gapped out' of the

second (conjoined) sentence. ~ is thus sentence-final, as also

in (11.62).
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meat PR INT-1ie-RPRES

'(That) animal is still lying there, eh?'

The addition of ~ (with appropriate intonation) transforms the

declarative sentence

in amb udnudn

'(that) animal is still lying there'

into the corresponding question, above. English speakers of North

Queensland have been observed to use the same syntactic device:

It's a hot day, eh?

'Isn't it a hot day?'

In this sense, Oykangand ~ forms tag questions.

The position earlier maintained on ~ appears to be

untenable. ~ has both semantic and syntactic function, and is

presumed to be an adverb with the feature [±QUEST] inserted with

I

the index



Chapter XII

THE RULES REVISITED

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to offer a brief summary of

the rules of Oykangand grammar found necessary in the preceding

chapters, and to add occasional further comment as the need arises.

Each rule bears some cross reference(s) to the preceding text,

where germane discussion of it is to be found.

Some of the rules proposed in earlier chapters are found to

be inadequate later, in that there is some wider generalization

involved, which the rule formula does not capture. These wider

generalizations do not always yield readily to precise formulation,

as for example the REDUNDANT K DELETION rule. Still other rules--

such as the REFLEXIVE/RECIPROCAL rule or REFLECTION rule--are for-

mulated without a precise account of the conditions that govern the

application of the rule. No apology is offered for these defects.

Reibel and Schane 1969 in their preface to Modern studies in English

go so far as to say:

In the early studies linguists attempted to state precisely,
using various symbols and notational conventions, the exact
environmental conditions under which a particular rule
applied. Unfortunately the notations were frequently
cumbersome and showed much individual variation from author
to author, so that the rules were hard to read. Partly in
reaction to this overconcern with formalism and partly
because of the feeling that it is premature, or even not
possible, to write formal rules, later studies often merely
state in ordinary language what rules are supposed to do. (ix)
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Where possible, formal rules are proposed for Kunjen syntax, but

in view of their admitted deficiencies, reference should be made

to those places in the text itself which 'state in ordinary

language what the rules are supposed to do.'

A remark must be made about transformational rule ordering.

This has been difficult to establish definitively in many cases.

Certain rules obviously precede certain other rules, but some can-

not be at all easily placed within the scheme. The following order

is not established by conclusive evidence, but is rather an approxi-

mation open to revision as the rules of language in general and

those of Oykangand in particular are better established.

Phrase Structure Rules

BR 1

BR 2

BR 4

S 7 (sp) S (S)*

See also Chapter IV.

P 7 10, DI (A, I, L, PRP, CSL, S, V)

See also Chapter V.

A, 0, D, I 7 NP (NP)* (S)* K

BR 5 7 . {NP (NP)s* (S)*}L, CSL, PRP K

BR 6 NP
. NP (R) S

7 {N (N)* (S)* (D) (1) C/P)}

BR 7

These rules are discussed in Chapter VI.

M 7 (SA)* (tns) (r)

See also Chapter IX.
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Transformational Rules

DATIVE PROMOTION. This rule transports an adnominal D ultimately

to subject position. Discussion of this rule is found in connection

with examples (5.51) to (5.56), Chapter V note 2, and with refer-

ences to the concept of inclusion, under erbe- 2 in Chapter X. It

may be that DATIVE PROMOTION is actually a special SUBJECT CHOICE

rule, since in (5.2) it is the 'promoted' D that becomes the surface

subject, rather than the 'original' primary D. If this is the case,

the difficulties of example (6.65) may be well on the way to being

resolved.

[N

1

1 2

D

3

Y

4

4

K

5

5 6 3

=>

K ADJUNCTION/X COPYING. If Lakoff and Peters' 1966 theory of

phrasal conjunction is correct, this rule must precede SUBJECT

CHOICE, as suggested in Chapter IV under Primary Conjunction.

[ NFl K

1 2 3 n n+l n+2 => OBL

1 1 2 n+l n+2 1 3 n+l n+2 ••• l .!!. n+l n+2 n+2

Note: 3••• .!!. may be S rather than NF constituents also, as in

appositives and sentences with ilgax, etc.

SUBJECT CHOICE RULES. The conditions on the rules are outlined

at the close of Chapter V, and a formulation of the rule given as

(6.44) in Chapter VI. This rule is seen as two separate rules in
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Chapter X where in the discussion of erbe- 2 a copying rule (I) and

a subsequent deletion rule (II) are proposed.

The case postposition of Dative subjects must be deleted.

SUBJECT CHOICE I

[

1

M

2

[Y

3

X

4 OBL

1 4 + 2

SUBJECT CHOICE II

14+ 2

1 4

3

3

3

4 5

5

5

6

6

6

=>

if 4 = D

EXTRAPOSITION RULE. Vanek 1969 subsumes re1ativization and pronom-

inalization under the rule which a.1so copes with extraposition.

Extraposition appears to affect Oykangand re1ativization, so the

two operations are kept separate. The extraposition rule accounts

for relative Ss and also sentences with erbang, idndamax, etc. (at

the close of Chapter VI).

[S Y NP (R) S Z ]S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 6 7 5/14 + 5

5/1 4 + 5 1 2 3 6 7

INFRAJECTIONS. The !!!2. MOVEMENT rule (9.69) and SA, r MOVEMENT

rule (9.71) belong in this class. A structural change is effected

by the tns MOVEMENT rule.
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tns MOVEMENT

tns Y V: [-Adj] Z

1 2 3 4 => OBL

(/J 2 31/3+1 4

SA, .£ MOVEMENT

SA
{ r} y C (tns) Z

1 2 3 4 5 => OBL

(/J 2 3 4+1 5
or

(/J 2 1 + 3 4 5

(depending on the index of SA or R)

PARTIAL REDUPLICATION RULE. Formulated as (10.74), this rule

provides the structural description for the Spelling Rule which.

in turn derives the correct form.

y C:[+INTENS] (tns) z

1 2 3 4 => OBL

1 2 [-INTENS] + 2 3 4

REFLECTION RULE. A discussion of this is found in Chapter X in

connection with (10.31) and other examples, and in Chapter VI

(6.46) .

NP Y [NP K] Z V (tns)r r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 => OBL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 + 4

EQUI-NP DELETION RULE. This is a rule of almost universal signif-

icance, and operates to introduce adjectives, appositional NPs,
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sentential genitives and some relative expressions. Discussion of

this rule appears in connection with (6.47).

NPl

1

1

Y

2

2

(R)

3

3

z

4

4

K

6 =>

Obligatory if Y = ¢, otherwise optional.

U DELETION RULE. Originally formulated as Agent Deletion (6.48),

which is the most usual application of the rule, further discussion

is offered early in Chapter VII and also Chapter XI.

Y

1

1

X: [U] Z

2 3

¢ 3

=> OBL

A,K COPYING RULE. This rule accounts for features of P-relative

sentences discussed in Chapter VI. Independent motivation for this

rule has not appeared. It operates in much the same manner as the

REFLECTION rule, but no means has been found to satisfactorily com

bine the two rules.

[NP

1

1

Y

3

3

V

4

4

tns

5

5

K

6

2

=> OBL

6 must be ¢

REFLEXIVE/RECIPROCAL RULE. The two syntactic types are regarded

as products of the one rule, despite the lack of an adequate formu

lation of this rule. Discussion of this is found under Reciprocal
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and Reflexive in Chapter VIII, and under erbe- 2 in Chapter X.

NP Y NP Z V

1 2 3 4 5 => OBL

(I) 1 2 3: [+ref1ex] 4 5 + 5: [+reflex]

or (II) 1 2 C/J 4 5 + 5: [+ref1ex]

where 1 = 3

CLASSIFIER PRO-COPY RULE. The introduction of the classifier by

rule (7.5) may possibly be effected by the PRONOMINALIZATION rule

(8.27) in a more sophisticated grammar, with the ordering accounted

for by a separate rule.

Y N: [+eL] Z

1 2 3 => OBL

1 2: [+pro]+2 3

PHRASAL CONJUNCTION is presented as (4.16), but is discussed beyond

Chapter IV under Reciprocal and Reflexive in Chapter VIII.

(X) - Y - (Z), (X) - y1 - (Z) ••• (X) - yn (Z) =>

(X) - y # yl # ... # yn - (Z)

THE PRONOMINAL SUB-CYCLE. The PRONOMINALIZATION rule (8.27) accounts

for gapping, the introduction of classifiers, amb and the personal

pronouns. Personal pronouns so introduced are transported to a posi-

tion following the verb by rule (8.29), and the original NP optionally

deleted by rule (8.21).
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3 =>

PRONOMINALIZATION

Z NP

SD: 1 2

(1) GAPPING

Conditions: Z contains NP = 2 (i.e. coreferentia1 NP)

in a conjoined S

SC: 1 (/J 3

(2) CLASSIFIER/amb

Conditions: W or Z contains NP = 2

classifier: NP contains [+CL]

amb: One or more primacy relations is held by the

coreferential NP over 2. The conditions for gapping

are not met.

SC: 1 2 + 2: [+pro] 3

(3) PERSONAL PRONOUN

Condition:

SC: 1 2 + 2: [+pro +pers] 3
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PERSONAL PRONOUN COPYING

NP: [+pers +pro] Y

1 2

(I) (/J 2

V

3

3

Z

4

4 1

=> OBL

or, optionally, if 1 is NP, X, S, and Z = (/J

(II) 1 2 3 4 1



CO-NP DELETION

NP

1

NP: [+pro]

2

2

K

3 => OBL if 1 is [+eLl and 2

if a classifier

OPT otherwise
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PRONOUN DELETION

Y NP : [+pro +pers] Z

123

1 ¢ 3

(It is entirely possible, by the rules of CO-NP DELETION

and PRONOUN DELETION, to delete fully specified NPs without being

able to 'recover' them--a possibility not permitted within the

fabric of transformational theory. That some NPs are completely

deleted is clear from some examples of Chapters VIII [8.12] and

IX [9.52], [9.14], where the hearer is expected to 'understand'

what has been deleted.

Another theoretical problem revolves around the place of

the K ADJUNCTION/X COPYING rule mentioned earlier. The appearance

of this rule prior to the subject choice rules is necessary again

here, where

NP NP:[+pro] K

may appear, and be realized by

1ala a1 ambh

uncle-AG PR-AG
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where the K constituent appears on both NPs. It may be necessary

to recognize K ADJUNCTION as an 'anywhere' rule. In the derivation

of [4.18] from [4.17] there appears evidence that X COPYING is also

an 'anywhere' rule.)

REDUNDANT K DELETION. This appears to be one process, applicable

in several circumstances. Discussion of the deletion of a redun-

dant K is found in Chapters V (5.10), VI (6.31) and X (following

[10.31]). The three SDs accepted as input are rather awkward.

[NP K] Y V NP: [+pro +pers] Z
A

3 4 5 6 7 8 OPT

where 3 #: 7

V (tns) K Y OPT

2 3 4 5

where K=fr/J

[NP R S K]X

1 2 3 4 OBL

4 => r/J

NEGATIVE FLIP. This rule is justified in Chapter X (10.7) under

the discussion of auxiliaries.

V:[-Adj -NEG] (NP:[+pers]) V: [+NEG]

1

3

2

1

3

2

=> OBL

NODE RAZING. This rule deletes the now 'empty' M constituent, and

produces from sentential datives a structure comparable to adnomina1

ones for the operation of the GENITIVE rule.



M

2

f/J

D

4

4

OBL
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GENITIVE RULE. This is not regarded by Fillmore as a rule at all,

but as surface phenomenon associated with the Dative. Inasmuch

as the grammar permits a speaker to realize certain Datives as

either surface datives or as genitives, a rule giving this choice

is incorporated in the grammar.

N

N

(S)

(S)

[NP

[NP

CASE SUPPORT. This introduces undam- as discussed in Chapter V

under the Agentive and Dative.

NP: [+pro +pers] -]L

NP: [+pro +pers] -]D

NP ] G -]X OBL except when X

=>

undam- ]
X

SCRAMBLING RULES. These produce permutations of sentence elements

for stylistic measures, such that the 'neutral' SOV order, or

other orders established by the rules, are disturbed. Case con

stituents are not disrupted, of course, nor the sequences of

morphemes which make up a word in Oykangand. The rule schema which

effects SCRAMBLING has not been explored.



Chapter XIII

SAMPLE TEXT AND LEXICON

Introduction

This chapter presents the text of a personal narrative

about hunting together with the lexicon on which the text is

based.

For convenience, the text is segmented into morphemes

which are provided with either English glosses or mnemonics.

The mnemonics refer to the tables of tenses (Table 9.1) or NP

case postpositions (Tables 5.1 to 5.4) which should be consulted

for details of morphophonemic change, meaning, etc.

The lexicon is a minimal sketch of the entries necessary

to the text, and of the feature assignment rules required. The

phonological shape of the entries is specified according to the

conventions outlined in Chapter III rather than in a feature

matrix. The entries are alphabetically ordered.

Oykangand Text

(1) erge-l ay, oRal)ar.a,4en undam-ay, "abm a1iy e;.

say-RPAST I husband my E-DAT person we-2-in try

kotakot agl)ga-nay, e1ke-nay uwa-nd ey, erk abmbul)gu1

axe look for-RFUT return-RFUT west IDIOM there
= old campsite
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abm ogl)g udna-l ay ambul. " (2) "ehhe o,Il.,QeR

person before camp-RPAST once we-pI-in tomorrow

aliy, Sunday elke-nay. " (3) aRti-r alin aryar, egl)

we-2-in return-RFUT rise-RPAST we-2-ex morning food

id;a-r, ilimb erge-l ay, Barbara-n, elal)aril)in undam-ay,

eat-RPAST then say-RPAST I -DAT y.sister his E-DAT

"inal) arl)g ol)go-,Q ina-J:!. amba-l, alin kotakot afa-n

you child here sit-E cause-lIMP we-2-ex axe fetch-E

elke-nay uwa-nd." (4) igu-r alin uwa-nd ey, Joe's Lagoon-¢.

return-RFUT west go-RPAST we-2-in west

(5) paddock-iy elka-r aline (6) uwa-nd igu-r, igu-r,

-at enter-RPAST we-2-ex west go-RPAST

igu-r, uda-l urmu-r uwa-nd. (7) urmu-r, urmu-r, urmu-r,

dog-AG bark-RPAST west bark-RPAST

ilimb ay erge-l, "abm ul)gul anen urmu-n ey? ey uw'al)

then I say-RPAST person there what bark-RPRES try go
= let's go now

aliy, in ewa-n-ag." (8) idftid;i-r ay iba-R, agl)g·· ~.

we-2-in meat see-E-PRP run-RPAST I south r-first
= well ahead

(9) idpqi-r ay, iqnqi-r ay, ilimb ay ewa-l .in udndm'l

run-RPAST I then I see-RPAST meat male wallaby
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amay uyam anqa-n aRti-nm. (10) ay erge-;. "in oyboy

big hand spread-E rise-RCUST I say-RPAST meat wallaby

uda-1 a;!;-aj;;a-n a1il)an! awey! agagwin ari-nayl" (11) i1

dog-AG INT-bite-RPRES us-2-in hither quickly hit-RFUT he

uda-1 ij;;o-m one1bmban aj;;a-ril)un, oQnQoRay. (12) a1Qg adni-y

dog-AG that neck bite-RPAST him for-dead belly up

ambiy unb-unba-nm i1 i;n oyboy i,to-m iy. (13) egQ uband;

PR INT-ro11-RCUST he meat wallaby that again food honey

ewa-1 uk aybama-:-;n~, (14) "egQ ubanq ;aQg owl iya;nQ

see-RPAST we-2-ex tree -on food honey here later

oRtp-nay a1iy uwa-m e1ke-n-~-iy-ar." (15) uwa-nd

chop-RFUT we-2-in west-from return-E-PNP-subj-subj west

igu-r a1in ey, og arfan i1g ar a1Qga-r. (16) ""in e1koy

go-RPAST we-2-ex water with at descend-RPAST meat turtle

afa-r ay, uqiR. (17) uwa-nd igu-r alin ey, erk abmba-y,

fetch-RPAST I two west go-RPAST we-2-ex IDIOM-DAT
= old campsite

erk uka1 "KapeQanQu". (18) "ol)go-m uwa-nd, agQga-n amba-r

agQga-n amba-r a1in, agQga-n amba-r aiin, ebmanQew ilgayI
II

place name

alin,

we-2-ex

this west look-E cause-RPAST

IDIOM
= meat roasting pit
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completely axe here where indeed 1eave-RPAST child

al)guna):l-,4 iya1me-):l amba-nm aliI), a'rl)g uyam elgoR-iy!"

young-AG p1ay-E cause-ReUST we-2-ex child IDIOM-AG
= light-fingered

(20) ina-1 ay, bottle agl)ga-n amba-r ay, og afa-n-ay,

sit-RPAST I 100k-E cause-RPAST I water fetch-E-PRP

og id;a-r ay. (21) ilimb onder uw agl)ga-r alin,

water eat-RPAST I then more again 100k-RPAST we-2-in

agl)ga-r "al)g ow! araRal) adni-m odnge-n!" (22) afa-r

100k-RPAST here cabbage-tree over cover-RPRES fetch-RPAST

"uwa-m elke-y alin ow, egl) ubaug-ay ito-Iy

we-2-ex west-from return-RINT we-2-in food honey-to there-to

amb." (23) "karey, ay el)koR-iy in-~, irial) egl) ubauclj oR1ja-nay."

PR o.k. I shade-in sit-RPRES you food honey cut-RFUT

(24) il ig-igu-r aquqiY ey, uk ub ayke-n amba-r

he INT-go-RPAST o.man tree trunk turn-around-E cause-RPAST

il 'il)un, ilimb in albmb ewa-l atub in-ina-n-am •

he it then meat opossum see-RPAST back .!.-sit-E-PAST

(25) erge-l il a$iun, "inal) ey! in albmb in-ina-y aliI) .'''

speak-RPAST he me you meat opossum INT-sit-RINT ours-2-in
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(26) ay erge-l, "os;!ns;! erk uk-uki-n erb-~ ina!) as;!un!"

I say-RPAST INT-IDIOM -RPRES you me
= lie

(27) "is;!:Qan! ina!) awey ol-~ in ewa-n-ay!"

true you hither travel-RPRES meat see-E-PRP

(28) 010-1 ay, "ehhe, in e~ ayin ig!)gi-l uRuns;!-am."

travel-RPAST I meat try if pull-lIMP down-from

(29) i'g!)gi-r alin 'i!)un. (30) atub arfi-r ey, ayke-l-ayke-n

pull-RPAST we-2-ex him back hold-RPAST r-turn-around-E

amba-r i!)un, al)afi~ il uRun$i uw elke-n, erk ewa-y

cause-RPAST him NEG he down again return-RCUST place hole-to

ilimb ubman arfi-r il)un, ubman arfi-n-~-iy iI, eg

then thigh hold-RPAST him thigh hold-E-PNP-subj pull-RPAST he head

urfi~a-r i!)un uk ubu-y, in albmb it-~ iy. (31),' in

bump-RPAST him tree trunk-to meat opossum there again meat

ant i1 umay udna-n, uk ewa-mans;! udna-n i1 ,in ant.

I
r

small he inside lie-RCUST tree hole-in lie-RCUST he meat small

(32) erge-l ay :il)un, "in er; ayin ew-C/J it-C/J, uk ew it-C/J

say-RPAST I him meat try if see-IIMP there tree hole there

ey ayin ana!)umi-l uRuns;!· (33), in ant ,i,to-m en 'ol)go-l.

try if peep-lIMP down meat small that might there
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(34) uk ubmbaR-ng ol)go-m en aRti-r uk arkaR-iy al)g

tree limb-on this might climb-RPAST tree w.gum-on here

adni-y." (35) il erge-l a,g,un, "al)ancl;, ol)go-m uRun,g, udna-'( il."

up he say-RPAST me NEG this down lie-RINT he

(36) elof amb ewa-l il)un, elof ik-iki-n-am, ay erge-l,

eyeball PR see-RPAST him eyeball INT-throw-E-PPAST I say-RPAST

"iyokerey! arl)g amboy a,g,en undam-a'(, ak amb! (37) arl)g a,g,en owa,t

hooray child small my E-to let PR child my IDIOM
= ask for

erg-erge-n in abma-I) undam-a'( ungina'(." (38) afa-r

INT-speak-RCUST meat someone-'s E-DAT yesterday fetch-RPAST

alin il)un in ant i~-¢ iy. (39) egl) uban~ oRya-r,

we-2-ex him meat small there again food honey chop-RPAST

o,ton-g oriki-r alin egl) uban~iy. (40) o,ton-,g, elke-n

grass-to secure-RPAST we-2-ex food honey-INST grass-in return-E

amba-r, elke-l alin ey, i1 arl)g ambot) idji¥-r a~un

cause-RPAST return-RPAST we-2-ex

ugl)geway. (41) "i,to-m anen algl)a-n

he child small run-RPAST me

inal), manial)? in o,tok, ey?"

forward that what carry-RPRES you mother meat cat

(42) "al)and), in albmb Ol)go-m onol)g." (43) "in albmb! "

NEG meat opossum this another meat opossum
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ant in,4ay

.E.-belly up cause-RPAST he him mother meat small where

iQin? (45)oQgo-m in onol, antjuQgal ilg afa-r

his this meat what-you-call-it pocket with fetch-RPAST

il iQun," il arQg amboy oQgo-m erge-l. (46) ay iQun oyelm

he him he child small this speak-RPAST I him back again

kawu~-Q adnd abmi-r albmb amboy it-¢ iy. (47) in

dress-in IDIOM -RPAST meat opossum small there again
= hide

meat

albmb ilimb a,4en uda-l

opossum then my dog-AG bite-RPAST yesterday here child

aQguna~-,4 iyalme-~ amb-amba-nm, arQg Bobina-I) undam-ar.

young-AG play-E INT-cause-RCUST child -her E-AG

Translation. (1) I said to my husband, "We must try to find that

axe, we must go back down to where we camped once before."

(2) "O.k., tomorrow--Sunday--we' 11 go back." (3) We got up in the

morning, cooked food, and then I said to his sister, Barbara, "You

keep the children here, we must go back down to fetch our axe."

(4) We went down (5) and into the paddock at Joe's Lagoon. (5) Down

we went, down, down, and the dog barked. (7) It barked and barked,

and I said, "Who's there for it to bark at? Let's go now; it must

see some animal." (8) So I ran well ahead, south. (9) I ran and
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ran, then I saw it--a big male wallaby rising up with his claws

outspread. (10) I said, "The dog has bitten a wallaby for us!

Come here! Kill it, quick!" (11) The dog bit its neck and killed

it. (12) The wallaby rolled about, belly up. (13) Then we saw

some wild honey, too, in a tree (variety unknown). (14) "Wild

honey! Later we'll chop it out, when we come back." (15) We went

down further, and crossed the water at the wild mangroves. (16) I

got a turtle, then another. (17) Down we went to the old campsite

called "Kapengandhu". (18) Down there we looked about, looked about

everywhere--al1 through the meat roasting pit. (19) "Where did

those children leave the axe? Those light-fingered kids of ours

were playing with it!" (20) I sat down, found a bottle to fetch

water in, and had a drink. (21) Then went back to looking, looking,

"Here! The cabbage-tree palm had covered it!" (22) We fetched it,

"We should go back now, to there where the wild honey is." (23)

"0. k., I will sit in the shade, and you can cut the honey down."

(24) The old man went, circled around the tree trunk, then saw the

back of an opossum sitting there. (25) He said, "Hey you! There's

an opossum here for us!" (26) I said, "You're pulling my leg!

(27) "True! Come and see it." (28) I went--"Hmm, see if you can

pul1 it down." (29) He pulled it, (30) held his back, kept twisting

it, but it wouldn't come back down. Then he got hold of its thigh

from the hole, and pulled it off, holding its thigh, and bashed the

opossum's head on the tree trunk. (31) Its young lay inside a hole

in the tree. (32) I said to him, "Can you try and see there, try
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and peep down into the hole--there might be some young ones.

(34) Or they might have climbed up into this white gum tree.

(35) He said, "No, it's lying here." (36) He saw its eyeballs

as it blinked. I said, "Hooray! Let's take it back for my kids!

(37) My children pleaded with me for someone else's opossum yes

terday." (38) He got it, that opossum. (39) We chopped out the

wild honey and put it into grass. (40) In the grass we carried it

home, we returned, and my girl ran forward to me. (41) "What's

that you are carrying, Mum? Cat, eh?" (42) "No, another opossum."

(43) "Opossum!!" (44) She turned it over, belly-up, "Mum, where' s

its baby? (45) This one's a--what-do-you-call-it?--it has a

pocket!" my girl said. (46) I in my dress had hidden the little

opossum from her again. (47) Later, the dogs bit it. (48) Yester

day, when Bobina's children were playing with it.

Lexicon

The view of the lexical subcomponent adopted for this study

is based on work by G. Lakoff 1965 as more recently modified by

Fillmore 1968b and others. Some of the redundancy rules have

already been mentioned in the text, for example

and

[+pro] => [+eLl (Chapter VII)

L may occur optionally in the case

frame of any V (Chapter V).

Others have not yet been discussed. The feature [-SPEC] (Chapters
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VIII and XI) is relatable to the feature [+pro] on nouns.

[+pro] => [-SPEC]

In the sample that follows, [IN], [EG~], [ABM] and other

semantically derived features are inc1uded--sometimes, as in the

case of ega 'head' [I~, ABM], as alternate possibilities. Any of

these features of course selects [+eLl by a redundancy rule.

Feature assignment rules also include those which determine

the value of [EMPH] and [INTENS] and give the features of person

[I, II, III] and number [singular, dual, plural] to nouns. Nouns

can be assumed [-pro] unless otherwise marked.

The empty morph inserted after the first verb stem in

instances of complete reduplication (rE) is specified, and the

[+INTENS] partial reduplicative process also defined. Verbs are

assumed to be obligatorily subject to the Subject Choice Rule II

unless otherwise marked. Some verbs of Class 2 are specified with

respect to loss of the final syllable with -yo

A few forms, as ehhe and the vocative mamaQ are entered as

S categories, for want of a more sophisticated analysis. One

productive process of the lexicon operates on kin terms [+kin]

such as

to give

and

amaQar

(a)mamaQ

amaRnqar

'mother'

'mother! (vocative)'

'my mother'.
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Personal pronouns, tense forms, case postpositions and

sentence final phonological phenomena such as ow! have been omitted

from this lexicon for the sake of simplicity.

Lexical Entries

abma

abmba

adnd abmi- 1

adni-

afa- 1

agagwin

agl)ga- 1

adjicl;iy

'person, aborigine'

[+N, [ (8) (D) ], [+pro], [+ABM]]

'swamp'

[+N, [_(8)], [+OG]]

'hide, conceal'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(1)(CSL)/(PRP)_], [-Adj]] for

[+1NTENS] reduplicate first syllable of

.=a:=b=m:=i_--=l; rE = .!.

'upward'

[+N, [__], [+spatial]]

'fetch, get'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(1)(CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj],

[-reflex]]l for [+1NTENS] reduplicate first

syllable; rE = 1

'quickly'

[+8A, [_V]]

'find, look for'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (CSL) / (PRP)_], [-Adj]] for

[+1NTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'old man, elder'

[+N, [ (S)(D)], [ABM, IN], [+animate]]



ak

albmba

algf)a- I

alf)ga

all)ga- I

amay

amba- I

amboy

atiaI)umi- I
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'let'

[+SA, [ V] ]

'opossum'

. [+N, [_(S)], [+I~], [+animate]]

'carry, bring'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (CSL) / (PRP)_], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1;

SCR11 optional

'belly'

[+N, [ (S) (D)], [ABM, I~]]

'carry, bring'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (CSL) / (PRP)_], [-Adj],

[-reflex]] for [+INTENS] reduplicate first

syllable; rE = 1. or lw

'big, great'

[+V, [0 (D)_(S)], [+Adj]]

'cause, happen'Z

[+V, [(A) o· {(D)S(L)}_], [-Adj]] for [+INTENS]

reduplicate first syllable; rE = I

'small'

[+V, [0 (D)_] , [+Adj]]

'peep, see with difficulty into something'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (CSL) / (PRP)_], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate third syllable; r does

not cooccur
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anen

anta

'al)g

,al)gunan

an~l)gal

anqa- 1

araRal)

artpr

arfan

'what'

[+SA, [N_ll

'child, young one'

[+N, [_(8) (D) ], [ABM, I:N], [+animate]

[NEGATIVE] 'not'

[+V, [0 (D) (S)_]]

'here'

[+N, [--] , [+spatial], [+locativell

'young'

[+V, [0 (D)_(8)], [+Adj]]

'pocket, corner'

[+N, [_(8) (D)], [±I:N]]

'spread wide, as of fingers, legs, or nippers

of crab'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (C8L) / (PRP)_], [-Adj II for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; r does

not cooccur

'cabbage tree palm'

[+N, [_(8)], [+UK]]

'morning'

[+N, [_(8)], [-CL]]

'tree sp., mangrove'

[+N, [_(8)], [+UKll
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arfi- 1

ari- 1

arkaR

arl)gu

aRti- 1

a,ta- 1

atubu

awey

aybama

ayin
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'hold, grasp'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = n

'hit, strike, kill'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'tree sp., white gum'

[+N, [_(S)], [+UK]]

'child, offspring'

[+N, [_(S)(D)], [+ABM], [+animate]]

'rise, wake up, climb up'

[+V, [0 (CSL) / (PRP) (S)_] , [-Adj]] for [+INTENS]

reduplicate first syllable; rE =1!l .

'bite' also 'tie up'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(I) (CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1JL

'back'

[+N, [_(S)(D) 1, [ABM, IN]]

'hither, this way'

[+L, [+spatial], [-locative]]

'tree sp. (variety unknown)'

[+N, [ (S)], [+UK]]

[QUESTION MARKER]

[+SA, [_V]]



ayke- 2

ebman-sew

edndelay

ega

egl)a

ehhe

elal)ar

elgoR

elka- 1

elke- 2
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'go around, turn'

[+V, [0 (C8L)/(PRP) ], [-Adj]] for [+INTEN8]

reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'(IDIOM) meat roasting pit'

[+N , [ (8) ], [-CL ]]

'tryout'

[+8A, [ ~) V]]

'completely, altogether'

[+8A, [ V]]

'head'

[+N, [ (8)(D)], [IIi, ABM]]

'food, vegetables, fruit'

[+N, [ (8)], [+EGNj]]

'hrom'

[+8]

'younger sister'

[+N, [ (8) (D)], [ABM]]

'many'

[+V, [0 ], [+Adj]]

'enter, go into'

[+V, [0 (C8L) / (PRP) ], [-Adj], [-reflex]] for

[+INTEN8] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'return, come back'

[+V, [0 (I) (PRP)(8) ], [-Adj], [-reflex]] for

[+INTEN8] reduplicate first syllable; rE =n;
loses final syllable with -y



elkoy

elof

el)koR

erge- 2

erk abmba

erki

ewa

ewa- 2

ey
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'freshwater turtle, tortoise'

[+N , [ (8)], [;:.I~n

'eyeball'

[+N, [ (8 )(D)], [ABM, IN]- ~

'shade'

[+N, [_(8)], [-CL]]

'might, indeed'

[+SA, [ Gs1-]]
, speak, talk'

[+V, [0 D (I)(PRP)_], [-Adj]]3 for [+INTEN8]

reduplicate first syllable; r does not cooccur;

loses final syllable with -y

'(IDIOM) previous campsite'

[+N, [_(8)], [-CL]]

'place, time, occasion'

[+N, [_(8)], [-CL]]

'mouth, hole'

[+N, [ (8)(D)], [ABM, UK, ERK, I;N]]

'look, see'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(I)(C8L)/(PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTEN8] reduplicate first syllable; rE = ~;

SCRII optional; loses final syllable with -y

[QUESTION MARKER]

[+A8, [8_]]



iba-

iQ,nan

igl)gi- 1

igu- 1

idp- 1

ic}iic}i- 1

iki- 1

ilgay

ilimb
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'south'

[+L, [ ], [+spatial]]

'truly'

'pull'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(I)(CSL)/(PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = Ii

or 1

'go, walk, travel'

[+V, [0 (I)(CSL) / (PRP) S ], [-Adj], [-reflex]]

for [+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'eat, drink'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj], [-reflex]]

for [+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'run (of vehicle, animal, person water)' also

'ride in a vehicle'

[+V, [0 (I)(CSL) / (PRP)(S)_], [-Adj], [-reflex]]

for [+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'throw' also 'blink'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(I)(CSL)/(PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'together'

[+V, [0 (D)_], [+Adj]]

'then'

[+sp]



,

ina- 2

i,to-

iy

iyalme- 2

iya~~

iyokerey

karey
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'sit, be sitting'

[+V, [0 (CSL)/(PRP)_], [-Adj]] for [+INTENS]

reduplicate first syllable; r does not cooccur;

loses final syllable with ~

'meat, animal, flesh'

[+N, [_(S)], [+pro]]

'where (of persons)?'

[+SA, [N: [+unspec]_]]

'where at?'

[+SA, [N: [+unspec]_]]

'there'

[+N, [_], [+spatial]]

'each, again'

[+SA, [X_ll

'play'

[+U, [0 (I)(CSL) / (PRP)_], [-Adj], [-reflex]]

for [+INTENS] reduplicate second syllable;

r + V = iyalmelame-

'later, soon'

[+L, [-spatial]]

'Hooray! '

[+S]

, o.k. '

[+SA, [_V]]



kawun

kotakot

mania!)

'dress (from English gown?)'

[+N, [_(8)]]

'axe (onomatopoeic)'

[+N, [_(8)]]

'mother'

Vocative [+8] (formed from amagar)
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oQnQ erk uki- 1 '(IDIOM) lie, deceive'

[+V, [0 (D)(C8L) / (PRP)_], [-Adj], [+reflex]]

for [+INTEN8] reduplicate first syllable of

..;;;;uk:;;:i=----=.l; rE = 1.

I
r

oQnQoRay

odnge- 1

ogo

ogl)g

ola- 2

onQeR

'for dead'

[+SA, .[_'_V]]

'cover up, close up'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTEN8] reduplicate first syllable; rE = n

'water'

[+N, [_(8)], [+pro]]

'first, before'

[+L, [+spatial]]

'travel, go along'

[+V, [0 (I)(C8L)/(PRP)(8) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTEN8] reduplicate first syllable; r does

not cooccur; loses final syllable with -y

'tomorrow'

[+N, [_(8)], [-CL]]



onelbmban

onder

onol

onof)g

of) go-

oRal)ar

oriki- I

o,tok

o,ton

'neck'

[+N, [_(8)], [+1:N]]

'more'

[+8A, Uil_]]

'what-you-call-it?'

[+N, [ ]]

'another'

[+V, [0 (8)], [+Adj]]

'here'

[+N, [__L [+spatial], [+location]]

'husband, male cousin'

[+N , [_(8)(D)], [+ABM]' [+kin]]

'chop, cut as with an axe'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (C8L) / (PRP)_], [-Adj]] for

[+1NTEN8] reduplicate first syllable; rE = I

'insert, place inside'

[+V, [A 0 (D) I (C8L)/(PRP) ], [-Adj],

[-reflex]] for [+1NTENS] reduplicate second

syllable; r does not cooccur

'cat

[+N, [_(8) L [+1:N]]

'grass sp. (with fine leaves)'

[+N, [_(8)], [+UKAN]]
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owa,t erge- 2

oyboy

oyelm

ubang

ubman

ubmbal

ubu

uda

udna- 2

udnduw
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'ask for, plead for'

[+V, [0 PRP ] , [-Adj]] for [+INTENS]

reduplicate first syllable of erge- 2;

r does not cooccur; erge- 2 loses final

syllable with -y

'wallaby'

[+N, [____(S) ], [I;N]]

'back again, in return, opposite'

[+SA, U~}____]]

'wild honey'

[+N, [_(S) ], [EG~] ]

'thigh, lap'

[+N, [____(S) CD)] , [ABM, IN]]

'arm, root of tree'

[+N, [____(S)(D)] , [ABM, IN] ]

'trunk (of tree)'

[+N, [_(S)], [UK]]

'dog'

[+N, [_(S)], [-CL]]

'lie down, be lying down'

[+V, [0 (CSL)/(PRP) ], [-Adj]] for [+INTENS]

reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1; loses

final syllable with -Y..

'large male wallaby'

[+N,[ (S)], [+IN]]



ugl)geway

ugl)gi- I

ukal

umay

unba- I

ul)gul

un~inay

uRUllS

urmu- I
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'forward'

[+SA, [_V] / [V_]]

'leave, part from, put'

[+V, [A 0 (D)(1)(CSL)/(PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+1NTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = I

'two'

[+V, [O_(S)], [+Adj]]

'name'

[+N, [ (S)(D)], [-CL]]

'inside'

[+L, [+spatial], [+location]]

'rollover'

[+V, [0 (CSL) / (PRP)_], [-Adj], [-reflex]] for

[+1NTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = I

or n

'there'

[+L, [+spatial], [+location]]

'yesterday'

[+N, [ (S) ], [-CL]]

'downwards'

[+L, [+spatial], [-location]]

'bark at (V
tr

) ,

[+V, [A 0 (I) (CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj], [-reflex]]

for [+1NTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = I



urnga- 1

uwa

uwa-

uyam

'bump, bash, smash'

[+V, [A 0 (D) (I) (CSL) / (PRP) ], [-Adj]] for

[+INTENS] reduplicate first syllable; rE = 1

'speech, talk'

[+N,[ (S) (D)], [-CL]]

'west'

[+L, [_] , [+spatial]]

'hand, fist, finger, paw'

[+N, [_(S)(D)], [ABM, I~]]
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FOOTNOTES

lafan erbe- 2 does occur, but with the sense of 'fight, brawl'.

2The 'intransitive' amba- 1 most frequently commands transitive

verbs in the embedded S; 'transitive' amba- 1 commands both

transitive and intransitive verbs.

3ergen amba- 1 has a second sense: 'interrogate, ask questions'.
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Chapter XIV

OLGOL

Oykangand speakers regard the Olgol dialect as 'really

rough'. Olgol speakers, in turn, defend their speech as being

'more deep' or 'more heavy'. In actual fact of course, the two

dialects are closely related, sharing a large percentage of the

lexical entries, but having slightly different phonological

realization rules or exception features, and minor differences

in morphology and syntax.

Olgol Syntax

The most obvious syntactic difference between the dialects

is the appearance of ~ following the verb of Olgol. Frequent

though this morpheme is, neither the author nor Mrs. Major could

divine its function or meaning. It occurs in the accompanying

text; in sentences (17), (19), (28) and (30), for example.

As already pointed out~ the Purposive Affix and Rea1is

Future tense forms are different. In (14.1) Olgol and Oykangand

equivalents are displayed for contrast.

(14.1) OLG: og ava-ng igu-mb. aliy, al onJe-ng!

OYK: og afa-na'i igu-na'i aliy, a1 orge-na'i!

water get-PRP go-RFUT we-2-in fire wet-PRP

'We'll go and get water to put the fire out!'

348
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The morphological shape of the PRP case postposition differs in

01gol; presumably the juxtaposition of the nand 1. following loss

of the vowel a has led to the assimilation of the 1. to R. With

one other exception, the noun morphology of 01gol follows closely

that of Oykangand. Even those Oykangand stems with exceptional

postpositions for various cases show an equivalent form in 01g01,

e.g., a1kan4 'with a spear (INST)', uggamb 'in the sun' appear in

01gol as .a1gand and ugl)amb.

Oykangand i1g is the Comitative postposition, which has an

unusual feature in that it does not accept further postpositions

(Chapter VI). The 01gol equivalent is the suffix -1&, for example,

a1g ig 'with a spear (COM)' (see also text sentence [8]); -~ does

not share the irregularities of i1g.

The pronouns are identical in both dialects, except that

in 01g01 the Dative pronouns which become surface datives can

optionally appear with an additional final -R.

The verb morphology is rather different in algol. There

is no Rea1is Intentive -1. in 01g01, and instead the Rea1is Present

is used.

(14.2) OLG:

OYK:

amaR

amaR

meat brown snake here

udnudnan!

udnudna'{!

lie

'There's a brown snake lying here!'
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The Rea1is Present forms are 1: -£, 2: -n, and Rea1is

Customary 1: -~, 2: -~. Comparison with the chart of Oykangand

tense forms (Table 9.1) reveals that algol speakers have engaged

in a little regularizing by analogy. The Irrea1is Potential of

01gol is -muy; the Irrea1is Past is -oiQ. The remaining tense

morphemes are shared by both dialects.

The rules of 01gol grammar appear to be identical to those

proposed for Oykangand. One discrepancy was noted: 01gol infor-

mants were much less willing to utilize or accept partial redup1i-

cation of the verb, although this process was observed to have

affected adjectives in the text (sentences [23] and [28]), and also

occurs with verbs (14.2). Unlike certain Oykangand verbs, all

algol verbs appear with an obligatory tense marker.

A brief account of 01gol phonology can be found in Sommer

1969. A sample of 01gol text with translation is included here

for comparison with Oykangand.

algol Text

(1) awaR 'aQyi-r 'aQg awa-R, pigipig-ay igu-r

east hunt-RPAST we-2-ex here east -PRP go-RPAST

a1in. (2) "a1iy aQg awa-R igu-mb ow! II (3) "iyaQ!

I
r

we-2-ex we-2-in here east go-RFUT yes



(4) al)yi-mb aliy. (5) aney?1I (6) "pigipig-ay agl)ga-mb
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hunt-RFUT we-2-in what for -PRP 100k-RFUT

aliy. " (7) awa-R igu-r a1in ey, New ~ssion-g. (8) awa-R

we-2-in east go-RPAST we-2-ex -to east

ilimb a1in igu-r ey, ':gelkorow, awa-R ul)gul og

then we-2-ex go-RPAST (place name) east there water

adulwanC}-i~. (9) IIin ol)go-~ al)angal" (10) lIin ·ol)go-q

Leichhardt tree-with meat here NEG meat here

ebmal ol)go-g unqi-r. 1I (11) lIi1imb aliy arin elge-mb?"

foot here dive-RPAST then we-2-in which way return-RFUT

erge-l i1 a$!un. (12) lIuwa- nd aliy elge-n, ermbeR. "

speak-RPAST he me west we-2-in return-RPRES bank

(13) uwa-nd a1in elge-l, ud eriol)g a1in algl)a-nm.

west we-2-ex return-RPAST dog another we-2-ex take-ReUST

(14) ud ano1 ul)gal iI, "Boxer"l (15) uyi-r il il)un,

dog what's-its-name? name he start up he him

"woowoowoo l II (16) "pigipig ow l pigipig ow l II ayol) amba-r a1in

fo11ow-RPAST we-2-ex

ila$!un. (17) lIayin?1I (18) lIanugl)ga-Ra

north spear-RPAST he me o. k. finish



idu-r al) ow!" (19) ugl)ga-R al)ga-mb
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iI, amuR aryi-r,

spear-RPAST (7) north follow-RFUT he creek follow-RPAST

evun amb-ambug adniy. (20) ugl)ga-R, ugI)ga-R, ugl)ga-R, ugl)ga-Ra --

creek INT-small up north

ay il)un oren i~ngi-nm 'al) , i1 adun ogl)g-o'gl)g i~ngi-r oroy

I him behind run-RCUST (7 ) he me r-first run-RPAST past

uw edne-l evun aduwi-nm. (21) kat! i1 'il)un idu-nm.

again stand-RPAST creek hold-RCUST he him spear-RCUST

(22) "ayin7" 'ul)gul amb il ign~i-n ow. (23) "iyal)!"

o.k. there PR he run-RPRES yes

(24) ugl)ga-R ey -- og olbm amb-ambug-iy i1 ungi-r, guR, uy

north water INT-small-at he run-RPAST tree

aoall)gaR-iy. (25) og ungi-r i1 udna-l il og-ol, ud

blackberry-at water dive-RPAST he lie-RPAST he water-in dog

ali,n.al) i1 ungi-r odnoR amba-n, aRdi-ly-aRdi-r amb i1

ours-2-ex he dive-RPAST cool make-RPRES r-rise-RPAST PR he

(26) adni-y il aRdi-r uyan-g i1 elya-r, "ol)go-m obmon il

up he rise-RPAST grass-to he enter-RPAST this down he

edne-,n. ow! uya):l.-,d ow!" (27) ay 'il)uu idu-I)an. (28) aly

stand-RPRES grass-in I him spear-lFUT spear
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oya1 iv-ivur!) i!)un evaq-ay, iv-ivurl). (29) igu-ra!), il

1ancewood INT-sharp it sharp-PRP INT-sharp go-RPAST (?) he

a~un ifa-n edne-n, lola!) a~en iy. (30) "ina!) ay -- abm

me south stand-RPRES o.brother my again you er person

inun aoa-muy!" (31) "ay an idu-n a!)." (32) igu-r a!)

you bite-IPOT I finish spear-RPRES (?) go-RPAST (?)

il)un u1ga1 ey idu-r i!)un. (33) amuR O!)go-g obmon.

him close spea"':'-RPAST him creek here down

(34) kat! ayo!) amba-r a,!;\una! ~o! qo! qo! qo! (35) "onder

fo1low-RPAST me more

ignqi-l! (36) onder ign~i-l! (37) onder i~gi-l ow! (38) onder

run-IIMP

i¥~i-l! (39) onder igngi-l ow! (40) onder iqngi-l ow!" (41) adniy

up

uy argaR-ay arvi-r i!). (42) "ha, abm

run-RPAST once tree w.gum-to hold-RPAST (?) person

'a~un aR aoa-r 'af) ow!" (43) i1 elge-l obmon uyan-'!;\

me no bite-RPAST (?) he return-RPAST down grass-in

I
:=

i1 ermbe-l, bub. (44) udna-nm uw il. (45) "tig!)al ayin?"

he fall-RPAST lie-ReUST again he now o.k.



(46) "i):!. o~):!'QoR idu-r af) •" (47) i):!. oQ):!.QoR idu-r
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meat dead spear-RPAST (?) meat dead spear-RPAST (?)

(48) "ka! ka! ka! ka!' egl)gaRe-):!. amba-nm aQun ilo

laugh-E-cause-RCUST me he

(49) udnam a! (50) eya-r ali):!., udnam. (51) al

fat cut-RPAST we-2-ex fat fire heap-RPAST

ali:n alwun ibmbu-r al). (52) i1 alvel-y idildi-r. (53) ay

we-2-ex ant-bed dig-RPAST (?) he bark-PRP run-RPAST I

oR ac}i-r al) , eya-r-eya-r al) , eliya5 igl)gi-r af) , il

cold cook-RPAST (?) r-cut (?) bone pull-RPAST (?) he
= singe hair off

olvel-iq ade-l al alwuJl.-$:l.

bark-with come-RPAST fire cook-RPAST we-2-ex meat-roasting-pit-in

(54) bobobobo odnge-r ali):!. ow, ina-nm ali):!.. (55) ara-r

cover-RPAST we-2-ex sit-RCUST we-2-ex dig-RPAST

arbm igl)gi-r alin eya-r-eya-r ali):!., ilbidu-r,

we-2-ex rib pull-RPAST we-2-ex r-cut-RPAST we-2-ex stab-RPAST

araRal) oRc}a-r alin pa,t elge-l ega-ma):!.Q

cabbage-tree cut-RPAST we-2-ex o.k. return-RPAST we-2-ex head-on

uQa-nm, alin aryi-y. (56) olon elge-nm alin obmon

carry-RCUST we-2-ex home-to hither return-RCUST we-2-ex down
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oOgo-ly, mission-g.

here-to -to

Translation. (1) We two went up-river here, we went after pigs.

(2) "We'll go up-river!" (3) "Very well, (4) we'll go hunting.

(5) But what for?" (6) "We'll go and find a pig." (7) We went

up-river to New Mission. (8) Then eastward to ~elkorow, east there

where the water lies among the Leichhardt trees. (9) "No meat

here!" (10) "There are foot tracks here where the pigs went in."

(11) "Which way will we go back?" I asked him. (12) "We'll go

back westward along the bank." (13) Westward we returned, taking

our dog--another one--with us. (14) The dog was called--what's

his name?--"Boxer"! (15) He started one up, "Woof, woof, woof!"

(16) "A pig! A pig!" we followed on to the north--wham! He

speared it for me. (17) "O.k.?" (18) "Yes, I got him!" (19) On

to the north he followed, up a small creek. (20) Northward, still

northward--I brought up the rear, still running, he ran ahead of me

past where we had stood where the creek was. (21) Wham! He

speared him. (22) "O.k.?"--there he runs. (23) "Yes!" (24) North

again, into a small water-hole he jumped, where the blackberry trees

are. (25) Into the water jumped our dog, to lie in the water and

cool off, then up again (26) and off into the grass he ran. "It's

standing down here! In the grass!" (27) I'll spear it. (28) I

made the lancewood spear really sharp. (29) My older brother stood

on the south side of the creek from where I was. (30) "You er--it
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might bite you!" (31) "1'11 spear him alright." (32) I went close

and speared it. (33) Down in the creek. (34) Wham! It chased me!

Oy! Oy! (35) "Run! (36) Run faster! (37) Faster yet! (38) Still

faster! (39) And faster again! (40) Run faster!" (41) I took a

running jump at a white gum tree and held on. (42) "It won't bite

me now!" (43) It went back down to the grass, and fell over.

(44) It lay down. (45) "0. k. now?" (46) "I speared it--it' s dead."

(47) I had speared it, and it was dead. (48) "Ha! Ha! Ha!" he

laughed at me.

(49) It was fat! (50) We cut it, and it was fat. (51) We

heaped up firewood, and dug up ant-bed, (52) and he ran off for

bark, while (53) I singed the hair off, cut it up, and pulled the

bones out. He came back with the bark, and we lit the fire in the

pit. (54) We covered it over, and sat down. (55) Then we dug it

up, pulled out the ribs, butchered them up, cut down some cabbage

tree and came back home, carrying it on our heads. (56) We came

back down here to the mission.
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